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INTRODUCTION 
At a time when people of Europe lived in caves and 
dressed in animal skins an advanced urban culture flowered 
in the Incius Valley a culture which produced elobcrate and 
skill fully crafted art facts houses of burnt bricks and 
well planned drainage system Ruins discovered at l-tohanjodaro 
in Sind, Harappa in the Punjab and at Nalanda in the Bihar, 
Juggest that this society first enlarged between 4500^and 
5000 year ago the country in which we live is full of Monuments 
dated from 2500 BC to AD. 
ARCHITECTURE HISTORY 
Architecture as the enduring expression of the idea of 
men who planned and constructed noble edifices is certainly 
more useful for, the most characterstic records of former 
generation are their building, A careful study of those monu-
ments of the past will reveal to us* as nothing else can* the 
mines working of the minds of the persons responsible for their 
coi:istr^ cT:ion, The written record gain meaning and color from 
architecture construction dike the Khaj raho Temple Complex 
Brahma tempxe at Khajuraho (IS ). The Marble Jain Temple at 
Dilwara, i^ a^jasthan and the Jaganatha Temple at puri Orissa 
refelect ( TF ) the emotions and ideas of the ruler who built 
them. 
Similarly materials of artistic production take 
sculptures. Inscriptions ancient coins and Jewellary 
are important source for the field of history and histo-
rical research. 
Architectural remains in India so far as at present 
known, begin with the Buddhist period. There are found in 
sinall nxxmhers, rude stone monuments, such as Dolmens and 
cromrlechs, of uncertain age. But, though they may be 
considered Buildings of sorts they can not be classed as 
architecture. 
Relies a very great antiquity have, recently been 
brought to light in Sind Much of what was left upon the 
surface from early times have been removed by uhe people as 
suitable material for building there villa;, , homes for 
example the temple remains in navshidabad, west Bengal (14S) 
were used by the people as suitable material for building in 
this respect old bricks buildings of all ages when once aban-
doned owing to desecration, '. . have suffered badly the old 
brick being more easly handled than stone. Starting from Sindh 
districts to South India immediately contiguous since Terri-
•tailal boundaries do not co-ineide with those of the various 
styles of architecture that will be noticed. Thus it will be 
necessary to over step these boundaries in to the Gujarat, the 
Deceaxi plato, Karnataka and the Tamil Uadu are to pick up the 
out-line excimple of tne style described in various forms in 
w 
different temples and architecture, ,5uch as Hoysala* Shikara, 
Nagara* Dravida etc. 
Scattered throughout the length of Western India from 
the northern frontiers of jfiir.d to River Savitri from Savitri 
to Beraghat is foxind as great and a collection of ancient 
monuments as are to be met with in any other part of India of 
equal extent, indeed nin-tenths of rock cut temples of the 
Buddhist are to be found within the area, B^ohist, Jain, Hindu 
Muhammadans with the later partuguese Dutch Armenian and English 
remains help to make up a good.>y assortment, Stupas cave aad 
structural temples, mosques, toumbs, palaces fort churches, 
convents and graveyards are all represented, of^ ceu quite near 
one anotlier succeeding each others from one end of the country 
to the other Just as varied as these reliijs of the raasoncraft 
are the peoples, languages and religious beliefs which gave 
rise to them, 
«part from Muhammadans and European these are practically 
no remarks of civil architecture to be found wells and tanks 
there are but these partake more txf religious character it being 
a particularly meritorious action to construct them as ensuring 
a hazier state in the hereafter Hinduism was all over 
the country and such was the case with others so that all people 
respected the temples of their gods to whatever state they paiu 
allegiance they were spared during invasion and raids and 
generally the person of their priesst were sacred, i^ ot so witn 
civil buildings such as palaces which every showed no hesita-
tion in demolishing. Hence the construction of building of thc-t 
nature was a bad speculation and they were run up cheaply, 
though perhaps of gaudy materials the have all gone the 
way ot those who built them, but we got some idea of what 
tney were like from sculptures and beinhing such as may be 
seen ia the sculptures at the sanchi (170) take and the frescoes 
at the Ajanta caves once a temple was deserated it was abond-
oned however costly a structure it may originally have been, 
it th€3fn feli a pray to the vandal for the sake of its materials. 
Commencing then, v/ith Bt^hist remains in the cave (^ 16) 
temples stand first. These rock temples and the monasteries 
and nui^ries which generally accompanied them are to be found 
mostly in the lov>ely places and ravines they were, thus 
secluded from the busy centers of population where the monk 
could free from all distractions concentrate their minds upon 
their stuaies and worship amidst the silence of the hills and 
forests. In this sequestered retreats they fashioned in bowels 
of tne mountain colxamned temples and halls, finished to the 
minutest detail and ornament with the utmost care. 
A close examination of these Rock temples ( :3 0?) shows 
that they follow wooden prototypes and this may be seen in the 
Nasik caisyes where not only are the beams and joint faithfully 
copied but the wooden pins in the end are not even omitted. 
In the earliest chaityas (64- ) which are vaulted chapels v/ooden 
ribs exist to the present day which were evidently added in 
unitation of the arched bamboos that supported the original 
thatch, and such priraitures are still up by the Todas of tne 
IStilgiris ( 
Stupas were originally, great mounds of earth raised 
over the ashes of a chief or religious leader and surrounded 
by wooden rails to protect them later they were built in brick 
or stone with an earth encore a stone railing taking the place 
of a wooden one lateron, agains the hemispherical mound was 
raised upon a dwarf cylindrical drum leaving a passage round 
the dome for circumkulation in connection with funeral rites 
such is the gener-al shape of the early stupas built over the 
riches of the Budha and important priest, but by degrees the 
heignt of the basement increased until the shape as seen in 
stupa known. Thul Mir Rukan was reached. 
The earliest structural temple in western India is sa as 
far as v/e known without doubt, the Budhist brick chaitya at 
Ter (/S*~). iuost important aiaongs the remains is the brick 
chaitya standing in the village and facing east v/hich has been 
appropriated by the vaishnavas for the worship of vishnus 
avataras or incarvation, Trivikrama, The image now occupies 
the position of the dagoba portion of which were found lying 
about the building consests of the vaulted chaitya with a flat 
roofed hall before it the forraer measure 31 feet long by 33 ft 
high. It is just a plain copy in brick (S4 ) of the rock {^%) 
cut chaitya. They were also fovmd at Ter several old brick 
temples in the early Dravidian style such as are found in stone 
at pattadakal with all their decorative details reproduced in 
moulded brick. They are of the same style and age as the old 
one as Kukkanaux- and may not be catter than the seventh century 
or eight century perhaps older the door beams and ceiling are 
of wood richly carved stone being used no where. 
TEMPLES AND THEIR INFLUENCE? 
The Hindu temple is the most prolific archltecture 
known in India* Both from the point of its development 
and number it exceeds every other kind of architectural 
activity. There is hardly anything as attractive as the 
Gupta teinples (such as that at (Deogsurh) or Bhitargaon) 
froca the aesthetic point of view. A study of these tocnplas 
contributes to our knowledge of Indian Architecture in 
its early creative period when temple building was taken 
up as a cultural movement all over the country. Archaeolo-
gical remains of the Hindu temple in pre Gupta period 
have hardly survived and only a limited ntimber of examples 
of sacred building of the early Gupta times have remained. 
The temples of the foiirth fifth centuries A.D, show no 
dotibt an evolution in their componant parts and its is 
stronge that they could not be termed as primitive, through 
in themselves of simple architectural design^ they are 
admitedly the fose runners of the complex medieval temple^ 
The Gupta temple architecture thus is worth studying as 
it throws important light on the development of Indian 
tenple architecture. 
In the third - fourth century A.D, the long 
processed classical tendencies led to a standardised way 
vimimj 7mpi& AT 'mocmm 
of life and to a strong urge for beauty and perfection. 
It meurked a definite advance in the whole structure of 
Indian Life and ideals including religion and philosophy 
and Literature and arts. During this period classical 
elegance of form expanded in various form of beaulty 
which have come to us as the survivals of Gupta civili-
zation. 
The new wave of Brahmanic awakening synchronised 
with the fresh creature enthusiasm broughu forth an 
unprecedented era of temple building activity in the 
Madhyadesa. The age should be considered as that of Hindu 
revival only in a limited sense. The rebirth not of 
vedic ritualism but the gradual transformation of the 
east while kindred folk religious into official creed of 
Hinduism was schieved the principal ones being those of 
Siva Vishnu Devi Ganpati Skanda and Bhahma with Bhakti 
or devotion as the life breath of their system. Thus 
with the growth of Puranic Hinduism the Hindu ten^le 
seams to have emerged out of its architectural insigui-
ficance. However, from the happy accident of the Buddhist 
very early adopting the mode of excavating their t«i^le 
in the living rock their remains are iraperishably preser-ved 
to us while it is only too probable that those of the 
Hindu, being in less durable forms have disappeared. Not 
a single example of Hindu temple dating before the 
Christian Era might solve the difficulty in finding the 
construction of temples. 
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EARLIER TRADITION; 
References to Hindu temples are not lacking in 
early Literature though it is not possible for us to 
ascertain with precision what their architectural forms 
were. The vedic tradition wholly given to the worship 
through Yajnas had hardly any scope for the image and 
its teazle. The Vedi (or altar) for offering obtations 
to the gods in sacrifice must have been a type made of bift 
brick serving temporarily as a place of woship and sancily 
and duly enclosed and protected through unprovied means. 
If there were fire pavilions for daily ceremonial 
offering to the gods by householder in some houses or 
at a particular places it is difficult for us to guess 
to day their exact archtectural form. 
From Maurya period onwcurds we have a continous 
architectural tradition largely associated with Buddhistic 
and Jaina creeds up to advent of the Qoupta dynasty with 
which are epoch of regulsir temple-building activity 
dedicated to Hindu pantheon couroences. It is almost clear 
that it we prove deeper into the question of origin of 
an evolved temple syle it is not to deprecate the capacity 
of the earlier architects but it is due to the form of 
colossal stupas of brick and stone and rock-hewn caves. 
Upto certain stage it was stupa which served as a place 
of worship - as Budha himself had sanctioned in its 
3 
favour in the Oigha Nikaya, It was independent towering 
mound with railing etc or a smaller model inside a cave 
or house* 
But Shrine was altogether a different concept and 
its architecture originated from the need of providing 
some habitation of decty visualised through symbol of 
an image. 
Eloporate injunction are iaid down in vedic 
literature regarding the building of Yajma - vedis which 
were either open or enclosed by shed of bamboo work or huts 
A sacrificial house (agnidraya, Yajma - sala) is describaa 
as covered on all sides with matting except the womb 
(garbh agriha of later) and it is vertually separated the 
vedic from the outer space such hut shrine which provided 
the nature of its early form and utility has continued in 
not much altered form upto otir own days various parts of 
the country and there is a plausiple theory that it 
might have served as the prototyple of early Indian Ten^ sls . 
It has often been established that in case of making 
stone images of Brahamanic divinities Budha - Budhisattava 
and also Tirthankaras the primiture ideals and form of 
satatuary were taken from colossal free standing frontly 
conceived Yaksha and Naga images in popular worship, A 
similar adaptation possibility took pJbace with reference 
to the mode of worship. The popular bhakti cult in Yaksha 
shrimes was accepted in Vishnuism and other Brahamnic sects 
Buddhism was involved in this no less than others. The 
same phenomenon appears to have taken place in the case 
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of shrine also as well be shovm bellow: 
The ample literary evidence to show that even 
prior to the time of Mahavira and Budha there were 
Yaksha shrines placer and park where the people 
made frequent offering of food and drink the haunt 
or abode (bhavanam) of a Yaksha is 6ften refared to 
as Chaitya or ayatana. How often the bhavanas of the 
Yakshas mentioned in Buddhist and Jaina Literature should 
be regarded as ccmstruoted temples it is hard to say 
The essential element of Yaksha holystead is a 
stone tablet or altar. The bhavanam of the Yaksha 
Suchiloma at Gaya is particularly descrebed as stone 
couch (Diary altar by or on which Buddha resled the word 
used are tankita mancho explained in the consmentary to 
mean stone slab resting on four other stones at the 
punnabhadra cheyer there were not only alter in an 
eloborate temple but also a decorated altar beneath an 
asoka tree in the grave. 
Early stages in the evolution of this temple 
type can be summarily illustrated from the sungun and 
later reliefs at present from them only we have to 
explain how the architect might have worked out the 
model which combined various elements from more than one 
source. 
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Can any temple building activity be evidenced 
from archaeological remains prior to first Gupta shrine. 
Perhaps the earliest remain of a building which can be 
designated as that of a Hindu shrine were revealed from 
the excavation at Nagari near Chittor. 
It was a open air stone enclosure having a high 
brick platform in the centre for worship. Only a part 
of the stupendous fence is preseirtted. Composed of 
large stone slab inserted in ground stone upright* 
which presumably formed architectural con^jouents of the 
shrine couple there. Railing similar to that round 
stupas# originally enclosing a shrine of Sankarshana and 
Vasudeva of 300 or 250 B.C. at latest. This presuably 
was the form of earliest temples. 
TEMPLE ARCHITECTURE IN THg GUPTA PERIOD; 
Sri Gupta built a temple (probably the first Gupta 
one) at Mrigasiknanasa. Sri Gupta or Gupta a jfretty 
chief in the last quarter of the third century A.D. 
founded the Dynasty of Kings named Gupta after him 
Not much is known about the antecedents of the Gupta 
family before Chandragupta I (third in the line from Gupta ) 
who as a result of his conquest and diplomatic alliances 
earved out for himself an independant Kingdom comprising 
the territories along the Ganges viz. Saketa Prayaga and 
part of Magadha and paved the way for future greatness ofb 
the family. His son and successor samudragupt tooks the 
responsibility of consolidating the empire and by his 
successful military campaigns in Aryavarta and Dakshina 
— i . \ . ^ K^ .^JXV.*. *.-\^^ «rtiin-i-T-^r nnrtof On© rule from orxssa to 
I 
Vijjaln and from the foot of the Himalyas to the bank 
of the Narmada, 
Much of the Gupta glory in the fields of arts and 
Literature seems to have recovered in the early seventh 
century in the time of Harsha who succeeded in restoring 
the unity of the Empire of northern India. Infact by 
his death the golden age of Indian history came to an 
end. 
How the personal patronage and encouragement of 
the rulers of the powerful and cultured Gupta dynasty 
played a dynamic role in the recton of Brahmanic shrines 
is fully proved from the known records the miscription 
of the back wall <»f Tawa cave at Udaigriri informs the 
excavation of the cave as a temple of Bhagwan Sambhu by 
virasena the minister of Chandragupt a II. The short 
inscription incised on a big squave pillar appertaining 
to the Deogarh temple. Shows that it was the gift of 
Bhagavata Govinda probably the same as the brother of 
emperor Kumaragupta at the holy feet of Lord. Visavavarmai 
the feudatory of Kumara Gupta tell us about the erection 
of two temples the one of Vishnu resembling the lofty 
peak of Kailasa and the other dedicated to Divene mothers. 
The Dasapura Inscription of Bandhuvarman of the time of 
Kiomaragupta records the building of sun temple as lofty 
as the Kailasa mountain* 
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A comprehensive survey of Gupta art raounments 
with reference to the sites where they originate is 
indespensible for vmder standing the national character 
of the movement* The geographical factor played a 
dominant role in the distribution of the raounments 
and the pulsating forces of commerce and religious* 
propaganda determined their character and multitude 
Owing to historical reseon* the largest number of well 
preserved monuments is found in Madhya Pradesh at present 
but at one time credle land of yttar Pradesh was enriched 
by temples and building in Gupta style on an extensive 
scale* 
The whole North and central India was filled in 
the course of several centuries of activity with shrines 
of brick and dressed stone masonary scaltered in the east 
up to Brahmaputra in Assam in the north-West upto Punjab 
and Sind in the west upto the costal regions of saurashtxa 
and in the South upto the Krishna Valley* But the 
influence of the art of Madhyadesa is patent in every 
detail of sculpture and architecture wheather to the 
West or to the south. The main cluster of surviving 
Gupta sites is to be found in Bundelkhand and Malwa; 
Bhurma Deogarh Sanchi Bhilsa, We have the ruins of Gupta 
temples in uttar Pardesh* 
All the temple that can be dated in the Gupta 
period have some common architectural and sculptural 
features typical of the age and were for the first time 
recognised as 
14 
Cunnigham had noted during his archaeological 
surveys as early as 1874-7 in Bundelkhand and Malwa 
a nximber of undoubted specimen of the architecture of 
the Gupta period in his own words the most stroking 
charactersties of Gupta style are the following. 
(1) Plat roof without spires 
(2) Prolongation of the door lintel beyond the ends of 
the Janibs. 
(3) Statues of the river Ganga and Yamuna guarding the 
enterence door, 
(4) Continuation of the architrave of the portico as 
moulding all round the building 
(5) Pillar with Massive Square capitals ornamented with 
half seated dions back to back with a tree between 
them. 
(6) Bosses on the capitals of a peculliar form like 
beehives with short side horns. 
(7) Deviation in plan from the cardinal porats. 
(8) of the facade, the intercolummination in the midle 
being wider. 
A few words may be said here about the Varaha tempfe 
at Deogarh It is likely that several of the sculpture 
and the arclutectural gragments refresent relies of an 
early Gupta ten^le at the site me image of Varaha enshrived 
in the sanctum is to be regarded beyond doubt as the one 
surviving from the intial establishment. However the original 
construction as the ruins at present show was renovated 
after a few centures of its existance when it was rebuild 
and provided with a window like vmusually small door from 
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It can not be part of the original building as 
enshrining the large-sized varaha statue and the 
existing column if the place occufied by its original 
appear to have formed with three other corresponding 
pillar placed at the four comers on a square plan 
raandapa shrive simillar to that at Eran or Darra the 
pillar supported a flat stone is only an inference 
which can not be verified from the present ruins 
refresenty the largely modified building of later 
Gupta period. 
On the other hand the comparesons between the 
Gop temple and the early chalukyau temples at aihole 
and pattadakal are more apperent and convincing both 
having their Sikharas or towers the same stepped out 
pyramidal arrangement heavy moulding quarter round in 
section and the same can^aratively plain walls the 
plans too in their single designs are more alike. 
The early adaptaion of the chaitya hall types 
by the architect for Brahmanical temples actual instances 
of the are avaiable not Gupta but allied Chalukyau 
insperation by the Durga and the Hachchimalligudi shrines 
at Aihole the Durga temple (600 AD) though not the 
earliest at the site amply illustrate how the plan and 
model of Buddhist hall were accepted for Braharaana 
temples in this along with minor adaptations the iit^ jortart 
change which was perhaps necessary in stone masouary has 
been made in the massive roof that is flat in the center 
and sloping on the aisles over its a post is now seen a 
n 
time Shikhara of a later date» 
The temple of Lad Khan (about 553 AD)is very much 
impressive for it caves like character and primiture 
feature but its great importance lies in its little 
upper chamber which associates it with other early 
examples having thus curious feature as at Bhitargaon 
Bodhgaya and at Aihole itself in the temple of Meguti 
It peculior plan and distinctuve secular like appearence 
of the four inscription engraved on the temple one is 
partially preserved another nothing interesting to 
convey and the third is intelligible to the extent of 
revealing the name of one Devakutala the fourth inscribed 
on the wall of the main hall is well preserved and 
interesting. 
(1) No king or Dynasty is refered to 
(2) the purpose of the record is to register what seem 
to a grant Donor was Benania Somayaji apperently a 
Brahamana Donee were five hundred the grant is not for 
any god purpose of grant is not specify and record for 
alocation of certain amount was fixed for diffrent 
ceremonies which are individually mentioned 
The Lakshmana Temple Sir pur (675 AD) 
is the most important survival of the late Gupta Sikhara 
temple considerable evolved in its ground plan and 
vertical form from the point of ratha- projection and 
highly rich orvament in the brick work it stand as other 
brick temples on a well built high stone terrace (77'x 
39x7*) with the cell foundation it square sanction 
(9»X9* inside) and the long enterance hall or raandapa 
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are of brick with the exception of the stone doorfrora of 
the sanctum entrance and the stone basis of the pillars 
which once believed that the raandapa did not form part 
of the original temple and was added at a latter date. 
A greater variegation over the plan of Bhitargaon temple 
may be noticed in the addition to the ntunber of project!oi 
on each side of the sancttip, the receding flames of the 
wall leading to attractive effects of hight and shade. 
Its Sikhara now badly damaged appear to be of true Gnpta 
style and largely differ from that Bhitargaon temple in 
the character of its construction though not in exterior 
proportion and form. There is no upper chamber and the 
device of curvilinear down is not used here the building 
is roofed by receding of brick rising up untill they 
meet. It is closely connected in form with the develop-
ment on the simple technique which was employed there 
are Deogarh for a temple sikhara on that was placed 
a large brick amalaka. 
Bodh Gava Temple : 
Renovatediand repaired at several tiroes the 
present shape is renovated Burmese form of the 11th 
century but is reasonably believed to represent in its 
main portion substantially the originally architectural 
Design as seen Ywan chwang in (647 AD) Vihara (temple) 
between 160 and 170 feet height with a base of about 
20 paces (or 50 feet) built of bluish |>ricks, faced with 
QmhT mutm hT msmsKSh 
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plaster present several tiers of niches each with a glided 
statue of Budha (The bricks are wedge shaped bricks in 
the passage, 
A few wd^ds here may said about the PALLAVA monoliths 
ms Rathayprs at Mahabalipuramfe^hich though Roci-cut repre-
sent the contemporary structural types of the Dravida country. 
However they are not to be connected in a direct way with 
the temples of the Gupta territory but they certainly 
illustrate the building movement with similar purposes and 
undertaking. These Rathams date about (65 AD) and along 
with other allied moments tell a story singularly important 
for studying the evolution of the PARAVIDA temple STYLE. 
The prime interest lies in the Nakula-Sahadeva Ratha which 
follows (externally) the plan of an apsidal chaitya-hall. 
It is in front a small projectly portico supported b^ two 
pillar; and within has a small cell. The Bhima Ganesh and 
Dharmaraya Raths has also appear to be based on various 
type of Chaitya-hall design. These show a similar activity 
as is seen at Aipala and the Ter. 
The fine Rathas carved out a whale backed nock on the 
sandy sea-shore are as if they were marginal notes by the 
great architects who traditionally erected religious truc-
tures in brick timber metal mortar and plaster and put in 
stone at one place for convenience of them-selves and 
their successors lasting models of diverse tample types votrge 
in the period as cuf^out examples. There exterior was of 
greater significance of the sculptor architect. In fact 
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externally the squar and tfslong Rathas represent the first 
form of Darvidian Vimanas which were subsequently copied 
and eloborated for centuries. 
Pallava Plans 
With reference to the origin of temple plan attention 
may be drawn to several of the early cave Mandaparas of the 
PALLAVAS e.g. at Mandagappathu* Mahabalipuram and others 
which show a row of shrine-cells excavated inside the back 
wall of the mandapa in fashion similar to the cells of a 
Budhist vihara-cave. On the Rathas however, the main grouni 
building which was of actual utility, appears to have con-
ceived internally as pillared raanadapa, but nothing could 
be concluded as certain as for unknown reason these Rathas 
were never finished off the roof is gradually receding two 
or several storeys which now no more for residential pur-
poses, were solid decorations, greatly compressed in height 
and with the string of cells or salas running all round 
their sides* Each story was particularly marked by a roll 
cornice. Ornamental with chaitya-arches and series of 
maniature cell shrines as motif and the highest storey havin g 
wagon-top roof with gable ends and stupis on the ridge. 
GUPTA TEMPLE DOOR FRAME, PLLARS AND SCULPTURE - DECORATION 
The stone doorframe of the Gupta temples show some 
distinct features typical of the style. The doorway served 
as the best decorated portion of the monument in which 
almost care was taken in employing decorative symbols and 
QOOEFAKE. PARV^TX fl^^tM {nmehm Ktt«i«««l 
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motifs both for beauty and avsipiclousness. With the 
emergence of the flat roofed small shrines in the early 
Gapta period (4th AD) the frame work of the entrance to 
the temple received special attention and various elements 
of decoration were introduced to import beauty grace and 
life to the architectural portion leading to the deity in 
the shrine No doubt the various elements of decoration of 
the doorways of Gupta temples namely the projecting image 
in the center of the lintal (dvara-latata-bimba) attendant 
figures (Prathari) occupying the lower one fourth portion 
of the Jamb auspicious birds on wing (Mangalya virhaga) 
usually flying geese, ausipicious tree (Srivriksha) sty-
lised Svastika# Pull vase (Purna-Kalsa) amorous couples 
(mithines) foliated serolls)(Patralata)# roselles (Phulla-
vali) dwarfish figures (Pramathas) and last but not least 
figures of the Ganga and Yamuna standing on their vehicles 
have invested these architectural specimens with exqusite 
richness and delightful form, seldom equalled by anythingn 
else in Indian Art. 
These details SKEe furnished in varying degrees by the 
extant tample dooways at Deogarh, Nadna Kuthara and Bhumra 
usually the two door-Jambs (dwara-Sakha) divided into four 
or five bands or vertical section each with an eloborate 
scheme of ornamentation one quarter of the door-Jamb is 
occupied by pratihari figures. The rest of decoration 
consist of auspicious birds shrivriksha svastika purnaghata 
Mithuna poliated scroll and dwarfish figxires. 
The occurance of Ganga and Yamuna in human form on 
the entrance doorframe of the shrine is not available in 
the early or late Kushana art. It is also absence in the 
Sanchi temple which is generally be regarded as the 
earliest Gupta Temple, Ganga Yamuna figures in connection 
of a religious building is know from the cave shrine dated 
to the reign of chandragupta II (376-413) AD, 
PILLARS 
The facade of Gupta temple and the design of its 
pillars which besides forming the main elements of its 
frontage are also fully representatives of what may be 
termed the early Gupta order. Each consist of the massive 
abacus surrmounted by a device of hours a capital resemb-
ling a broad conventional vase a short shaft of many sides 
and a plain square pedestal, A glance will show that 
inspite of the greatly dinushed height this form of pillar 
is a direct descendant of the Vishnu colaann at Besanagar 
of almost five centures earlier and the line motif itself 
is a link-with still older monoliths of Asoka. 
With the exception of the Darra temple which has a 
pillard sanctum all of the early specimen of Gupta portico 
pillars at sanchi. 
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DARRA TEMPLE 
The square pillar surmounted by square projecting 
capitals are however in the tradition of the railing 
pillarround the stupers marked with the same massive 
handling of stone and a decorative scheme, of foriate 
design. In fact a similar impression is produced by eight 
pillar disposed aroung the pillared coarhhagriha two on 
each of the four sides as if in a row forming a continuous 
path of circumbulation. 
The pillar in sanchi ten^le in their capitals display 
no turn over below the square part of the abacus thought 
they are shaped like a conventionalised vase with flutted 
body and corded neck. It is not much different from what 
we see in the Makara Pillar at Besanagar or still earlier 
in the Gruda pillar at the same site, 
NARASIMHA TEMPLE 
The four pillars of the Narasimha temple portico are 
alsonin early Gupta style with a large square abcus of twicB 
the breadth of the shaft surrmounded by two lions sitting 
back to back with a tree between the lower part of the shaft 
is plane but the upper half is highly dedorated in the form 
of the characteristics purnaghata with foliated turn over. 
Narasimha temple which stands in the south of the raaintample 
in the Jagannatha compound if we relied with the inscriptioi 
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for dating the Narasimha temple we might conclude that 
king erected this temple first and that Narasimah has to 
got the place and represent the deity pr ^ sottama which was 
absent. The Narasimah temple is a later construction in 
which the doom jamb of same earlier building together with 
its inscription was reused. The inscription is dated in 
the coda Ganga period 1132-33 AD. 
The position of two large pillars found from the 
ruins at Deogarh is however doubtful they are over nine 
feet in height and might have supported the. roof projecticn 
of the front side. These are square in section and tape-
ring towards the top. A highly evolved scheme of decoratioi 
at the base, the middle and the top of the shaft and the 
capital may be e^served. Three quarter circular sunk meda-
llions on all the four sides at the upper portion of the 
shaft contain artistic relief work. Above is seen the 
characteristic vase with upturned foliage at the corners. 
Exactly slmillar in designa are the rathipa -biiriba pilas-
ters on the three side walls. 
Bhlterqaon Temple 
There are some modification or changes taken place in 
architecture in Gupta period but they have only limited 
application. The (i slight deviation in plan frcan the 
cardinal points. One Nakshatara or Luner mansion amounting 
to 13-20 degree, (2) The prologation of the lintel of the 
entrance door for beyond the Jambs on each side is common 
to all examples. Similarly the continuation of the archi-
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trabe of the portico pillars all round the buildings and 
as a lower moulding is in all the example of Gupta style. 
The middle portion of the portico is wider on those 
either side. The ornamental boses on the capital and 
friezes of chaiteya with projecting on the aubhor phases 
of the walls are carved in imitation of the older rock worK 
The teracotta brick also found a material for building a 
temple the earliest preserved example being the Gupta temple 
at Bhitergaon and also of the Nagara sikhara in brick. 
The shikhara in brick work from its very begining seen at 
Bhitergaon is provided with an internal hallow chamber above 
the flat roof of the sanctum, a device which was introduced 
with a view to lessen the weight of the superstructure. 
This feature as essential part of the brick spire is seen 
also in the Mahabodha terapiie at Bodhgaya and later temples 
at Kanch, Parauli etc. 
Origin of Sikhara 
It appeared as a heavy and sturdy structure in the form 
of stepped out pyramid gaining more height and durability. 
The squate verse of the sikhara also indicates the same 
origin. In effect, as pointed out by vats. It was advancing 
not much towards the tall and curvilinear fabric of Indo 
Aryan or Nagara Sikhara. It may be suggested here that 
this for all posibilities served as tne ancestor both for 
curvilinear (i.e. Nagara) and stepped out (i.e. Dravida) 
styles. 
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Even geographically early group of temples in northern 
India may be seen testifying to the tendencies and difini-
tion which gave birth to different regional styles of the 
Nagara Temple itself with their own experimentation and 
distinct ranification. The Nagara style which prevailed 
to the silpa text in the region between Himalyas and the 
Vindhyas is conveniently divisible in at least four sub 
varieties with reference to seperate regions central India. 
Rajasthan Gujarat and Maharastra, Magadha and Orissa inclu-
ding Estern ghat. The fift may be Deccan plato and sixth 
North Kashmir and North west, Sikhara style found in the 
temples Nachna Kuthara Mahadeva Temple and some of the 
unknown instance of the pre-medieval period. Only logical 
emergence of the sikhara from a nudimentary super structure 
will be seen alongwith other architectural features in 
the examples further development rhrough various stages 
can be illustrated in the subsequent period Triratha and 
Panchratha plan of Sikhara Nachna Kuthara Bodh. Khujraho, 
Nagara style are traceable to the Deogarh and Bhitar-
gaon temples. The Mahadeva Temple consist of a square 
pancharatha snactum roofed by a massive sikhara with a 
slight convex cuirvature in its rising body.the lineaments 
of the pancharatha plan are taken up in elevation to the 
Sikhara veneered by chaitya-gavakshas and rising six storey 
each marked by angle araalakas (Properly called bhumiamalakas ) 
and other features. 
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LAKSHMANA TEMPLE 
Lakshmana Teraple is similar to Mahadeva slkhara 
showing at least foxar storeys demarcated by angle-amalakas 
and crowned on the summit which is now lost by a larger 
amalaka* 
The tradition of the Deogarh ten^le continued in 
Rajesthan and adjacent areas at Osia, 
Evolution of Dravidian Style 
Dravidian style from the stipped Gupta sikhara was 
perhaps easier with emphasis on different part and details. 
Not much interest on was shown in an increase projection 
on the plan and the Dravidian plan remain rectangular or 
with hardly awypronounced eloboration of recessed projec-
tions. The multistorey conception (bahubhumika) as ejqjerl-
raented out at Aihole and in the monoliths of Mahabalikvram 
gave an altogether different connotation to the receding 
courses of Gupta Sikhara. Diminishing tiers were marked 
by mimeature design of the temple 6rom at every stage of 
the height, and later on conered with a wealth of sculpture. 
Covered path or cloister round the sanctum which made its 
begining in the Gupta shrines and early temples at Achole 
was so characteristically adopted in the Dravidian Tertple. 
In some case it took the form of spacious gallery around 
the sanctum. 
Later Chalukyan Temples 
Between the earlier and the later chalukyan temples 
there appear to be transitional example to bridge over the 
gap excepting perhaps Kallesvara at Kukkanur and the old 
gain temple at lakkundi in Dharwar District. About the 
middle of the eight century the Rashtrakutas of the north 
swept down upon the chalikyas. Took possession of their 
dominions and held them until about A,D, 973 when a descen-
dant of side branch of the chalukyan family regained posse-
ssion of their ancestral lands. This may account tor the 
absence of building during the period the country was in 
the hands of stranger. Not only in style is there a great 
difference between the earlier and the later work but the 
material used has changed from the roiagher grained sand 
stone as chloritic schist which dresses down to a much finer 
surface and has enabled the sculptors to produce so much 
beutiful, delicate. Lace like tracery which characterisis 
the latter work and which it would have been difficult to 
produce in the coarser material with it the circular shaftes 
of the pillar have been brought to a very high state of 
polish. 
Lakkundi the ancient Lokkijandi and now other a desertd 
ipoking village in the Darwar district full of the Roins 
of old temples and enclosed with in the walls of old forts 
war once a place of considerable importance we learn that 
in A.D. 1191 the Holysala king, Ballala II Lokkignndi his 
headquarter after finally extinguishing the chalu]<yan 
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family and annexing their teriotory to his own in the 
south. The old temple and of the village is probably 
the oldest temple. The inscriptions to help us indating 
these latter temples through the country is full of inscri-
bed tablets recording miscellaneous grants to a temple may 
not give us any clue to the dates of its construction. We 
can gather from it the simple fact that the tanple is not 
latter than the inscription. These Jain temple is not 
far ranove from the temple of Kaleswara at Kukunaur which 
we may take as an immediate example between the earlier and 
latter. In the bothaf the size of the Masanry has dimi-
nishped and we longer find the heavy cyclopaen block used 
in the former they are sufficiently heavy enough to be 
pilled up without any cementing material and Bactically known 
through and bound stones. Infact all through the period of 
the older and medieval stone temple no mortar or cementing 
material was used* The raeasion depend upon flat horizental 
bads with the weight af the supper structure to retain all 
in place when the building did give way through unequal 
settlement of the foundation or cracking of beams and support 
the masonary generally rolled down like a house of cards 
if these foundation were poor and of hardly only depth 
many building were raised upon a layer of great undressed 
boulders spread upon the surface of the ground and this 
not for want of fund since they lavished and abundance of 
expansive decoration upon the supper stxructure. In Jain 
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temples in chalukiyan districts the image of Gajalakshmi 
or Lakshmi with her elephant frequently foun upon the 
outer door ways at the temple. 
In Hindu temples the object of worship with in the 
shrines of the siva, lingait cults is the linga or fabha-
llus of sind of Siva except in temples to Goddesses which 
has an image of appropriate deity. In vaishava temple 
there is start image of vishnu or of some Anatara or incor-
nation of him as well as such allied deities as surya 
Narayan. In Jain shrines is always found an image of one 
of their 24 jinas or Trithanakaras (teachers) selected by 
the donor of the Particular temple as his special favourite 
these are also cloth or nuele according tis the donor belong 
to the swetanbara white robed or Digambara nude squclad 
(Sect) and are eigtthee scoting or standing with the arms 
hanging by the side in the letter case. The digambara 
images are hude to the wastte and in this particular they 
differ from Buddhist statues which are shown with but one 
arm and shoulder wear a fully cloth. 
SOLANKI TEMPLE OF GUJARAT 
Solanki temple of Gujarat* we find a large class of 
medieval temples which are closely akin to those of the 
chalukyan districts. After the fall of valabhinagap, the 
ancient capital of valabhi kings a new power arose in north 
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Gujarat with AQhillavada - Pattaw as its centre. The 
founder of this dynasty was wan Raj of chavada family whose 
member are reputed by some to have been sun worshipers. 
During the reign of one of his successors bond of matrimony 
joined up the families of Anhillavada and Kalayana and a 
solanki (Chalukya) become king of Anhillvada in 10th centuiy 
under the title of Mul Raj. With this chiefs accession 
began the building of those temples. The ruins of which aiB 
now sealtered about the country and which reached its greatest 
height during the reign of Siddha Raj and Kumarapala during 
the eleventh and twelth centuries. Indeed Siddha Raj has 
been credited with so many building that, at the present day, 
if a villager be asked who the builder of any old ruins was 
he promptly replies, "Siddha Raj *• The descendants of the 
old salats till exist in this partof the country and follow, 
but it is doubtful wheather many of them can understand than 
intelligently, since they are written in Slokas or verse 
which are often obscuse in their meaning. It was these men 
who were pressed into the service of the Muslims when they 
gained the ascendancy in Gujarat and who built the Mosques 
and tombs of the conqurors and this is the reason why we 
find these building so Hindu in feeling the only limitation 
unoposed being the rigid exclusive of figures upon their 
walls. 
The largest and most eloborate temple of which we 
find remains in gujarat was no doubt the Rudramala at Sidhapur. 
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The city called after Siddha Raj of which sufficient remains 
together with the help of more fortunate examples to enable 
us to reconstruct it with tolerable exactness. Mulraj 
towards the end of his reign about the middle of the lOth 
century settled down at this holy place and commenced tctake 
in land the unfinished and now ruined fane and its place, to 
raise such a temple as had not been seen in the land before 
the famous Rudramala (the garland of lludra of eleven Rudras) 
or Rudramahalaya (the abode of Rudra or Siva) the scanty, lAt 
clossal, ruins of which now erabeded amongst the houses of 
the town near the river bank. These remains consist of five 
of front or eastern porch with their beams above them four 
columns in two stories which stood on the west side of the 
hall and before the shrine and one Kirttistambha or arch of 
fame the only one of a pair in the conrtyard at the north-
east corner of the temple. 
letween the solankintemples in the north and the chalu-
kyan in the south are the so called Hemadpanti temples which 
though not so numerous or handsome, yet cover quite as much, 
if not more ground. There is really no definite boundary, 
nor is the class itself very different frc»Q its northern and 
southern neighbours, with whd>m they are contemporaneous. They 
were mostly ericted during the reigns of the Yadava chiefs anS 
local governors under then between the Narmada and Krishna 
Rivers in cabe cutting than in temple building. Hemadpanti 
temples have no tradition and very few inscriptions to connect 
them with any particular reign. Hemadpant or Hemadri was the 
tnnmsiti&hs^-
TEMPLE OF THE SUN AT MUDHERA 
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famous minister of the Yadav king Ramchandradeva about the 
second half of the thirteenth centiiry, who in his bisure 
found time to ccsnpose several literary works and to build 
many temples which tradition nximbers at some three hundred 
Hemadpanti temples are characterised by heaviness incling to 
clumsiness with severely plain exteriors very few temples of 
this class exhibited images sculptures on the out side walls. 
The temple of surya at Mudhera also provided with upper 
and lower shrines the upper one having known up. 
A rock linga in this lower shrines is a projection throi;^ h 
the floor of the natural rock and probably for this reason 
was considered of more account than that which occupied the 
shrine above, 
RELIGION 
The period from the fourth to the seventh centuries A.D., 
was one of serious intellectual debate between Buddhism and 
Brahmanism. Buddhism was steadily losing ground, though it 
received royel Patronage, Though Hievn Tsang, who travelled 
in India from A,D, 630 A.D. 644 tried to give a bright picture 
of Buddhism* it appears from his records that the progress 
of the religion had been arrested by then. Buddhism had reached 
a stage when no further perfection in the idea of bodhi was 
possible. Thus a dialectical change was imminent when reaction 
was to take place. Prof, Niharranjan Roy remarks that "a quest 
seems to have reached its ultimate destination. The new stream 
of culture, namely* neo Brahmanical deiieloped with a new vigour. 
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This Brahmaism (know traditionally as smarta - pauranipa 
Bharma) was different fran the Brahmanism of the Vedas. 
Aranvakas and upnishads. The Puranas (such as the vayu 
and varaha) became the religious literature of the period. 
The image worship of Gods became popular, as stated in the 
Vishnu dhormottara purana. A roultipicity of forms of Gods 
was gradually evolved. The ennobling of Philosophic concepts 
through iconographic formulae began in the first, pre-pallava 
phase of chalukyan art (A.D. 535-642). As vaishnarism 
received agreater impetus in the first phase, the forms and 
anataraas of vishnu were sculptured in great quantities, 
while in the later phase, saivism played the dominant role 
in the religious life of the chalukya kings. The three 
functions of the Trinity were synchronised in the god head 
of siva who became the greates of all devas (Devanam Jyeshtha) 
Vedic concepts were modified by the puranas, while the artist 
gave a visual representation to their numerous forms. It 
was not the Rudra of the vedas who caused death and disease 
among men and cattle, but the God of Gods, who humiliates 
Brahma and visnu, who gently embraces parvati, dances the 
dance of creation and distruction and temple. Over the 
wicked, now with the active support of the chalukyan rulers. 
Brahmanism was accepted and expanded. In order to provide a 
broad base to the Brahmanical faith, the major sects namely 
saivism and vaishna vism, as also the minor sects of saktas, 
pasupatas, kaplikas, ialamukhas and Ganapatyas were also accor-
ded a place in bhe Hindu fold. Buddhism and J[ainism too 
received equal patronage. As art became the vehicle of the 
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spiritual conceptions of the people, a crystallization of 
philosophic concepts in stone took place through the myriad 
images of vishnu Narasiroha, varaha, siva and Mahishasura 
mardivi. Minior deities, such as Lakulisa, aanapati, pars 
natha and Buddha served to in fuse crafts men of all sects 
to striia»e for the revival at a new religion and art. Within 
a short span of three centuries to have revival of a new 
religion and art. within a short span of three centuries 
to have revived Hinduism through innumerable temples was io 
mean achievement. The entire ramifications of a tert^ le, 
with its pillared halls, verandas. Sikhara, decorative 
doorway, sculptured panels of Gods, enchanting raithunas and 
comical figures was an indirect triumph of neo-Brahmanism. 
The vigour aof the new faith was represented in the form of 
manxrmental figures and when the architectural model had been 
crystalized by the invention of new iconographic forms which 
is clearly seen in the second phase of chalukyan Art. 
DEITY 
It is mostly an image through which the deity appears 
and can be approached by men. Since post Buddhist times, 
the gods literally "descended" to their believers, taking 
place in space - inan image (raurti) and in particular sacred 
places (tirtha) - and in time - at particular fertivals. 
The possibility to visit and to see (darsana) the gods at 
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certain places and times was and is one of the great 
attractions of the tanple cult. The god is never entirely 
indentical with his image - he is essentially beyond and 
above. 
The real presence of the deity in her image is ritually 
as certained by the performance of the sixteen "services" 
(upacara), conmonly called puja (worship). The first upachara 
consists of calling the deity* or inviting her (avahana) 
and to offer her a seat Casana). After purifications of the 
priest and of one of the main ingredients of the ritual, 
water, the god is welcomed and made comfortable, as if he 
were a respected guest or laing,is purified (arghya), the 
feet of the deity are washed (Radya), and some water is 
offered her to cleanse her mouth (accamana)• After offering 
light referesment (Madhuparpa) the toilet of the deity 
begins. The image is given a bath (snana), is clothed 
(vastra) and invested with the secred thread (upavita), Then 
afferings are presented sandal paste (gandha), flowers (Puspa) 
incense (dupa), a lamp (dipa), something to eat (naivedya). 
The functions of the image, to mediate the presence of 
the deity, is mostly expressed also in its iconography : 
most Hindu temple images are anthropomorphic and render a 
certain aspect of the deity in every detail. 
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In tribal India, anthroporaarphic images of gods are 
rare. Tribal shrines may be completely empty or else 
certain uniconical symbols - wooden posts, earthen posts -
or elementary symbols like stones and trees. This function 
in tribal religion is with a living man. It is he, who 
conveys the very presence of the deity when possessed by 
her. Through him the deity speaks and confronts her 
believers. As the presence of the deity is rendered by a 
hxiraan being Tribal cults are centered in the sacrifices. 
Sacrifices are offered at times of need and at veiry large 
interval near the symbols of the deity. The deity manifests 
herself and is approached not through an image, but through 
a living person. 
There are a large number of temples at sucheendram 
dedicated to legion deities of Hindu pantheon, but there are 
few housing all the three deities - Brahma, vishnu and shiv. 
JAGANNATHA CULT 
One of the fascinating aspects of the Jagannatha cult 
is its mutual relationship with the political power in Orissa. 
Although the cult had developed in puri away from the poli-
tici centres of Orissa. e.g. Jaipur or Chaudwar/cuttack, 
yet from a certain period onwards, itwas drawn into the 
mainstream of the political evolution of Orissa to such an 
extent that kingship became part of the cult and the cult 
became part of orissan kingship and its main sance of legi-
timation. The cults of 64 yoginis once iridely prevalent 
in the central and eastern parts of India. Most of the 
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yoginishrines are located in the region of orissa and 
Madhya Pradesh. 
Sculptures 
The Gupta temple from the very beginning tended to be 
building with cult images and various plastic and decorative 
forms. Much of the glory attached in modern times to Gupta 
age and art is due to its classic sculpture. 
In the temple sculpture of this period the Silpuri 
seems to have utilised his skill in the true spirit of re-
naissaneewith not only assimilating best of the earlier tra-
ditions but also fully aware of new aesthetic standards 
sculptural wealth from the Gupta temples stands in contract tD 
their architectural simplicity and unpretentious size. 
Apart from the idol installed in the cella# the doorway 
frame and pillar capitals of the portico there were rathika-
panels and a rich as of bas reliefs which adorned the terra-
ced basement. 
The three rathika riches on the exterior of the Deogarh 
sanctvun show three legends from vishnu coythology the sesha-
sayi# Gajendra moksha and the penonce of Nara Narayana which 
besides their iconographic details are considered artistically 
of exceptional value for their exquisite and dignified 
carving. 
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These panels and the door from of the ten^le may not 
be removed in time from the Varaha cave sculpture at Udai-
giri deteable to the reign of chandra gupta II (337-413) 
It will also be interesting to compare the almost life size 
varaha - Vishnu image from a riche of the Bhitargaon brick 
temple with the clossal image of the same good at Udalgiri 
Both are strikingly similar in detail. 
The god stands in both the cases firmly as a powerful 
figure with his left foot on the serpent sesha the right 
hand akinpo and the left resting on the knee conspicuous 
garland looked round the arms and the body and his boar 
smout uplifting on one of his tusk the tiny figure of 
prithivi. 
The iL'kamukna aivalraga enshrined in the sanctum of the 
Binacave at Udaigiri present an earlynbeginmg of the Gupt:^  
idion. But well defined feature of the style in true Gupta 
expression and aesthetic eiamance may be seen in the Mukha 
lingas trom Uchahara. It is believed that at one time 
these were installed inside the temple sancta. The data 
of these supposed building could be guessed and the stylistic 
assessment should be regarded to hence been carved in the 
last quarter of the tourth or the rirst quarter of the 5th 
century. 
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Gajendra moksha of the vishnu temple. Deogarh is an 
other examples of the worship and art. 
The gigantic Ek#mukha linga discovered in the at 
Bhumra. The Bhumra examples may show a great elaboration 
in the ornament with a jewelled crown on the matled locks 
or maniraala round the forehead earrings, a pearl neclace 
and a broad torque round the neck. But the execution of 
the race is not all impressive and shows the art in it 
aecline with pronounced emsphasis on the colossal size and 
exaggerated ornamentation. Gana figures at Deogarh an 
another example of the Art & Artifact. 
The image of Durga in Durga Temple Natraja. The 
moulding of Yoginis of shrines located in Orrisa with 
beutitul monlding. 
Besides the varied use of other tloral design 
employment of deep and tinaly cut scroll itself is 
unbiquitous both in stove and moulded bricks and carved 
stones. Other decorator are fully descrived with pillar 
and Doorfrom and structure. 
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METHODS OP FINDING SOURCES 
Having chosen a topic to study the beginner is 
faced with problem of getting information that might 
enable him to answer that questions. The topic of ray 
bibliography deals with the Architecture, Origin of the 
temples* sculptures, structxare and style of construction 
in different periods such as Gupta period Pallavas. Chan-
dell as Muktapida Ananghabhima. 
The information on the topic ten^ jles of Inaia has 
been collected from various sources. These are reference 
sources and periodical literature such as Indian guide to 
periodical literature and India Index. The library cata-
logues of the Maulana Azad Library. Research Library Centre 
of Advanced Studies, Department of History, Aligarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh and Libraries of Indian council fox 
Historical Research, New Delhi. Council for world Affair 
Library, Sapru House, Lalit Kala Academy, New Delhi are 
also consulted for searching the primary and secondary 
sources which are related to the subject. 
ORGANIZATION OF MATERIAL 
Bibliographical details were recorded on 4 X 8* size 
cards, according to classified catalogue code of Dr. S.R. 
Ranganathan. Since cards of this size can be handled very 
easily and no single bibliographical items is likely 
to new over more than one such card. Filed alphabati-
cally by authors under each subject heading such as 
Architecture, sculptures etc. These cards can be easii^ 
moved fr<»n one order to another. The bibliographical 
details were recorded according to Indian standard. Recommen-
dations for bibliographical references and the title of perio-
dicals were abbriviated in some case according to I.S.I 
Reprint, Abbriviation for titles of periodicals. The 
method of systematic classificfeion in which the material 
can be arranged into appropriate places was adopted^ every 
entry. It was provided with siibject heading derived on the 
basis of sears list of subject heading and library of 
congress subject heading with modification to accomodate the 
specific material. Thus all the entries of the same kind 
came close to one another. 
The headings have been derived by following a logical 
helpful sequence. 
The entries are serially numbered and the following 
items of information are contained in the entries. 
(a) subject Heading 
(b) Serial Nximber 
(c) Name of the author/authors in capital letters 
as the entry elements followed by secondary elements 
in parenthesis. When the SUR NAME of the author(s) 
is not known, the entry element is the author(s) 
name itself. 
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ARCHITEC 
ANCII 
DEi 
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) A full stop (.) 
I Titles of the contribution incl 
if any 
1 A full stop (.) 
> Title fof the periodical in ful 
underlined so far as possible. 
1 A full stop (•) 
1 Volume No, 
> Comma (,) 
1 Issue number 
i Semi colon (;) 
) Year 
1 Comma (,) 
1 Month 
1 Ccxnma {,) 
) Date 
) Semi Colon (;) 
) Inclusive pages of the articles 
1 A full stop (,) 
ILLUSTRATION 
:TURE 
SNT 
SIGN 
SSCRIPTION 
TEMPLES 
DARRA/ GUPTA PERIOD, MALWA 
AGRAWALA (vs), New Gupta temple at Darra in Malwa, Journal 
of the Uttar Pradesh Historical Society, 23, 1-2, 1950; 
196-197, (Abstract as usual given in the bibliography part) 
The entries are arranged according to general to 
specific rule. Examples -
Entry Niamber 59 
ARCHITECTURE 
MEDIEVAL 
STYLE 
MARU, GURJARA, JAGATILAKSANADHYYA* SOLANKIS RULE 
The entries which contain generi information on the 
subject are arranged first. Then the entries which deals 
with the specific aspect of the subject i.e. Designs and 
Plans which is further subdivided on the basis of types 
of structure pillar cult and the material used. Brick, 
Terracotta, Sand stone Rockcut etc. Them the style Ekrata. 
Tri Shikara Nagara etc. Then arranged according to the 
types of chalukyas terapie, construction period Gupta 
chaulakya Ganges Pallava and the name of the temple and 
places Rashtraqulas a-13th century. The general architec-
ture and history and other aspects of specific building 
i.e. decoration and arnaraent and types of decoration i.e. 
Inscriptions Moulding. Iconography. These all comes under 
the specific temple. 
The part 3rd consist of Index and List of abbreviation 
List of periodicals consulted and a Qlossary. 
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. ABSTRACTS 
The entries in the bibliography also contain 
abstracts giving the essential information about the 
articles documented. I have prepared informative 
abstract in sense not in length, 
INDEX 
A combined index contains authors subject heading 
and Title with see references which will be helpful 
in searching the specific entry and can be sean easily 
the required material at a glance. 
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
ANCIENT RECONSTRUCTION, 
BUDHIST 
TEMPLE 
MAHABODHI, ENLIGHTMENT, BUDHGAYA 
1. MALANDRA (Geri H), Mahabodhi Temple. Marq. 40 # 1; 1986, 
December; 9-28. 
Bodhgaya Mahabodhi temple, one of the most important 
mon\aments of ancient India, has been fraught with contro-
versy since the late nineteenth century, when restorations 
gave it its present form. Built over earlier temples, it 
stands on the site of the Buddha enlightenment. Those 
with an interest in uncovering and restoring an 
••authentic" record of India's past have argued that its 
present form at best only preserves the temple as it would 
have appeared after the last ancient restorations of the 
twelfth century. Earlier forms of the temple, as descri-
bed by pilgrims of ancient times, have all but vanished, 
leaving only traces now covered by the modern floor, 
tower, walls and railing. 
ANTIQUARIANS 
LISTS 
2. BURGESS (James), Revised lists of antiquarian remains in 
the Boinbay presidency. 
Material relating to Hemadapanti temple are spread 
over in few series of annual reports Archaeological survey 
of India, Western India etc. 1985, he noticed a few 
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Hemadapanti temples of Poona, Ahraednagar, Sholapiir, 
Nasik# Khandesh, Kdlhapxir, Satara and Buldhana 
Districts. All these temples, barring a few exceptions, 
were briefly described. Sometimes the disciption ran 
into one line such as-rather larger than usual, but plain, 
3. COUSENS (Henry), Comp. List of antiquarian remains in the 
Central province and Berar, 
Some temples are missing in the previous list show a new 
list prepared by the author which he notice missing these 
includes Hemadapanti temple of Nagpur, Wardha, Chanda 
Bhandra Akola, Buldhana and Yeotmal district and these are 
missing in the exhaustive list but other temples are covered 
with the description of the Hemadapanti temple such as-Miry, 
Patgaon etc. 
ANTIUUES 
REPORTS 
4. SURGES (JAMES). Report on the Antiquities in the Bihar and 
Aurangabad district. 
Give detailed descriptions of the Hemadapanti temples at 
Nilanga and Narayanapur in Aurangabad district. The first 
time the temple has been dealth with systematically discri-
bing each portions resumbling with same vedic inscriptions 
for example base of the temple is the trunk, gives photo-
graphs of the temples with diagrams pertaining to the plan 
ceiling the pillars and sculptural details from the walls. 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
EPIGRAPHICAL 
DESCRIPTION 
VISNUISH/ CODAGANGADEVA, ORISSA 
5. STIETENCRON (H von). Advent of visnuism in Orissa: An out-
line of its history according to Archaeological and Epigra-
phical sources from the Gupta period upto 1135 AD. In 
cult of Jagannath and the Regional Tradition of Orissa, 
Ed by Anncharlott Eschmann and others* 1-30. 
Religious life in Orissa has been dominated by the cult 
of Purusottama-Jagannatha ever since the famous and 
majestic present temple of this god in Puri was built in 
the 12th century A.D. Its construction began after the 
year 1135, probably in the last decade of the long reign 
of Anantavarman codaganga deva (1708-1147 A.D.). -^ .l! about 
the ruler characteristic as well as the construction of the 
temple to replaced old one. Gives major religious in 
Orissa. Description of Samudragupta rule and the advent of 
visnuism in south north west the origin of visnuism and the 
spread in other region. Description oJ: the deities of those 
period and ruler change to somavarosis in Orissa. Description 
Anantavarraa codoganga deva period and details of Archaeolo-
gical evidence combination of visnuism and slvaism. 
SITES 
AHCIENT/MEDJIVAL 
TEMPIiE COMPLEX 
CHANDRAWATI* CHANDRASEN, PARMAR/ MALWA, KDTA 
6, DUBE (Dinanath). Chandrawatis A City of temples. Hindustan 
Times. 63, 187; 1986/ July, 28; 19c-f, 20g-h. 
Chandrawati is situated on the bank of the sacred river 
Chandra Bhaga in Kota district of Rajasthan, This city 
is said to have been founded by "Chandrasen Parraar", Raja 
of Malwa from the 6th century to the 16th century, Chandra-
wati was administered by various rulers. During all these 
years chandrawati was noted as a big <tity in central and 
western India for its temples. In Chandrawati, there are 
several items of archaeological interest. These include -
Sun Temple, Sitaleshwar Mahadev temple, Kalika Devi mandir, 
temples of Siva and Vishnu, Shantinath temple, Dwarkaadheesa 
temple, Navlakha fort, Junamandir etc. 
DECORATION, 
JAIKS 
TEMPLES 
MARBLE, RAJASTHAN, DILWARA 
7, BAMMI (Viveka) . Marble marvels of Rajasthan. Indian Express 
(Magazine), 55, 209; 1987, June, 7; 3a-h. 
Jain temples at Dilwara in Rajasthan represent perhaps 
the apogee of refinement in Indian art. Their marbled 
splendour, incomparable in detail and arnaraentation, have 
ranked them next to the Taj among the gems of Indian archi-
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tecture. Even while supporting the state, Jain artisans 
challenged its violent foundations. There is conscious 
exclusion at the Dilwara of the blood-curdling seats of 
gods and goddess that adorn most Hindu temples, 
DESCRIPTIONS, 
MEDIEVAL 
TEMPLE 
KARDAMESVARA, SIVA, U.P,, BAl^ ARAS 
8. AGRAWALA (VS). Kardamesvara temple at Kandwa, Banaras. 
Journal of the United Provinces Historical Society. 12, 1-2; 
1949; 211-13. 
Small temple at of Kardainesvara Siva is a remarkable 
monument of medieval architecture being the only sxirviving 
speciment of the Gahadawala period. It is situated on the 
Pancha3crosi road or the circumandoulation (pradakshina) path 
of the city of Banaras. It is a triratha temple and has a 
small porch attached to it on the east. The Talajangha 
contains three sculptxires on each of the three sides of 
the temple, one in the central riche (rathipa) of the 
Rajapaga, and one each in the Anurahapaga and Konapa paga. 
Each face of the temple has four images, and the three sides 
have twelve images in all plus two additional ones on the 
north and south walls. 
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PRHSADAS (Plans) 
9, TAHSILDAR SINGH. Some Gleanings on Temple Architecture from 
Garuda Purana. Journal of the Oriental Institute, 34, 1-2; 
1984, September - December; 19-25, 
Garuda Purana contains two chapters dealing with architec-
ture. One of them, namely chapter 47, is specifically 
devoted description of a number of varieties of temples 
(Prasadas) and their respective characteristics. Garuda 
P\arana applies a sufficiently rich glossary of the archi-
tectural terms for the corresponding architecturally distin-
guished organs of prasada and vastupurusa he has described 
the ground plan and elevation of Lingaraana prasoda, Dvara-
mana Prasaela, Manda pamana prasada, Ksetramana prasada 
etc. prasada is called teniple. 
STY1£, 
EVOLUTION 
BHUMIJA-GONDESWARA YADAVA PERIODS 
10. DHAKY (MA). Origin and Development of vyala motif in Indian 
Architecture, 
Describes the architectural structure of the Yadava periods 
which shows the architects devided into different motif 
such as Bhijraija Kalsadas, Sikharas, Rekha and Madap as and 
is founded Gandeswara temple at Sinnar and before raandapa 
antarala these are the architectxxral descriptions and its 
motifs. 
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TEMPLE 
HEtlADAPMiTl 
11. Fi£TGHER (Bannister), History of architecture. 
Give history or the development of architects by describing 
the development by style shows in Heraadapanti temple stated 
that these temples evolved out of the deccanse expression 
of the Nagara style. They came to be associated with the 
Hemadapant as the latter was devote temple builder Hemadapant 
followed in building. The temples had some unique feature 
in these temples degenerated in 16 and 17th century. One 
of the architecture style is known as sumaranganasutradhara 
(11 century) and other Gujarat style of this work is refer 
in Bhximija prasadas. Giving details of the style by diffe-
rent terras such as Sikharas rises at Sinnar. 
TXPES /STUDY of 
12, KRISHNA DEVA. Bhtamija temples. In studies in Indian temples 
architecture (Saminar on-) (Varanasi) (1967); Ed by Praraod 
Chandra. 90-113. 
Paper has two parts. First part deals with the mode and 
style of Bhumija temples. The medieval Indian temple buil-
ding are classified into 14 style by the northern Indian 
texts and by others as eight style. These temples occurs 
prominently in both, but stands apart from the others in 
the distinctiveness of its attributed origin. Bhxjmija is a 
0 ij 
creation of king but purely secular in original. It 
represent various gods* demigods and demons. It gives 
the characteristics of Bh\imija style is Sikhara - which 
shows four spines (latas) with the usual decoration of 
caitya arches on the central rathas and grouping of 
miniature Sikharas. These temples of three varieties of 
plan such as caturasra (orthogonal), Urtta (circular) and 
as tasala (of eight bhadras or principal affsets). It 
also deals with the Bhviraija temples of Malva, Rajasthan# 
northern Maharastra, Bhximija means "earth born". It also 
deals with the antiquities/ apigraphical evidence and Bhuraija 
in silpa texts. Second part is distribution of Bhumija 
Monuments, It deals with the temple in Malva, M.P., 
Rajasthan, Maharashtra* Gujrat and East of Malava, 
TEMPLES 
HAMGESVARI, RAJA NRISIMHADEVA/ VAMSABATI 
13. UKIL (Manjari). Hamservari temple of Vamsa-bati. Roopa-
Lekha. 42, 1-2; 1973; 44-45. 
Vamsa-bati is situated in between the junction station of 
Bandel and the Hindu pilgrimage place of Triveni. The 
i-iamsesvari temple, unique and unrivalled in its own 
characteristic style, stands with in the ancestral dwelling 
of the "Ra^-Mahasai, surrounded by ditch. The temple «[as 
started by Raja Nrisimha Deva. The plan and the architec-
txire were all designed by him and he started the work in 
1799, But as he died in 180 2 while the temple was still 
DO 
incomplete, the rest task was taken by his wife Rani 
Samkari Devi. The main body of the temple of the 
"Garbha-Mandira" is made of sand stone having a 
iiikhara of conical Nagara type which rises to a height 
of 70 feet. The temple faces south and has a raised 
platform as its base. The temple, as has been said, 
signifies the human body and the image is personified 
Kula. Kundalni dwelling in the centre of the body. She 
is the great Goddess or Isvari and Harasa. 
L^KSHSMANESVARA, ORISSA, BHUBNESWAR 
14, DE (SC), Temples of Bhubaneswars Three temples of the 
earliest group, Qrissa Historical Research Journal, 
4, 1-2; 1955, June-SeptenOaer; 34-41. 
Describes these temples Lakshsmanesvara and satrughnesvara 
as they are locally called from north to south constitute 
the earliest group among those extant in Bhubaneswar area. 
They immediately preceded the temples of the parasuramesvara 
group to which a rectangular pillared porch is attached. The 
three temples under reference were single temples of the 
same type as the parasuramesvara temple, but had no porch 
attached to the bimana. These temples were adorned with 
fine sculptures, the scrolls and arabas sques, meandering 
creepers, chaitya window motifs, foiezes depicting mytholo-
gical stories and various other designs. 
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MAHADEVA/GONDESVARA, MARATHA REGION 
15. MATE (MS). Maratha Architecture. 
Describes different temples located in Maratha regions 
such as Mahadeva temple at Ambanatha, Gondesvara temple 
at Sinnar, Temple of Mudhaidevi at Vaghali gives the 
description of these temples provide information on 
structure such as domicle ceiling these pillars and the 
sculptures a best source for architecture of ten^ jles 
located in Maratha region. 
EVULUTION 
PHASES 
TEMPLES 
HAT-KDTI/ HIMACHAL PRADESH 
16, THAKUR (Laaonan S), Architectural and Sculptural Art of 
Himachal Pradeshs The case study of the Hat-Koti temples. 
East and Wfest. 36, 1-3; 1986, September; 247-62. 
Village Hat Koti is situated on the right bank of river 
Pabbar in Jxibbal tehsil in Simla district of Himachal 
Pradesh, Hat-Koti is very rich in architectural and 
sculptural wealth. It possesses various Sikhara temples, 
a number of stone sculptiores and bronze image of Durga. 
The temples of Hat-Koti display three phases of architectural 
activities. In the first phase, a ntimber of small shrines 
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were built# in second phase, three siva temples were 
built at parahat on the outskirts of Hat Koti and in 
the third phase, two more temples dedicated to Siva and 
Durga were built at Hat Koti. 
EXCELLENCE 
TEMPLE: s 
JAINS 
WEST MARWAR, RANAKPUR 
17. DUBE (Dinanath)• Graceful array of Shrines. Hindustan Times 
(Magazine). 60, 85; 1983, March, 27; 3d-h. 
Describes the few monxoments in Indian can match the archi-
tectural excellence of the Jain Temple of the Jain temple 
of Ranakpxir in West Marwar, 
FLAMS 
AMCIENT 
DATES 
TEl^LES, BRAHMA, KHAJURAHO 
18. TRIPATHI (LK). Date of the Brahma temple at Khajuraho. 
Journal of Ancient Indian History. 5, 1-2, 1971-72; 
155-63. 
Brahma temple is situated on the eastern bank of the 
Khajur Sagar lake and faces the east. The temple itand 
on a plinth and originally consisted of a sancttim and a 
portico. The sanctum of the temple is built on the 
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txi-ratha plan with the eastern and western bhadras 
provided respectively with the main and a analler 
doorway and the side ones with Jalis plain or containing 
diamands. There is no evidence for placing the Brahma 
temple anterior to the Laksmana. Total evidence shows 
that it was built with in a decade after the Laksmana 
temple. It may be dated c.965 A,D. the Laksmana temple 
was built in 954 A.D, 
EKARATHA, 
YUDHISTHIRA RULE* GANGA, MAHENDRAGIRI* ORISSA. 
19, DAS (DR), Temples on the Mahendragiri (Orissa). Jovurnal 
of Ancient Indian History. 14, 1-2; 1983-84, 80-92. 
Mahendragiri is one of the seven Kulaparvatas of India. 
As the abode of Gokarnesvara Siva, the Mahendragiri is a 
sacred hill from very early times, Gokarnesvara on the 
Mahendragiri was the family-deity of the early Ganges of 
Kalinga, A temple of the god stood on hill when the early 
Ganges were ruling from Kalinganagara, known as Yudhisthira, 
This temple bears a number of inscriptions of which are 
belong to the time of Rajendra Cola I. There are three 
temples which are built in stone. There are Bhima temple* 
yudhisthira temple and Gokarnesvara temple. The temple is 
Ekaratha on plan. Along the vertical axis, it is devided 
into bada, gandi and raastaka. 
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TEMPLES, 
SIVA, GUPTA PERIOD, SIRMAUR, MANGARH 
20. RAi-IESH CHANDER. SHIVA TEMPLE AT Mangarh in Siraraur. 
Laksana, 1, 1; 1989, June; 27-31, 
Shiva temple, an unique and significant monument temple 
of ^he Gupta period at village Manager of Sirmaur district. 
It may be one of the less than a dozen of riindu temples 
of the early period in the entire countxy. Tnere is no spire 
over the temple. The walls are straight without any side 
proj ections (rathikas), The sculptured frame in stone 
of the sanctvira is of great interest. It comprises of three 
Shakhas (Jambs) and at the top it has foxir iintels, all 
richly cerbed with figural and floral ornamentation. 
Among other specific features of Gupta art, as well as 
this temple, are the shape of the pillars having a plain 
square base, many-sided shaft and a capital of purankalsa 
and plain interior, 
PLANS/POLICIES, MEDIEVAL .STRUCTURE 
21. KULKE (H). Royal Temple policy and the structure of 
Medieval Hindu Kingdoms. Ijn. cult of Jagannatha and the 
Regional tradition of Orissa. Ed by Anncharlott Eschmann 
and others, 125-38. 
5:^  
Describe lioyal temple policies and the structure of 
medieval Hindu Kingdoms about the construction of 
temples in different periods that is fifth and 6th 
century A.D. and the patronage of these deities fresh 
ritual policies of the regional Hindu king<tom and 
constructions of temples by different Rajas their 
affiliations as well as positions of different deities 
of in those kingdoms, 
HOCKUT PRATIHARA/CHATURBHUJA 
VISNU, GWALLIOR FORT 
22, NATH (R). Rock-cut Pratihara temple of the Gwalior fort. 
Vishveshvaranand Indological Journal. 19, 1-2; 1981* June, 
December; 211-19. 
There is a small, rockcut pratihara tensile, dedicated to 
Visnu in the Gwalior fort which is now known as the Chatur-
bhuja temple on accoxint of the four-armed images of visnu. 
It consists of two parts a square mulaprasada (Main shrine) 
containing a square garbha-grha (sanctum) with a pradaksina-
patha aroiind it# which has also been excavated in the rock, 
and a mukharaandapa composed of fo\ir beautiful square pillars 
attached to its entrance. It is serving the purpose of 
a mukha-catuski, ardhamandapa, mandapa and antarals. It 
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to carve a sikhara-temple out of the living rock was ten 
times more difficult than to build a similar structure of 
equal dimensions in masonry. 
SITES 
SCULPTURES 
GUPTA PERIOD/ OSIA 
23. VARSHA RA1>II, Despoiling a desert treasxire, Indian Express 
ttogazine. 55, 257; 1987* July, 26; 3a-h. 
Eight century complex of hauntingly beautiful at Osia 
contains exquisite sculptures, uniquen in that they celebrate 
the totality of life. Yet today, this unparalleled exmple 
of Gupta architecture is crumbling due to the ranages of 
time, the weather and man. Some sculptures, say the villa-
gers, have been carried away for personal collections. 
People come looking for underground treasure and dig in the 
step-wells or wherever they like, ruining the structures 
further. The village children play hide and seek in the 
temples and the elders often remove stones for building 
new houses. 
STRUCTURE 
IMAGES 
DURGA, RANCHI, DIURI 
24. DAS (DR). Durga Temple at Diuri. Journal of the Oriental 
Institute. 29, 1-2; 1979, September-December; 133-40, 
BO 
Diuri is a small village in the Tamar P.S. of the Ranchi 
District, Bihar, There is an old temple which is ensh-
rined multihanded Durga image. Today the temple is 
preserved in a very precarious candition. The bada has 
three elements - pabhaga, Jangha and Baranda. The 
pabhaga consists of four mouldings. From bottom upward 
these are khuranoli# khura and basanta. The jangha is plain 
excepting a niche each on the raha of the three side walls. 
The baranda is indicated by a recessed Kanti arovmd the wall. 
Architectural elements of the temple at Diuri has an obvious 
association with the early series of orissan tenples also 
describe the comparison of four temples by the structural 
elements. 
ARCHITECTURE 
AKCIENT 
BUDDHIST 
STRUCTURE 
STUPA 
DHARMACHAKRA, SANGHOL 
25. SHARixlA (Hari Mitra). Budahist Stupa from Sanghol. Vishresh-
varanand Indoloqical Journal, 13, 1-2; 1975, March-September; 
301-304. 
Sanghol is situated on the Ludhiana-Chandigarh road at a 
distance of 35 miles to the east of Ludhiana, in Samarala 
Tehsil of Ludhiana district. Sanghol was the capital of 
Satadru country in ancient time. There is a Buddhist Stupa 
belongs to the pre-kusana period. The execution of this 
stupa and the arrangement of associated structures show 
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affinity with a stupa excavated at Nagar Junakanda in 
Andrapradesh, The structure of the stupa is based on 
the principle of Dharma ekra pravartana. The first 
six spokes stand for the six seasons* while the outer 
twelve spokes represent the twelve months. The 24 spokes 
of the outer most circle represent the 24 earlier Buddhas, 
26, MOHD ABDUIi WAHEED KHAAN. Vigneties from History. Social 
welfare. 1974, August; ii-i2. 
Describes a succession of enlightened dynasties that 
reigned over the Andhra territory have left a glorious 
legocy in the realms of art letters and architecture such 
as Golconda, showing a complex of place brought out in the 
coxirse of excavation prefacing the cisterns and Buddhist 
stupa. 
DiB SCRIPT IPN 
TEMPLES 
MAHAGAMESA, SUDI 
27, SUNDARA (A) , Mahaganesa tenple in Sudi, Journal of the 
Karnatak University (Social Sciences). 16-17; 1980-81; 
36-39. 
Mallikarjuna is probably the same as Akkesvara and Jodu-
kaksodevara Gudi, Nagesvara got built by Mahasamtadhipati 
Manevergade, Dandanayaka Nagadeva in saka 1060 (1138 A.D.). 
A little away from these two temples and nearby the stepped 
tank is a note worthy Mahaganesa temple of plain and simple 
architecture. The temple consists of a square flat roofed 
garbagriha and a mukhamandapa. Considering the comparatively 
striking infrequency of Ganesa temples in the pre-vijaya-
nagara period as well as some unushal stylistic features 
and the stately size of the icon of late 10th century, the 
Mahaganesa temple in Sudi is certainly important* 
DASAVATARA/VARAHA 
GUPTA PERIOD, 
U.P., JHANSI, DEOGARH 
28, BANERJEE (NR)• New lightan the Gupta Temples at Deogarh. 
Journal of the Asiatic Society (Bengal), 5, 1-2; 1963; 
37-49. 
There are two Gupta temples at iDeogarhin Jhansi district, 
Uttar Pradesh, Both are respectively called the Dasavatara 
and Varaha temple. These two temples represent two phases 
of evolution not very far removed from each other in point 
of time, or style, the varaha temple being earlier than the 
Narasiroha temple which has been dated to the beginning of 
the 6th century A.D. Both the temples had obviously a 
mandapa in front of the garbhagriha, which was in point of 
architectxiral evolution a half-way house between the mandapa 
and antarala-cura-sukanasa, and were yet to flower into the 
full form of the Sikhara-shrines of later days. The point 
is furtner indicated by the intermediate examples of the 
Kuraiya Bir temple, near Deogarh, and the surya temple at 
Urari in the adjoining district, which should be dated to 
the 8th and 9th centxaries A,D. respectively. 
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DESIGN 
DESCRIPTION 
TEMPLES 
DARRA* GUPTA PERIOD, MALWA 
29. AGRAWALA (VS). New Gupta temple at Darra in Malwa. Journal 
of the Uttar Pradesh Historical society. 23# 1-2; 1950; 
196-197. 
Small temple at Darra in Kbtan (Malwa) adds one more 
example to the moderate sized temples of the early Gupta 
period. It stands an a raised plinth measuring 44 X 74 with 
stepped approaches from the left and right earners of the 
front side. The ten^le facing east stands nearer the western 
side of the plinth. The Cella or sanctiam (garbhagriha) 
consists of four square pillars. Lach pillar is summounted 
• by a square capital with projections on the four sides 
coiwed with scroll work. The Darra temple is worthy of 
being declared a protected manuroent. 
TEMPLES 
BASHESHAR* MAHADEV, KUIiJ 
30. MITTAL (Jagdish), Tempxe of Basheshar nahadev inkulu. 
Roopa-Lekha. 32, 1; 1961, July; 66-68. 
There are two types of Kulu temples-the indigenous hill 
temples, built of wood and stone with a pent-roof covered 
with states or a pagoda-like roof, rising sometiiaes in 
several tiers and the second is Shikhara temples, built in 
a tower-like conical form surmounted by an amlaka. The 
temple of Basheshar Mahadev at Bajaura (ancient Hat) is of 
the 'Shikhara' type. There are lying many sculptures 
some important examples are the images of Sudarshana-
Vishnu's Chakradeified-and of Panduranga. In the ruins 
of aten:5>le just on the right side of Basheshar Mahadev, 
a large niiraber of unworshipped Shiva lingaslies scattered. 
GENEALOGY FORMULATION 
PANDYA - IRUKKUVEL, 500-950 
31, RAJAN (KV Soundara). Early Pandya, Muttarayar and Irukkuvel 
architecture. In studies in Indian temple architectixre 
(Saminar on - ) (Varanasi) (1967). Ed by pramod Chandra. 
240-300. 
Describes the temple architecture of Pandyas, Muttarayars and 
Irukkuvels. The first Pandya kingdom is now seen to have 
lasted from A.D. 500 to 950. The Muttarayars ruled almost 
from the time of paramesvaravarman I* as seen from the fact 
that the three early kings giben in the sendalai genealogy 
appropriated the tittes videlvidugu, marppidugu etc. of 
their corresponding pallava contemporaries and the Irukkuvels 
appears to have been coeval with the Pandya Rajasimha I in th€ 
first half of the eighth centxiry, and the Irukkuvels appear 
to have continued upto the rise of the Vijayalaya line 
in Adityars reign to which Budi Vikramakesari would belong. 
Also describe the component elements of individual temples 
which form the source material for architectural formulations, 
and to list them broadly in a chronological sequence. 
P5 
MONOLITHIC 
VIMANAS NARASItlHAVAi^ AM PALLAVAS, SIXTH CKNTURY 
32, SRINIVASAN (KR), Temples of the later Pallavas, In 
studies in Indian temple architecture (Saminar on-) 
(Varanasi) (1967). Ed by proraod Chandra. 197-239. 
Second half of the 6th century A.D. began a very important 
epoch in the history of south Indian architecture and allied 
arts. The beginning of this epoch coincides with the rise 
of power of three great dynasties whose kingdoms occupied 
the entire peninsula south of the vidhyas upto KanyaJcumari 
and rivalled each other in polity and arts. These were the 
calukyas with their capital at Badami; the Pallavas of the 
Simhavisnu line, with their capital at Kanchi; and the 
Pandyas, with their capital at Madurai. Narasimhavarman 
mamalla initiated a more ornate series of cave temples# all 
confined to Mahabalipuram and further more started in the 
same place the novel mode of carving out entire and full 
sized monalithic stone vimas# the so called rathas. These 
Pallava monolithic temples were perhaps the autcome of the 
rapid erection of structural temples in sand stone by the 
Calukyas. Describe the historical background of the raths. 
Discussed about the Pallava temple in early phase as 
monolithic Rathas and latter phase as structural temples 
under the Rajasimha. Gopuras and Manadapas, forming 
fin 
accessional of the temple complex/ as opposed to unitary 
viraanas with Mukhamandapa examplified by the Rathas and 
similiar smaller structures ermmerated. These were not 
unknown to the Pallava temple builders. The examples of 
real gopuras are the large Ksatriyasimhesvara of the shore 
temjjle and the Kailasanatha temple of Kanchi. 
/MEDIEVAL 
CHALAS AT/DO/ MAURYAN/PRACHYA 
33. BANERJI (Adris) • Antiquity of Chala temple. Journal of the 
Asiatic society Bengal. 17/ 1-4; 1975; 50-54. 
One of the unsolved problems of Indian architecture/ancient 
and medieval is the antiquity of chala (Gable roofed) 
temples. There are two types of chala temples - at chala 
and do-chala. It is certain that chala temples/ as part and 
parcel of ancient Indian architecture were known and actually 
built in pre-mauryan times. The hutshaped temples or gable 
roofed temples ere introduced between 2000 B.C. and rise of 
the Mauryas in ancient Prachya country. The ancient Indian 
Indian genius gave birth to them/ and there is no reason to 
suppose that they were influenced by instance from siaIk 
(c. 9th to 10th centuries B.C.), 
/MODERN DESCRIPTION 
ORISSA/ BilUBANESWAR 
3 . TEMPI£S -OLD and NEW. Link. 6/ 21; 1964/ January, 5/ 18, 
Bhubaneswar, the venue of the 68th session of the Indian 
National congress is a city of temples. Known as Ekamra-
B7 
kshetra in ancient days, it has more than a hundred temples 
today which together embody the history of kalinga archi-
tecture he describes the some old and new temples of Orissa. 
SACKEJ:) 
STYLE 
TEMPLE HALEBIDU VISHNU VARDHANA HOYSALA 
35. RAO (Radhakrishna), Halebidu temple : A master peice, 
Hindustan Times. 63/ 301; 1986* November 21/ 24d-f. 
Halebidu originally known as Dwarasamudra. Halebidu today 
is obscure village whose star attraction and centre of 
fame is the celebrated Hoyasaleswara temple of ten 
described as the "striking mater piece of the sacred Hindu 
architecture. It was founded in 1120 by king Vishnuvardhana 
of Hoysala dynasty. It was ejqjanded and rebuilt by 
veereswara. Hoysaleswara temple the crowding glory of 
Halebidu was erected by Ketamalla. It was dedicated to 
Lord Shiva, It is the biggest and most fascinating of the 
itoysala monuments. 
STRUCTURES 
STYLE 
INTRODUCTION HIMACHAL PRADESH 
36. THAKUR (Lasonans), Beginning of the Nagra Temple architecture 
in ili.aachal Pradesh s A look at the Archaeological Evidence. 
Brahmanical temples of Himachal can be devided into three 
principal styles which are 1) the Nagara, ii) the pent 
r,H 
roofed and iii) the pagoda styles, he describes the 
conception and constructional methods of the nagara 
temples from the late 7th centviry to the first half of 
the 8th century A.D. of the four phases of Nagara temple 
style. Three earliest nagara shrines have been noticed 
at Dhabas in simla district. These temples are square in 
plan. The vedibandha mouldings are three stone slabs, the 
central one representing a Kalsa. The vedibandha mouldings 
consist of a shallow Joimbha, kalasa and kapotali. There 
are noae of the nagara temples was built on dvianga plan and 
without bhittas. There are a number of temples which built 
in nagara temple building techniques such as the Bashesar 
Mahadeva at Bojaura, Laksmi Narayana temple complex at 
chamba and vaidyanath temple at Baijnath etc, 
NAGARA/DRAVIDA, GUPTA PERIOD U,P,, DEOGARH 
37. VAT (MS). Gupta temple at Deogarh (District Jhansi). 
Journal of the United provinces Historical Society. 18, 1-2j 
July-December, 224-27, 
Gupta period has been called the golden age of ancient 
India. It has left a permanent impress on the political 
c61tural scientific, religious, art and building activities 
of India. This period marks the beginning of the two styles 
of temple architecture in India such as Nagara and the 
Dravida which were to develop into the great Indcfa Aryan 
Sikharas of the north and vimanas of the south. These two 
styles are found side by side in the Durga and Ladkhan 
5^ 
temples at Aiholi in the south, while the Sikhara 
of the Deogarh and Bhifargaon temples is found to occur 
with the flat roof of the sanchi, Tigawa, Nachna Kuthara 
and others temples in the Northern India. During the 
Medieval period, these two styles became distinctive of 
the north and south of the early Sikhara type the only 
lithic example extant in Northern India is the Dasavatara 
temple at Deogarh which may be dated to the beginning of the 
6th century A,D, 
TEMPLES COMPLEX, BHUBANESWAR 
38. SETHI (HS). Love temples of Bhubaneswar. Hindustan Tiroes. 
63, 134; 1986, J\ine,4; 24a-h, 
There were as many as 7,000 temples around Bindusagar lake 
in the old city of Bhxibaneswar in Orissa. This may be true 
for as many as 500 of these survive even today. The temple 
of Bhubaneswar are known not for their number but for their 
ntimber but for their style of architectxire and sculputure 
These temples were built between 9th and 11th century A.D,). 
of the five hundred temples now sxirviving at Bhubaneswar, 
about 20 are worth seeing and at least four of these -
the Lingaraja, the Rajarani, the Mukteswar and the vaital 
temples - a must. 
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TEMPLES 
SIVA* LINGA/ PARMARA RULE, BHOJA, BHDPAL, BHOJPUR 
39, MANKQDI (Kirit). Scholar s EraperAr and a funerary Temple : 
Eleventh century Bhojpur, Marg. 39, 2; 1986, March; 61-72. 
Gigantic Siva temple stands in forlorn grandeur at the site 
of Bhojpur some eighteen miles southest of Bhopal, The 
temple has the added misfortune that it was never completely 
built. The temple yet attracts for many reasons, prime 
being the fact that it is ascribed to the paramara emperor 
Bhoja who also founded the twon of Bhojpur, Bhoja is famous 
for his lavish patronage of art and literature. Tradition 
attributes to him also a tenple of Savasvati, presumbly a 
college, in his capital city of Dhara, while the jain his-
torian Merutunga, in his Prabandhacintamani, has credited 
him with building as many as one hundred and four temples 
in that city. The Bhojpur temple which faces west, consist 
of only a great sanctixm, 65 feet squaire, housing a linga; 
it is fronted by an extensive Jagati (plat form) 115 feet 
long, 82 feet wide and 13 feet high. The temple walls are 
constructed of plain large blocks of dressed s3ii<istone with 
out any cementing material, and are devided into three 
registers by two plain bands which run along three side of 
the temple with the exception of the front or west. 
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TEMPLES 
AMALAKA, DASAVATARA, DEOGARH, SIXTH CENTURY 
40. DESAI (Madhuri). Temple at Deogarh, 1958. 
The Dasavatara temple at Deogarh, assigned to c. 6th 
century, it is the earliest knovm temple to show the 
amalapa as an architectural member. The amalapa in its 
mastaka section is an element whose earliest occurance 
may not be noticed before the 6th centviry. 
LIMGARAJA SIVA, LI^IGAS, .WORSHIP, Q^13oA, BHAv.ANIPUR 
41. DAS (DR). Lingaraja Siva Temple at Bhawanipur (Orissa). 
13, 1-2; 1980-82; 65-82. / 
Describe a temple, made of Khandolite, stands at Bhawanipur, 
a small hamlet with in the Jagatisngaur Police station in 
the cuttack district at Orissa. The temple stands on the 
northern bank of the river Bilokhai, which rxins past 
Bhowanipur. In faces east and enshrines a siva linga, 
worshipped under the name of Lingaraja. The bisawa of a 
temple is generally left undecorated. But the Lingaraja 
having this part embellished with arnamentation inteoduces 
a rare phenomenon in Orissan temple architecture. The 
sculptures on the Liggaraja are in bas-relief while in 
temples dating from the mid-10th century. 
SIMHANATHA/ ORISSA, GOPINATHPUR 
42. DEHIJEA (Vidya). Early stone temples of Orissa. 
Describe after the simhanatha temple at GopinathpxiT/ 
no temple in Orissa is known to have exhibited these 
decorative elements. On account of the presecne of 
iron bars below the ceiling af the sanctum chamber, 
Utkutikasana of Lakulisa on the gandi and anthropomorphic 
representation of Mahisasxira in the composition of the 
Mahisasuramardini image in the northern raha riche, the 
siribanatha should be dated during the latter half of the 
9th or the first half of the 10th century, he assigning 
the simbanatha to a period between 680/700 and 750. 
CHRONOLOGY 
T£MPI£S PAPANTHA 
STYI£, NAGARA/DRAVIDA, PATTAKAL,COMPRATIVE STUDY OF 
43. NAGARAJA RAO (MS) . Chronology of Papantha Temple at Pattadaka: 
A reconsideration. 
Inscriptional evidence and stylistic analysis show that some 
craftsman worked on both temples, the virupaka temple* a 
classic dravida structure and Papanatha temple, a nagara 
structure scholars in the past have often read these 
inscriptions as 'the architect of the southern country' 
implying the importation of Pallava artists into the calukya 
centre. This becames a bit confusing since the architect of 
the papanatha, clearly a non-pallava structure. He pointsout 
73 
that the inscription (on the virupaksa) actually reads 
•tenpana diseya sutradhari', which means the 'architect 
of the southern part of the temple. There are three 
names in common on the temples : Sarwasidhi* Baladeva 
and Gengaroma. 
DE SIGN/DESCRIPTION 
STYLE 
HOYSALA CAiAJKYAS* KARNATAKA, CHIKMAGALUR 
44 DELBONTA (Robert J). Hoysala Legacy, Marq. 31, 1; 1977, 
December; 21-102. 
Hoysalas originated in the hilly, region along the western 
boundary of Hassan District and southern Chikmagalur 
district in karanataka state. Prom the earliest times in 
karnataka, architects and sculptors have created many 
difficient types of buildings including structures which 
would fall into all three categories of the silba aastra 
textss Nagara, vesara and dravida he described the tenple 
style of the calukyas of kalyani, later clukya Hoysala 
Kakatiya, etc. he also describe about the architectural 
style through the temple plan, spatial organisation within 
the compound and Articulation of the walls; the artists, 
note on the iconography; and the Hoysala legacy. 
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TEMPLES 
CHANDIKA/SHAUNIK,VI3NU,KULUJ, SARAJ 
45, NEGI (Mahendra Singh). Two important temples in outer 
Saraj« Laksana. 1, 1; 1989, June; 32-37. 
Outer Sarajarea of Kullu district lies on the right bank of 
river satluj. One strikihg feature of this region is that 
huge archaeological wealth in the form of stone and wooden 
temples is available at various places here. The Pagada 
temples* with successive wooden roofs one on the top of the 
other and the rectangular stone and wooden temples covered 
with pent roof and verandah may be found almost in every 
village in this area. Describe the two important temples 
chandika temple at Kirmand, a fine image of vishnu and 
Shaunik rishi ternpxe at village sarahan of Shaunik rishi 
which locally called shatina devta or Budha Shaxma. 
MAHADEV, SIVA, KULIAJ, BEHNA 
46. HAKDA (OC). Mahadev temple at Behna. Laksana. 1,1; 1988, 
June; 4-12. 
Magnificant wooden pagoda temple was situated at Beha 
village outer saraj area of Kullu district, Behna village 
has a large wooden temple dedicated to Shiva. The temple 
is an elaborate pagoda style structure typical of 'satluj 
valley Architecture.• There are many architectural 
fragments like amalaks and comic stones etc. lying in the 
premises of the temple besides a miniature shikhara stone 
temple on the western side. Fragments are also lying at 
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random out side the temple complex. The door frame 
of Behna Mahadev temple is partly classical* carrying 
iconographic characteristics of 10th-12th century. 
MIDNAPUR, SOUTH-WESTERN, BENGAL 
47. RAY (Pranab). Temple architecture and out in south-
western Bengal, Journal of the Asiatic Society (Bengal). 
27, 1; 1985; 11-18. 
South-western part of west Bengal, mostly comprising the 
district of Midnapur belong for long to ancient Orissa or 
Utkala since the early Medieval period of all the district 
of West Bengal, Midnapur, at present, the second largest 
district from Orissa through centuries, the architectural 
and artistic bearings of the temples of Midnapxxr grew to 
attain considerable importance. All archaeological monu-
ments, temples predominate in this district. It is very 
rich in its temple architecture. The common North 
Indian temple architecture Known as Nagara. These temples 
were mostly founded in the l7th century. All are made of 
lateritic stone blocks. 
GARUDA PURANA 
PRASADA, LINGAMANA/DRAMANA, DESCRIPTIONS 
48, TAHSILDAR SINGH, Some reflections on temple architecture 
from Garuda Purana. Purana, 22, 2; 1980, July; 180-86. 
7(5 
Garuda purana contains two chapters dealing with archi-
tecture like some other mahapuranas one of them, namely 
chapter 47, is specially de-vroted to the description of a 
number of varieties of temples. Garuda purana describes 
some specific types of temples such as Lingamana Prasada, 
Dvaramana Prasada# Mandapamana prasada and Ksetraraana 
prasada temples. There are five classes of prasadas each 
comprising nine models and thus providing a considerable 
number of 45 varieties of temples in consequence of and 
corresponding to their meas\irements and different origins. 
INDO ISLAMIC 
TEMPLES 
ANANTAVASUDEVA, BRICK, BENGAL 
49. FISCHER (Klaus). Bengal brick temples : Thoughts on early 
near eastern and medieval Hindu traditions during the 
indo-Islamic period. In studies in Indian temple archi-
tecture (Seminar on-) (Varanasi) (1967), Ed by Pramod 
Chandra. 179-196, 
Bengal brick architecture is known from small scales 
temples to be dated between the beginning of 17th and 
middle of the I9th centuries on the basis of inscriptions, 
manuscripts and popular traditions. He described the 
various Bengal brick ten^les during the Indo-Islamic 
period such as-Anantavasudeva temple at Bansberia. Temple 
at Bahulara near Bankura, Gopalaji temple at Kalna etc. 
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We also describe the style of the temple architecture. 
The architectiore of the Bengal brick ten^les both 
preserves traditions of indigenous Indian character and 
belongs to the general evolution of world art. 
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ICONOGRAPHY 
DISCRIPTIONS 
HINDU, MAHASADASIVA 
50, MURTHY (K Krishna). Mahasada Siva in Hindu Iconography, 
In Rangavalli Recent Researches in Indology, Sd by Av 
Harasimha Murthi and B.K Gururaja Rao. 267-69, 
Mahasadasaiva is one of the in^ortant aspect of the siva. 
The Philosophical aspect of Mahasadasiva is explained in 
vatulasuddhagama. He being one of the aspect of Siva 
(The pancha Brahmas), It is based on the suddhasaiva gives 
description of iconography of Mahasadasaiva. A description 
of representation of Jatamaqutas and Kundalas besides as 
number of sarapalankras his hand should display Abhaya and 
varadha poses. The description of saiva structure and 
positions of the different parts of the body should display 
something. 
TEMPLES 
KHAKHARA/ ORISSA 
51. MITRA (Debala), Foxir little - knovm Khakhara Temples of 
Orissa. Journal of the Asiatic Society (Bengal). 2#1; 
1960; 1-24. 
Though the khakhara-mundi is a very common decorative 
motif on Orissa an temples of both the Rekha and Pida 
orders, khakhara temples are rather rare in Orissa. 
In the temple-town Bhubanswar there are now only five 
specimens 1) the vaital seul, 2) the Gauri temple 
3) and 4) the Gopalini (also known as Bhiibaneswari) and 
savitri shrines# respectively on the north and south sides 
of the Llngaraja temple and 5) a miniature shrine on the 
terrace In front of the ntiktesvara temple. Describes the 
four tei^les/ two in district Pura, are within a radius 
of 11 miles from the s\in temple at Kenark, one located at 
the village of chaurasi on the bank of the prachi and the 
other at Beyalishbati.j The third is situated at Kishorpur 
in district Mayurbhanj while the foxxrth is at Shergarh in 
district Balasore/ he describes the all four ten^les 
architecture, iconography through the above five specimens. 
IMDO SARACENIC 
TEMPI£ S/P ALACE S 
RAJAMAHAL, CANDRAGIRI, AHDHRA PRADESH 
52. RAO (V Kameswara), Candragiriiifort temples. Itihas. 
3,1; 1975; 89-100. 
Chandragiri, the headquarters of a taluk of that name is 
situated about seven miles to the south west of Tirupati 
in the chittor district of Anettira Pradesh. There is a 
curved hill rising to a height of 600 feet to the north-
west of village of candragin, on the summit of which is 
7n 
situated a rock fort and another at the foot of the hill. 
The lower fortt contains two palaces and some temples. 
There were 74 temples in the place in the year 1547-48 
A.D. and these two palaces popularly known as the Raja Mahal 
and the Rani Mahal. The erection of the king's place and 
the Queen's palace is credited to Krisnadevaraya and Auchy-
utaraya respectively. Both the places are five specimens 
of Indo-Saracenic architecture. 
JAINS 
STYLE INDOARYAN 
DESCRIPTIONS 
TEMPLES/ DELWARA 
53. DUBE (Dinanath), Delwara Temple s A sculptural delight. 
Hindustan Times. 63, 260; 1986# October 10; 23a-f, 
Delwara Jain temple at Moxint Abu is a group of five temples 
considered some of the finest in the world. Architecturally 
they represent the Indo-Aryan style of North India. The 
first two ten^les known as vdLmla vashahi and Luna vashahi 
are the best specimen of stone carving of medieval age. 
The three temples 'choumxikha* and other two are not so 
renouned in comparison, from architectural point of view 
but have their own importance. A n\imber of ancient temples 
of Achaleswar Mahadeo# Arbuda Devi/ Guru Shikhar and 
Andhra Deviete arovuid here. 
so 
MEDIEVAL 
DESIGN/DESCRIPTION 
STYI£ 
HOYSALA ART/ TEMPLES/ KANDARIYA, MAHADEV 
54. MULK RAJ ANAND. In praise of Hoysala Art. Marg« 31*1; 
1977/ Dec; 7-20. 
About the first century before Christ/ the satavahans 
had marched up from ter and occupied the remains of the 
sungas in the vindhyas and had brought back the \mder 
currents of Buddhist civilization from Barhut and sandhi 
to karla/ Bhaja/ Bedsa/ kondane/ Nasik/ Pittalkhora and 
Ajanta. There is a new departure vinder the Hoysala Dynasty 
of Kamatak/ between the early 11th century to 13th century* 
from the form of shrine built hitherto/ not because the 
context of worship has changed. The Nagara style uplifted 
the top of the temple to mount Meru and created the sikhara 
of the shrines in north. The Kandariya Mahadeo temple at 
Khajuraho is typical of this style. Also discribed about 
the Hosala star-shaped teraples/ vishnu vardhana Hoysala, 
Brahmanical Theism/ Immortal images etc, 
DEVELOPMENT 
STYLES 
MARU-GURAJARA/ GUJARAT/RAJASTHAN 
55, DHAKY (MA), Genesis and development of Maru-Gurjara temple 
architecture. In studies in Indian ten5>le architecture 
(Seminar on-) (Varanasi) (1967), Ed by Pramod Chandra, 114-65 
8 A 
The medieval Northern Indian temple styles may be classi-
fied in foxir - the Eastern, Western, Upper and Central 
Maru-Gujrara style appeared in Indian temple architecture 
around the opening years of the eleventh centixry A.D, both 
Gujarat and Rajasthan, Maru Gujrara style is the western 
Indian style. It gives the historical and socio-religious 
background, texts and terminology of Maaru-Gujrara style of 
sculpture. It deals with the morphology and decorative 
feattires of the Maru-Gujrara temples also describe the 
Maha-Maru and Maha-Gujrara temples in early phase, middle 
phase and late phase. 
STRUCTURE 
DESCRIPTION 
56, AGRAWALA (VS). note on medieval tert5>le architecture. 
Journal of the Asiatic Society (Bengal), 16, 1; 1943, 
July; 112-17. 
Describes about the architects of Jaina temples in the 
early sultanate period, A temple is called Prasada, It 
has three principal divisions along its vertical lines. 
The lower portion is the Adhistithana (base), the central 
are the Mandovara and the upper one the sikhara surmounted 
by an Amaiapa. Vertical height is called Udaya or Samutsedha 
The entire basement or the Pitha was subdivided into two por-
tions, the lower one directly rising from the ground level 
called the Jagati - Pitha and the one above its prasada-
1*1 
pitha. These consisted of various nK)ulding and bands 
of decoration of which each had a separate name and a 
definite measurement allotted in proportion to the 
total height of the building. 
STYLE, MALWA DYNASTY, U.P. 
57. BANERJI (Adris). Some Medieval temples of Malwa. Journal 
of the Asiatic Society (Bengal). 16, 1; 1943, July; 83-111. 
Collapse of the great Gurjara-Pratihara empire in the 
middle of the 10th centxiry A.D, The whole of the vast 
region that comprised the empire was devided between a 
number of dynasties. The pararaaras established themselves 
in Malwa, the chandellas held & way in Bundelkhand, etc. 
He describes the various ten5)le architectvire, style and 
structure of the Malwa flynasty of the medieval period. 
STYLE 
EVOLUTION, PURANA/GUPTA, Comparative study of 
58. TAHSILDAR SINGH and AMAR SINGH. Matsya Purana and early 
Medieval temple architecture. Purana. 25, 1; 1983, January, 
19; 48-63. 
Matsya is one of the three oldest Puranas, the two others 
being Brahmanda and vayu. It represents an advanced stage 
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of temple architecture quite in contrast with that of 
the early Gupta period which was the initial stage of lithic 
and structural houses of gods (devalayas). It deals with 
the temple architecture dating from later than the Gupta 
age and earlier than HO0A,D. Matsya contains sizable 
material pertaining to architecture and sculpture. It 
also deals with the comparative analysis of Matsya and 
other texts. 
MARU-GUHJARA* JAGATILAKSANADHYAYA/ SOLANKIS RULE 
59. 30MPURA (Prabhashankar O)• Vastuvidya of visvakarma In 
studies in Indian temple architecture (Seminar on-) 
(Varanasi) (1967). Ed by Pramod Chandra. 47-56. 
Western India vastu text vastuvidya, the authorship of 
which, as of most medieval western Indian texts, is attri-
buted to the celestial architect visvakarma, has so far been 
a lost text of the Maru-Gurjara tradition of architecture. 
In the first three centuries of the present rairrenium when 
the solankis of Anahilapatapa and other dynasties ruled 
in western India. This Maru-Gurjara style found in Gujrat 
and Rajasthan in 13th century when the Muslims overran 
western India. There was a revival in 15th century and 
again in the early seventeenth century. Traditional 
decorative arts are set in present days centexts, the 
building of temple in a traditional style. Deals about the 
u 
changes of the structure from vastuvidya also describe 
the architecture of Jagatilaksanadhyaya, Pithalaksana 
dhyaya* sikharalaksandhyaya, Dhvajalaksanadhyaya, Dvarala-
ksanadhyaya, Kolik Laksanadhyaya, Mandapalaksanadhyaya, 
Karotakalaksanadhyaya, kesarydiprakaralapsanadhyaya and 
Jinendraprasadalap sanadhyaya. 
MOULDING 
INSCRIPTIONS 
TEMPLES 
SANKAR-MADHA,GUPTA PERIOD, M.P., JABALPUR KUNDA 
60. MITRA (Debala), Sankar-Madha at Kunda* district Jabalpur 
Journal of the Asiatic Society (Bengal), 7, 1-2i 1965; 
79-81. 
The Sankarraadha (Sankar-matha) temple is located in the 
mauza of Kunda, district Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh. It is 
a tiny, single celled and xinpretentious shrine with a flat 
roof, about 5 miles north-east of Bohribiind and 3 miles east 
of Tigowa, It is dedicated to a linga and faces east. 
The temple, with its flat roof, prolongation of the lintel* 
bracket figvures (missing) supporting the architrave and 
moulding in continuation of the architrave, evidently 
pertains tonthe class of the Gupta temples. The addition of 
a portice (not anticipated originally) in the style of 
that of the Kankali-devi temple possibly indicates that it 
is earlier than the Tigowa specimen. 
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RUIlSiS 
MEDIEVAL 
TEMPiiBS 
HATHA, KANAKA, MARUGADDE 
61. SUNDARA (A). Unique medieval (Natha?) Temple in Marugadde, 
District North Kanara, Journal of the Karnatak University 
(docial Sciences). 14; 1978; 23-29. 
Marugadde is about 20 km north-east of Ankola, a Taluka 
headquarters in North Kanara District. There is a group of 
four temples near to one another, all in ruins located in 
thick and wild forest. One of them, the biggest of all, is 
entirely of grey granite stone, while the others, medium 
sized, area laterite of the small temples, two are seiva 
and one is Jaina, Architectural and iconographic trails of 
the sculptures of the temples indicate them to be c-13th-
14th centviry A.D. 
STONE PATHAR GHATTI, DESIGN, DESCRIPTION,BIHAR,NALAiMDA 
62. KRISHNA DEVA and AGRAWALA (VS) . Stone temple at Nalanda. 
Journal of the Pttar Pradesh Historical Society. 23, 1-2; 
1950; 198-212. 
Ruins of a stone temple called Patthar-Ghatti have heen 
found at Nalanda, of which the entire super-structure has 
collapsed and only the plinth remains. The square plinth 
8B 
remains. The square plinth of the temple measuring 
118 X 102" is preserved to a height of 4•2" and has a 
stone facing running all round. The stone temple which 
was probably dedicated to Siva faces at east with a flight 
steps flanked by two recessed corners and projecting about 
17• from the wall. The present temple seems to beong to a 
later date when the plinth of the earlier monument was 
repaired and utilised for siting the subsequent temple. 
This is in the same architectural style as in the terracotta 
plaques forming part of the plinth of the grand temple of 
paharpur in the Raj shahi district of Bengal, 
SACRED 
TEMPLE GOMPI£X 
DESCRIPTIONS 
HEMAKUTA HILL 
63, MICHELL (George), Gods and Men s Sacred Architecture and 
Art (Marg,) 33, 4; 1980, September, 77-84, 
All shaivite shrines, are mostlynconfined to Hemakuta 
hill, the two sanctuaries and niimerous other structures 
now incorporated into the virupaKsha temple complex, and 
the shrine arovmd the manraatha tank to the north of the 
temple describe the chronology of temple architecture at 
vijayanagara is still not firmly established, there being 
few dated monument and little detailed investigation of 
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temple style, imong the earliest structxires are the 
Gangitti temple (1385) and arvind Jain temple (1426) 
to the east of the elephant stables. The virupaksha 
temple probably has portions dating from the fourteenth 
and 15th century and the Hazara Rama temple may also be 
an early building, perhaps going back to the first half 
of the 15th century. As most of the vijaya Nagara temples 
are no longer in use for worship, the sculptures once 
housed in the sanctuaries and in the riches on the outer 
walls have now disappeared. Both bronze and stone images 
were utilized in temple »ituals# it also describe about 
the sculputure of the Hazara Rama ten^jle, 
SCULPTURE 
BRICKS 
STYLES 
DO-CHALA,ARCHITECTURAL,FUSION, TRIPURA 
64. BANERJI (Adris). Temples of Tripura, Reviewed by BANERJI 
(Amiya Kumar). Journal of the Asiatic Society (Bengal). 
17, 1-4; 1975. 
Author has chosen the architectxare and sculpture of Tripura 
for his able dissertation. It is enriched the descipline 
of Indian architecture and sculpture. Tripura has built 
in brick but has never copied the ratna style of Bengal, 
limiting itself to do-chala (ek-bangla) and charchala styles 
alone informing the main structures covering the sanctums 
with domical roofs. The photograph of the renovated Tripura 
8f? 
sundari temple at Udaipur, reproduced in the book. The 
author has suceeded in prving a structural fusion of 
Bengali and Burmese temple architecture, 
MAHARASTRA 
65. DEGIAJRKAR (GB) . Temple architecture and sculpture of 
Maharastra. 1974. 
Gives details as possible of temples in existance not only 
in pre-present day Maharasthra, but has also introduced a 
wealth of new information about the temples in the regions 
of Marathwada and vidarbra. He groups the temples in 
i^aharashtra in three categories such as (a) Pre-chalukyan 
(b) chalukyan (c) Yadava, He rightly points aut the gap in 
the data pertaining to the period ranging between the 7th 
and 10th century. It also gives detailed description of 
several temples in each groups beginning with the famous 
Tribikarma temple at Ter, 
SHILPA-SASPRAS-TYPES, study of 
66. PRAMOD CHANDRA. Study of Indian Temple Architecture. In 
studies in Indian temple architectxire (Seminar on-) 
(Varanasi) (1967). Ed by pramod Chandra. 
Deals with the study of Indian temple architect based on 
the contribution of different authors such as Ram Raz's 
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essay on the Architecture of the Hindus James fergusson 
visited India thrice to find out the Indian architecture 
and antiques found in India. This contribution mostly on 
architects. There is discription of different architects 
shilpa-saspras and also about the Kashmir, Gujrat and 
south India. It also deals with Budhist Bihara, Dravidian 
temples architects in Madhura, Mahasilpa# a description of 
several manuscript present in Rama Raz finded such as 
Mahasilpa, Vsvakarmaprakasa and the notable Aparajitaprccha 
good contribution of different silpis and the historical 
finding of classification of temples with respect to Nagara, 
Davida and Pesara types he cited 108 contribution of 
different authors on the temple architecture. 
STRUGTURLS 
B£Ai4S 
CEILIWG 
TEMPLES 
KEDARESVARA, GUJARAT, YAVANTAl^ALA 
67. DHAKY (MA). Ceiling in the Temples of Gujarat 
The ceiling of the temples founded in Gujrat for example 
kedaresvara tenple at yavantaraala consist of the arrange-
ment of square ,_nd transversearrangement of beams. So far 
as the pillars of the antarala are concerned, tney follow 
more or less the same pattern as the pillars of the sabha-
mandapa. However tney are more slender and proportionate 
than the former. Another characteristic of the pillars of 
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the antaraia is the sculptured panel carved on the scjuare 
member. The panels comprise elephants uprooting a tree, 
a pair of peacocps, the kirtiraukha, secular panels showing 
duel scenes and same mythological scenes which are not 
clear because of their being heavily coated with paints. 
CHANGES in 
TEMPLES 
BHUMIJA, HISTORY* LEGEND* aNDHRA PRADESH, CEJERLA 
68. SASTRY (TVG), Bhuraija temple from a chaitya Grhaat Cejerla. 
Itihas. 3, 1; 1975; 19-41. 
The small tiny village of cegerla lies about 25 kras* west 
of Narasaraopet in anntur district of Andhrapradesh. The 
Kapotesvara temple beginnings in third century A.D, and 
it had xindergone structurel changes from time to time and 
remarkably preserved till today, describes the begendary 
history, political conditions and the architectural style 
and structure of the Bhumija temples. The saivite temples 
was renovated as a Bhuraija temple dedicated to kapotesvara 
for a short period when the region was under pallavas. 
DESIGN 
DESCRIPTION 
TEi^ iPLE, PURUSA, WORSHIP, SOUTH INDIA 
69. KKAI-IRISCH (Stella) . Temple as Purusa In studies in Indian 
temple architecture (Seminar on-) (Varanasi) (1967), 
Ed by Pramod Chandra. 40-46, 
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Temple prasada should be worshipped as purusa. This a 
late text, the silparatna, says in so many simple words. 
But what is the purusa as which the temple should be 
worshipped. A notation of sacred structure the altar 
and sxibsequently the temple as purusa subsists over three 
thousand years. Deals with the sancity and should be 
worshipped and is an entire world according to Rgveda, 
He is the entire world from Him was born viraj, and from 
viraj purusa. Deals why temple should be worshiped and 
the reason given that Agni purana, practically in the same 
breath says that the door of the temple is its mouth, the 
skandha, the platform terminating trunk of the super-
structure, represent the shoulders of the purusa the bhadra 
or projection, the arms and down to the wall, the jangha or 
leg and to the very bottom to the lower most molding 
(Paduka) the feet some earlier other texts also described 
purasa such as suparatna speak about the Vairaja from the 
prasada emphasizing the purusa as Viraj shows different 
text describe the temple of purasa thing for worship 
because all the structure based on the Jaina temple of 
chittor. Describe each part of the temple represent some-
thing to be worshiped and describes south Indian temple 
structures representing different dieties. 
9 •» 
HEIGHT 
TEMPLESy BRAHDISVARA/ SIVA/ COLA RUIERS/ TANJORE 
70. PILLAI (JM Subrahmanyara). Great temple at Tanjore, 
Temple known as Brahdisvara - Siva temple constructed by 
cola at Tanjore the height of the temple is 216 feet 
which till that had been the greatest of the whole of 
India but coda Ganga strated to built India's biggest 
visnu temple as rival of cola king. Kulottanga II he was 
fanatic shiva had remove the famous image of visnu from 
the saiva temple Chidambaram and had it thrown into the 
sea. 
fILARS 
SUNGA PERIOD, KURUKSHETRA Comparative study of 
71. AGRAWALA (RC), Sunga pillars from Amin, near Kurukshetra. 
Lalitkala. 14; 1969; 50-52. 
Amin is situated about 5 miles from kurukshetra, in 
Karnal district of former Punjab and modern Haryana state. 
There are two pillars* carved out of red sand stone. 
Datable to the sunga period (second-first century B.C.) 
on stylistic and palaeographic grainds, both of thera bear 
close affinity with the contemporary material from Bharhut^ 
Sanchi and other places. Both the pillars are carved on 
9; 
all the four sides. It may be noted that a big hole 
has been provided on the top of each of these pillars, 
probably to support some sculptural piece from above 
as seen at sanchi and else where. 
PLANING 
EVOLUTION 
CITAMPARAI^, SOUTHERN INDIA, EAST COAST 
72. YOUNGER (Paul), Citamparam Temple complex and its evolu-
tion. East and West. 36, 1-3; 1986, September; 205-26. 
Citamparam is on the east coast of southern India, As 
with most south Indian temples, the temple complex of 
citamparam is defined in terms of a series of concentric 
rectangular walls arranged along the north/south and east/ 
west areas and punctuated by elaborate gate way towers 
or kopurams. There are four concentric walls and four 
gateway towers facing in the four cardinal directions 
along the third of the walls in the citamparam. He 
described the structures of courtyard into three section 
and the pattern of revolution into five stages, 
STRUCTURE PLANS 
EKATALA 
TRICHY, TURAIYUR 
73, BALASUBRAHMANYAM (SR), Sri Visamangalesvarar temple at 
Turaiyur, In studies in Indian temple architecture 
H 
(Seminar on-) (Varanasi) (1967). Ed by pramod Chandra. 
301-305. 
Turaiyiar is a village on the northern bank of the coleroon 
(Kollidara) in the Lagudi Taluk in Tiruchy district. It is 
an ekatala structure and consists of a vimana and an ardha-
mandapa. The sanctxim stands on high adhisthana with plain 
molding. The barbhagrha is surmounted by the griva, the 
sikhara (astasratype)/ and the stupi, the last two being 
restorations. It has five devakasthas, three on the outer 
walls of the garbhagrha and two on those of the ardhamandapa 
The variety and disposition of the sculptures unique in the 
whole cola tradition. 
RELIGIOUS 
DEVELOPMENTAL 
HISTORY 
74, JAi^ iKHEDKAii (AP). Ancient structures. Marg. 37, 1; 1983; 
25-37. 
History of religious architecture in Maharashtra, in its 
early phases is dominated by the rock-cut architecture. 
Along with the other regions, Maharashtra came under the 
influence of the Guptas, and this led to the development 
of structural stone architecture in Maharashtra. A force?-. 
ful attempt towards erecting structural temple was made 
only under the patronage of later chalukyas, yadavas and 
shilaharas. After integrating certain features from the 
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southern regions, temple-building in Maharashtra showed 
preference for the Bhtamija form. Maharashtra has been 
a cultural corridor between the North and the south. 
STYLE 3 
HAGARA/DRAVIDA 
SHILPARATKAM 
75. DUBEY (Lai Mani). Nagara Dravida and Vesara in the 
oilparatnara of ;Sri Kumara. Journal of the Ganganatha. 
The Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeeth. 35, 3-4, 1979, July-
December; 1-10. 
Describe there prevails utter confusion in Indian silpasastra 
on the problem of the genesis of the Nagara, Dravida and 
Vesara styles of temple architecture. The concept of 
"Sarvam sarvadesu", held in silparatnam is corroborated by 
archaeological finds. The examples of Nagara and Dravida 
and those of vesara are found in all the regions of the 
country and are not limited to northern or southern regions 
respectively. All these styles were evolved as a result of 
interaction of different artistic traditions and experiences 
possessing essentials of Indian art. 
TEMPLES, RANGANATHA comparative study of 
76. PiiOLOGUE (A). Tamil Temple Architecture and Art. Marg. 
13, 2; 1980, March; 6-40. 
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Viraana which is the term par excellence for a south 
Indian Temple. It is constituted as standing for a 
temple structure which is susceptible to internal 
proportionate measurements. In the Pandyan Region of 
Tamil Nadu, for instance, more than 90 percent of the 
temples in all period were wither of the Dravida and 
Nagaraclass and vesara skihara temples are meagre even 
during the chola period of conquest one of the very oldest 
temples of Tamil Nadu is Ranganatha temple at Srirangam, 
Describes the apsidal form of Shiva temple which took shape 
in the pallava region has itself some distinguishing marks. 
It enshrined a shiva linga which shauld have been original] 
in wood or even of earth, when temples were of brick. It 
also describe the different techniques of the construction 
of the temple such as chola additions, Pallava Rock-cut 
shrines and Blocking technique ect. The tei^le is a 
Jativimana of the Dravida category, rising in four storey 
height and capped with an octogonal sikhara. It also 
consist the structure of vaikunthaperumal temple at 
Kanchipuram, sundaravarada temple at Uttiramerur, Kailas. 
natha temple at Tirupattur etc, 
TEMPLES CHALA, CHAtiCtiALA, ANTIQUITY 
77, BANEKJI (Adris), Antiquity of chala Temple, 17, 1-4; 19 
50-54, 
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Describe one of the xinsolved problems of Indian architec-
ture, ancient and medieval, is the antiquity of chala 
(Gable roofed) temple. There are three principles of 
architecture. The climate and the materials available 
to them. The third governing factor was to design his 
places of worship according to his civil buildings. The 
chala style is not confined to west Bengal, Bangladesh, 
Bihar and orissa only, but in Assam and other parts of the 
Union of India. In eastern India the chala style has vari-
ous sub-divisions, do-chala, charchala, atehala and ratna 
evolved from charchala temples. Stone temples in chala 
style continued to be erected in Tamil nadu, Andhra and 
Kerala. The Raja-Rani temple at Kharagpur in Mungher 
district is of chola type in eastern India. 
VIJAYNAGAR PERIOD, ANDHRA PRADESH, TADPATRI 
78, KAIDU (S Sripathi). Two Vijaynagar Temples at Tadpatri. 
Itihas. 2, 1; 1974, January-June, 65-68. 
Tadpatri is small town in Anantpur district of the Andhra 
ir'radesh. There are two important temples assigned to the 
vijay nagar period, one vaishnavite and the other saivite. 
The Tadpatri was controllled by the Nayaps, the local 
chieftains of the Rayas of Vijaynagar. Both these temples 
are situated on the banks of the river.pinakini, which at 
this place, tapes the northern course or becomes vittra 
pinakininand hence considered very sacred at the spot. 
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There is no inscriptional evidence to determine the 
exact date of construction of these temples but from 
a few stylistic features that these temples belong to 
the Vijajpiagar period. 
SUPPER 
CAITYAVARKSA, DEVELOPMENT (General) 
79, SHAH (Umakant P)• Beginnings of the superstructure of 
Indian temples In studies in Indian temple architecture 
(Seminar on-) (Varanasi) (1967). Ed by Pramod Chandra, 
80-89, 
Article deals on the beginnings of the superstructure 
of the Indian temples with descriptions of the architects 
symbols of the superstructure which represent something 
such as cailyavresa (the tree of worship) and the urksa-
caitya (the caitya (Piled platform) with the sacredtree) 
etc, giving plan of Mathura temples* Maharira temples and 
a comparision of building structure with Gujrati* Barhot, 
sanchi etc, and a brief description of the super structure 
of the temple found in Mathura, Gujrat, Budhist temples 
of Bihar and Jain temples of central India, 
STYLE 
CONSTRUCTION 
TEi^LE, COLA, SOUTH INDIA 
80. CURT»S (JW). Notes on the South Indian Temple complex. 
Journal of the Ganganatha the Kendriya sanskirt Vidyapeetha. 
29, 1-4, 1973. 
n 
Describe the construction of the gr^at cola temples o£ 
Tanjore and Gangaikondacolapuram. The vaisnava shrine 
at SrirangaiQ exhibits even enclosing walls and with 
these twenty one gopuras. The temples are stylistically 
categorized according to the development of the lower 
rising above the central shrine. There are three main 
types of Temple architecture, Nagara* Darvida and 
Vesara. he also describe the temple complex through some 
existing theries relative to south Indian temple develop-
ment. 
TEMPLES 
DEVELOPMENT 
81. MEI3TER (Michael W), Essay in the interpretation of Indian 
architecture. Roopa-Lekha. 41, 1-2; 1972 35-47, 
The Hindu temple is an architectural symbol, using 
architectural motifs to build up its symbolic value. The 
stone temple in its completed forms has grown out of wood 
and brick architecture in India used for millennia for 
houses, palaces and as small shrines for images. Those 
forms are first compacted in the stone temple - consolida-
ted in a single mass - then woven and reduplicated over the 
svirface of the mass, first as decoration, then as mass 
itself. This constant rhythm between compaction and 
reduplication - between con^ressing old architecture 
details into unitary symbolic surfaces, and allowing those 
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surfaces to grow in mass. It has been also describe 
the operating principle throughout the history of the 
Hindu temple, from region to region, style to style, 
period to period. 
STOKE 
KASHMIR 
82. FISHER (Robert E). Stone Temples. Marg. 40, 20; 1987, 
March; 29-40. 
Of all the artistic remains in Kashmir, none is more 
distinctive than the stone teraple. All the surviving 
stone temples are Hindu but there can be little doubt that 
the Buddhist temples were also built in the same style, 
because many fundamental elements of Kashmiri Hindu temples 
probably derive from the earlier Buddhist models. Kashmiris 
builders worked with massive stones, larger than those 
typically found throughout the rest of India. Kashmiri's 
extant stone temples were all created in less than a 
millennium. The earliest remains can not be dated before 
the fourth or fifth century AD and it appears that no stone 
temples were built after the fourteenth centxary. 
ini 
Ti^ATISE 
SILPASARIKI/ MEASUREMENTS* ORISSAN 
83. BONER (Alice), Extracts from the silpasarini In studies 
in Indian temple architecture (Seminar on-) (Varanasi) 
(1967). Ed by Pramod Chandra. 57-79. 
Silpasarini is an unpublished Orissan treatise dealing 
exclusively with the technicalities of temple architecture, 
a sort of manual for sthapatis. The constiructions of 
temples and of mukhasalas are based on one fundamental 
raeasxirement, called mulasutra or raulabhaga. Some few 
slopas representing something such as sarini# means 
measure. Sastra and mulasutra denotes a kind of personal 
relationship of the builder, giving the measurement and 
how to measure the construction of work and every item sh 
should be symbolize. Such as kenapa represent pillars, 
mukshala a digonal scquare that is all about the geometri-
cal as well as architect about the alivations and about 
strenght. It deals architectural calculus etc. It also 
deals with the ground plan of the surya temple, konarka. 
TYPES VARIOUS 
CHRONOLOGICAL 
SURVEY 
84. TEMPLES of India. Reviewed by BHATTACHARYA (SK). Roopa 
Lekha. 36, 1-2. 
in; 
Describe the various types of Hindu architecture mentioned 
in the Manasara can be either of the Nagara type, vesara 
type or dravida type. Indian temples have the sanctum 
santorum of Garbhagriha over which is built wither the 
Sikhara or the Vimana and a series of Chambers known as 
Ardhamandapa, Maharaandapa and Nandiraandapa, The author 
has devided India into geographical regions and surveyed 
the temples chronologically from the early period down to 
the 8th century, 
rtRTS 
DECo-aAriVEs 
EROTIC 
PARASURAMESVARA/ PROPITIOUS, ORISSA 
85. DOHALDSOU (Thomas E). Erotic Rituals on Orissan Temples. 
East and West. 36, 1-3; 1986, September; 137-182. 
Erotic imagery appears on the earlier surviving Orissan 
temple and centinues to be a major decorative motif through-
out the long period of temple construction, even on temples 
where most other decorative motif are eliminated. Erotic 
imagery serves the same auspicious function as other deco-
rative motifs and may like wise be either propitious or 
apotropaic or both. Other erotic motifs appear on the 
pabhaga base mouldings', on rich lintels, on the gandi 
'spire* and, on the prasuramesvara in the baranda recess 
which demarcates the baba 'wall portion of the temple from 
in^ 
the gandi. Donaldson described the erotic rituals on 
the various. Orissan temples such as Parasxirarnesvara 
temple, Madhukesvara temple, sirahanatha temple, sisi-
resvara temple, kutaitundi temple etc. 
BARAHMAl^ ilCAL ARCHITECTUi^ 
STYI£ 
NAGARA, HARYANA, GURAWARA 
86, NAGAR (Sheela). Temple architecture in Haryana. Vishvesh-
varanand Indological Journal, 22, 1-2; 1984, June-Dec; 
253-57. 
Haryana artist had shown an early promise of architectural 
profundity in erecting stupas, monesteries and temples. 
Describes a votive stone temple in visnu from Gurawara of 
Gurgaon district, bearing an inscription of saka samhat 
819 (A.D.897) is a replica that helps us in under standing 
the types of temples being constructed in these days. 
Another votive-stone-temple, now housed in the Gurukul 
Jhajjar Museum, It is in r«d sand stone and of a compara-
tively late date (ll-12th century A.D,) is another example 
of Brahmanical Temples. Both these replicas indicated the 
continuity of Nagar style temples in Haryana upto llth-12t:h 
century A, D, the architectxiral movement and tradition in 
Haryana are not equally continuous and organic in growth 
from early centuries of the christian era to the medieval 
items as in same other parts of the country. 
n^f 
CASTES SYSTEMS 
TEMPLES 
INFLUENCE AGITATIONS, TAt4IL NADU 
87, SOBH^NIAN (B) . Genesis of Temple entry agitation in Tamil 
Nadu. Indica. 20, 1; 1983, March; 33-39, 
Temples occupied a highly consicuous place in the life of 
the Hindus, As in other parts of India, in Tamil Nadu the 
temples consecrated to the Brahmanical deities, especially 
to Siva, and their precints, were considered as sanketam 
grounds, and reserved exclusively to the caste Hindus, Such 
temples remained out of bounds for the non-caste Hindus, 
Immediately after the reverses in the court verdicts, the 
Nadars, like the Karnaits and the Nattu kottaichettis, also 
established separate temples for gods like siva and goddesses 
like Marianroan in the style of the caste Hindu temples. But 
strongly enough, the non-caste Hindus who established 
separate ten^les generally refused entrance to the castes 
below them in the social hierarchy, and were rather reluc-
tant to consider them on equal terms. Nevertheless the 
temple entry agitation organised by the non-caste Hindus 
during last decades of the 19th century gathered momentum 
under the leadership of the Indian National Congress and 
the self Respect Movement, and thus became a mass movement. 
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CHRONOLOGY 
STRATIGRAPHY 
STY1£ TEST, CHALUKYAN RULES 
88. RAO (SR) . A note on the chronology of early chalukyan 
temples. Lalik Kala. 15; 1972; 9-18. 
The intensity of the religious fever of the early chalukyan 
rulers can be gauged not only from the numerous temples 
which they built at Mahakuta, Aihble and Badami-all situa-
ted in Mysore state-but also from the various experiments 
they carried out with a view to evolve a satisfactory 
architectural style. Discuss the exacation at Aihole in 
the Ladkhan Gandar-Nadar-Narayan (Suryanarayana) temple 
complex and near the kunti temple has furnished valuable 
stratigraj^hical and ceramic evidence which has helped in 
solving some of the baffling problems. It also describes 
the chronology of Aihole temples through stratigraphy, 
CITY PLANS 
MAlviAGEMENTS 
ADMIN ISTiiATION 
89. HEINCE. Temple, Town and Hinterland. The present Network 
of Religious Economy in Puri. In cult of Jagannath and 
the Regional tradition of Orissa. Ed by Annchariott 
Eschmann and'Others. 439-468, 
provide information on religious thoughts and feelings as 
attracted a continious stream of devotees to his temples 
for ages, Puri the site of Jagannatha temple at the east 
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of Bay of Bengal in Orissa is one of the prominent place 
of Hindu pilgrimage provides information on roads and the 
names such as Jagannatha roads. A description also on 
the temple organisation, their management and Bill passed 
by state legislature in 1958 a new act 1952 was known as 
puri Jagannatha Temple Administration Act 1952 deals with 
all about the managing committee/ members and character of 
membership. A chart showing hierarchical administration 
chart strating from state Government to administration and 
organisation also provide information about finance, sources 
of incomes and all about management, finance, income in 
different charts and tables for expenditure, income, balance, 
etc. 
CONSTRUCTION 
PERIODS 
DESCRIPTIONS 
TEMPLE, VARADARA JASWAMI, VIJAYANA MOTIF, VADAMARI 
90, GURUMURTHY (A), Temples at Yadaraari : The Trivenisangam of 
the south, Itihas, 6, 2; 1978, July-December; 49-60, 
Yadamari is a small village situated at a distance of 9^ 2 
Km to the south-west of chittoor on Gudiyattam road. The 
varadara Jaswami temple and Rama temple at vedamur, were 
built probably during the Vijayanagar period, as the art 
and architecture of these temples represent vijayanagara 
features. The wall portions are provided with simple 
in? 
decorative motifs like sala-koshtes, and pilasters. The 
riches on the wall portion of the Lakshrai and Andal shrines, 
are surraoxinteel by citra torana and Patra torana with sirahala-
lata at the top and with a female head inside, 
STYJLE 
UTTARA/CHIDAMBARAM, MAHARSTRA 
91. RAMASWAMI (NS). Meeting of two cultures. Indian Express 
Magazine, 53, 159; 1985, April, 14; 4e-h. 
Describe the newly constructed Uttara temple in Maharashtra 
has been built in the same style as the famous Chidambaram 
temple in Tamil Nadu, 
TEMPLES 
BHOGESVARI, CHOLESVARAM, SEMBIYAN, MAHADEVI, CHDLA OIEEN, 
KUTIALAM 
92. VEKKATARAMAN (B), Temple art \inder the chola queens 
Describe the various chola temples patronage by the chola 
queens such as sen±)iyan Mahadevi and Kundavai, the sister 
of Rajaraja I. It does not deal only their achievements 
but also deals to the temple building and other religious 
activities of all the chola queens. The Bhogesvari of the 
cholesvaram temple at Kutialam built by sembiyan mahadevi. 
LAKSHMINARAYANA, CHOLA RULE, MUDIGONDA 
93. f'lURTHY (MS Krishna). Lakshminarayana temple at Mudigonda. 
In Rangavalli recent Researches in Indology, Ed by A.V, 
Narasimha i^ urthi and B.K. Qiruraja Rao. 247-51, 
lOS 
Mudigonda is a small village/ about 5 tans from Kollegal 
in Mysore District. It was flourishing tovm and also an 
important trade centre from the beginning of 9th century 
to the end of 14th century A,D, The Lakshminarayanaswaray 
temple situated in the middle of the village. It is one 
of the beautiful edifices of the chola arists standing as a 
mute testimony to the expansion of chola. Power over Karna-
taka. The exact date of construction of this temple is not 
known, it is certain that this temple was built during the 
dominating period of chola rule and culture as each and 
every part of the original temple is full of life and feeling 
of the chola builders who conceived such magnificant temples 
as Brihadisvara at Tanjore and Gangaikondachola-puram, 
CULTS 
ROYAL PATRONAGE 
TEMPLE/ JAGMiU^TiJ^, ORISSA, PURI 
94, KULKE (H)• Early Royal Patronage of the Jagannatha cult. 
In cult of Jagannath and the Regional tradition of Orissa, 
Ed by Anncharlott Eschmann and others, 139-156, 
Article deals on the history of Jagannatha cult and its 
relationship with the political power in Orissa and the 
Ganga history and second chapter is on construction of 
Jagannatha temple under coda Ganya, The rule of somavamsis 
in central Orissa was a short but a brilliant one their main 
achievement are still the marvelus temple at Bhxibaneswar 
like Raja-Rani Brahmesvara and lingnaraja which belongs to 
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the religious architect of the world during the late 
11 and 12th century the somavamsis were threaten by the 
power of dynsty of the Ganga of kalinga and the pallas of 
Bengal and this struggle was finally decided in favournof 
the Ganges when Anantvarwan coda Ganga the most powerful 
ruler of eastern India concord central Orissa and late 
foundation of emperial Ganga the most part of the article 
deals the history of rulers and the construction of the 
great temple (Bada JDeula) at puri and the Jagannatha become 
the most important duty, 
SHRINES 
PURUSOTTAMA, AGAMAS 
95, TRIPATHI (GC). Concept of 'Purusottama' in Agamas, In 
cult of Jagannath and the Regional tradition of Orissa. 
Ed by Anncharlott Eschmann and others, 31-60, 
ymology of the world puraca is given in the begining and 
the meaning of the world in the older vedic literature with 
the definition such as the world puraca is given in the 
older literature puraca means human being or a man but the 
word in older vedic literaute is used for both male and 
female. Also describes the puraca also used in upanisads 
in which is used as human being or individual source 
different chapters deals as follows starting from puraca to 
pxirusottaraa and the vishnuism and a chapter about purusottama 
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became a visnuit deity. Also provides information on 
references to the deity purusottaraa of Puri in older 
records literary and epigraphical. A chapter on purusottama 
concepts and the nature of the deity and the erotic elements 
in the character of purusottama trailokyamohana and the 
other elements in the nature of Trailokyamohana, purusottama 
in his crikara subaspect purusottama, kama, krsna and the 
Jagannath cult purusottaraa Bhuvanamohana in the Karma dipika 
and all about the Laksmirename as subhadara and other dieties. 
YOGINI 
SAKTA-TANTRIK, PATHEON 
96. Cult of 64 yogini once widely prevalent in the central and 
Eastern parts of India, Most of the yogini shrines are 
located in the regular of Orissa and Madhya Pradesh, It is 
a comparative study of these temples and their relations 
to various systems of thought brahmanic village, tribal. 
The Yogini cult is basically an integral part of the 
complicated sakta - Tantrik Patheon within the scope of 
Bkahmanik religion and has had a continuous history of 
several centuries with wide distribution of over a fast 
tract of this land he also describes about the tantric 
worship such as Mandalas, Yantra, cakra. 
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TEMPLE 
JAGANNATHA, PURI 
97. ESHCHMANN (A), KULKE (H), TRIPATHI (GC). Formation of the 
Jagannatha trial. In cult of Jagannath and the Regional 
tradition of Orissa, Ed by Anncharlott Eschmann and 
others. 169-198. 
Regarding the Jaycinnatha figures# it could be shown that 
ttie great temple of puri was not built for three, but only 
for two figures and these two figures themselves - Jagannatha 
and subhadara. Jagannatha was interpreted in several 
different ways, the main interpretation being an identifica-
tion with purusottaraa, with krsha and a close identification 
with Narsimha. A discription about the Jagannatha figures 
the first Royal temple about subhadra and the cult under 
coda Ganga, Rancaratra reinterpretation sudarasha Balbhadra 
about the wooden structure and conclusions about Jagannath 
visnuism chamunda Iiaksmi etc* 
TYPOLOGY, VAISNAVA, HINDUIZATION^ TEMPLE, PURI 
98. ESCHMANN (A), Vaisnava Typology of Hinduization and the 
origin of Jagannatha. In cult of Jagannath and the Regional 
tradition of Orissa. Ed by Anncharlatt Eschmann and others, 
99-118. 
Jagannatha cult is tribal origin. The legend of the Puri 
temple, the Indradyumma legend, narrates that the deity was 
originally worshipped by the aboriginal sabara chief visva-
vasu in the woods, and only later on rairaculausly appeared 
II 
in pviri. The Jagannatha figures still display what seems 
to be a "tribal look". The wooden figures may be called 
"crude" and certainly differ from the images worshipped in 
other great Hindu temples. Deals with the origin of the 
Jagannatha* Balbhadra and s\abhadara and what are the 
relations with Narasimha, Girga Narasimha Hinduization 
folklore the place of Narasimha and Purusottama in Jagannatha 
cult. Both Narasimha and Jagannatha are intimately linked 
and were identified at an early stage. Even today Jaganna-
tha figure is foxind to be worshipped as Narasimha. Narasi-
mha is both* a god of folk religion and an aspect of visnu 
relevant in theology, 
CUSTOMS 
DEITY 
DEDICATION 
FEMALE CHILD, BASAVI, ANDHRA PRADESH/ CHITTOOR 
99, RAJYALAKSHMI (p) and others. Basavis in chittor district 
of Andhra Pradesh, Man in India, 56,4; 1976, October-
December; 341-348, 
Tradition of dedicating children, especially females to 
temple-gods in the southern part of India is well known. 
Describes the Basavi is eften a female child dedicated to a 
predominately local deity and rarely to a widely popular 
deity by the child's parents following a vcw taken on 
certain occasions. The origin of the Basavi system can be 
traced back to 12th centurynwhen veerasaivisra was in its 
heights in the present day karnataka state. The life and 
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status of the Basavis as observed in the southern region 
of Andhra Pradesh are discussed in this article on the 
basis of a few case studies. 
DANCES 
KATHAPALI 
100. iiWASTHI (Suresh). Living legend of Kathapali, Illustrated 
weekly of India. 105, 51; 1985, April-May, 28-4; 35, 
Katamandalara krishnan Nair has carved for himself a perma-
nent rich in the world of Kathapali, the traditional dance 
form of Kerala, Through his vivid and imaginative portrayal 
of various mythdogical characters in a career spanning over 
four decades. To hira should go the credit for restoring 
Kathakali to its pristine glory, 
DEITIES 
ANCIENT 
HATARAJA, SOl-lANATHA, MULARAJA RULE, CHAUHJKYA JUNAGARH 
101. PANDEY (S.N.) Images of Nataraja from somanatha Temple, 
Journal of the Oriental Institute. 37, 3-4; 1988, March-
June; 329-31. 
Somnath temple was constructed by chaulukya king Mulraja 
solamia. It is situated near to Junagarh at the Arabian 
Sea. It's historical value has been indicated in Mahabharta 
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and puranas. In ancient time many temples of siva were 
constructed and wallsoof these were transmuted into carving 
of images. The nrtya-murtis of siva are known as Natraja, 
There were various murtis of siva dances. The dance move-
ment of siva represents the five attributes of God. Natraja 
is not only truth/ but love for the purpose of his dance and 
grace. Spirit of Natraja gave freedom to countless indi-
vidual souls, 
CHITRESWARI 
NAVARATMA TEMPLE/ RECONSTRUCTION 
102, Blot^ AS (Liny), Lost image of chitreswari : Some speculations 
about Govindaram Mitra's Temple. Bengal Past and present, 
101, 1-2; 1982, January-December; 6-12. 
Chitreswari was the Kali of Govindaram Mitra's Navaratma 
temple. It is also equally likely in the absence of any 
other Kali temples on the chitpur Road that the small at 
chala temple on the opposite side of Govindaram Mitra's 
temple and that appears in both Daniel's and Mickey's 
engraving, was the original temple of chitreswari. On the 
basis of the older writings and oral traditions it may be 
presumed that Govindaram built a new temple for an existing 
deity. The architectural design of the temple proves it 
to be a combination of several shrines with different 
insignias for different deities. 
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DESCRIPTION, JAGANNATHA 
103. TRIPJfTHI (G6). Jagannatha : The ageless Deity of the 
Hindus, In cult of Jagannath and the Regional Tradition 
of Orissa. Ed by Annchar lott Eschmann and others. 477-490. 
Iconography of the wooden images of Jagannatha Bala bhadra 
and subhadra with their Thick and massive head and the 
short arm stumps emerging out of the middle of the head 
devoid. However totally of the legs betray its tribal 
origin and character. But on the other hand the Hindus of 
the upper classes who now worship of these deities never 
felt the quite comfortable about admitting the fact that they 
took from the aboriginals and transformed whole into the 
worship of visnu in his aspect ofnJagannatha the lord of the 
universe. Give the origin and development of worship to 
Jagannatha starting from the origin the visnu who himself 
appears as a carpenter to fashion the images. Gundica the 
legendary queen of Indraymna who opend the doors of the 
carpenter's worfehip and disturb so much that the divine 
carpenter so mucn that he disappeared. Also contain quota-
tion from ariya and the description of Jagannatha and other 
deity. 
Its 
LINGA 
TEMPLE^ BHASKARESVARA* ORISSA, BHUBANESWAR 
104, MITRA (Debala). Note on the Bhaskaresvara-Linga, Journal 
of the Asiatic Society (Bengal). 1,1; 1959; 1-3. 
Temple known as Bhaskaresvara is situated in Bhubaneswar 
in orissa. It has attacted the attention of scholars before 
by its very distinctive shape and design and the high stximp 
shaped linga with a broken top that it enshrines. The 
bada of the temple is built in two tiersl the upper, apps^ oa-
chabie by a flight of steps against the northern wall of 
the lower (which looks like a platform from a distance) 
is pierced with a door on the western side. It has all 
along been suspected that the linga is the remnant of a 
pillar. The pillar was one of Asoka made into a Lint^ a by 
the Hindus after it had lost its upper part and that the 
temple was erected over it to give shelter to it. The 
temple was not erected to enshrine an already standing 
pillar or linga. Further the pillar, with a broken top, 
was evidently brought from elsewhere, near or far. 
MEDIEVAL 
TEMPLE, JAGANNATH, GAJAPATIS, ORISSA 
105. KULKE (H). Jagannatha as the state Deity under the Gaja-
patis of Orissa, In cult of Jagannath and the Regional 
tradition of Orissa, Ed by Anncharlott Eschraann and others, 
199-208, 
in 
These were the vertical, the horizental legitimation and 
the ability to unite the various sub-regional nuclear 
areas of the raulti centered Orissan empire through a 
regional loyality. Another function of a state cult of 
medieval Hindu empire was to cope with few feudal forces 
through the three ritual counter measures royal patronage 
(i) pilgrange places (ii) rath as of (iii) Brahmans and 
through the cult of new emperial temples, lives discrip-
tion of the state cult under the Ganga king under surya-
varasiking. All about iraportants of king attached to the 
duties. 
RELIGIOUS ETHOS 
Bi-iAHl'lH/ VISNU/SIVA TEMtx^z TRINITY, STHANUMALAI LINGA, 
3UCHEENDRAM 
106. RAO (Radha Krishna), Temple of Trinity : Sucheendram. 
Hindustan Times. 63, 187; 1986, July, 28; 21c-e. 
Concept of Trinity as being the spearhead of creation, 
sustenance and destruction has played a significant role 
in the evolution of Hindu religions ethos. There a large 
nuii^ er of temples dedicated to legion dieties of Hindu 
pantheon, but there are a few, housing all the three dieties-
Brahma, vishnu and iShiva. A rare temple of trinity is 
located at Sachindram, a pictures que pilgrim centre on 
the Trivandrum cape comorin road. The temple of sthanu-
malaisswami representing devine Trinity in suchindram is 
l is 
is an embodiment of grace, bliss and beauty. The name 
suchindram cannotes the place where Indra, the prince 
among the Gods was absolved of his sins. The temple is 
located in a compound. The length of compoiind is northern 
wall 402 ft, inside this compound there are more than 30 
shrines, both big & small. The main temple is that of 
sthanximal swami which once comes across the moment one 
enteres the temple through northern gate. In the sanctum 
of the temple is enshrined the celebrated swayambhu (self 
manifested) linga of sthanumalai swami symolising the unity 
of trinity; the linga is over shadowed by an ancient 
khari tree, 
TRIBAL 
TYPOLOGY SAKTA/SAIVA, ORISSA 
107, ESCHMANN(H), Hinduization of Tribal deities in Orissa. 
The sakta and saiva typology. In cult of Jagannath and 
regional tration of Orissa. Ed by Anncharlott Eschmann 
and others, 79-98, 
Hinduism has an extra ordinary capacity to incorporate and 
amalgamate other religions and alien cults. This is possible 
because of two basic Hindu doctrines s that God or Brahman 
is with in everything, and can therefore appear every 
where and that whoever is born in India is essentially a 
Hindu and in modern times this includes also act side 
India chapter deals with Hinduism and tribal religions is 
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functionally difference. A chapter an regional tradi-
tion of Hinduization another chapter on sakta typology 
of Hinduization Hindues goddess on temple levels. Chapter 
on Khainbhesvari subhadra, siva worship in Hinduization, 
UoTRVAHIt^I LSVI-MODHERA SUi^ , TEMPLE, DESGRIPTIOK of 
108 PivREKH (SS). Unique image of Ustravahini Devi from Modhera 
sun Temple (N.G,), Journal of the Oriental Institute. 36, 
1-4; 1986-87, September-June; 245-46, 
Study of Modhera sun temple impress the author by rich 
heritage and sculpture with scenes Mahabharta, Ramayana, 
Bhagrata and Puranas and author impressed by the Ksemankari 
(a form of Durga) it shows the existance of ancient Durga 
temple in the cicinity of sun temple, A Modhera sun temple 
enriched by some remarkable of goddess and the temple 
standing on 32 pillars are decorated with beautiful sculp-
tures of Arsaras caraara-Nayikas, god-goddess and puranic 
scenes as one of the pillars of the Nrtyamandapa in south 
east corner. This sculpture of the ustravahini Devi is 
represented as the second figure frieze the temple is 
constructed in about 1150 A.D. A brief discription of 
vstravahini Devi structure is given such as camel necked 
with other structure. It showing the influence of Rajasthan 
such as camel etc. 
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WORSHIP 
TEi^LES 
RAI4GARH, SIVA, LIKGA/ EROTIC/ HISTORY 
10 9. DUBE (Dinanath), Temple of erotica, Hindustan Times. 
63, 330; 1986, December, 20; l7e, 24e-f. 
Sex was no dirty word in our ancient classics. In ancient 
days* Kam (sex) was called one of four turusharth. The 
worship of Shiva as 'Lingam' is generally regarded as the 
most ancient object of homage of Lakulish sect. The 
follower of this ect built a number of temples depicting 
erotic sculpture, the Ramgarh temple is one of them, 
Ramgarh is a small village in kishanganj Tehsil in Kota 
district. The Ramgarh temple is a Shiv temple built in 
the tradition of Kanark and Khajuraho and is example of 
fine erotic sculpture. It is built by king Maky verma. 
The length of main temple is 49 meters, 32 meters, in 
breadth and 32 meters in high sooked act of a single rock, 
40RoHIPS 
TRADITIOiviS 
JAGANATHA, SAPTADHA/THREE WOODEN, ORISSA 
110. TRIPATHI (GG). Daily puja ceremony of the Jagannatha 
temple and its special features. In cult of Jagannatha 
and the Regional tradition of Orissa, Ed by Annchar lot,t 
Eschraann and others. 285-308, 
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Described as seven fold form saptadha Murti due to the 
reasons that on the Ratna vedi (stone plate form) in the 
sanctum their stands seven dieties all are whom are 
arshiped 5 times a day. Besides this there are three 
wooden images of Jagannatha (Krsna, Balbhadra, and subhadra)» 
The deity present these are sudarsna in the form of wooden 
leg to the left of Jagannatha* the small raetalic image of 
Laksmi and viswadharti (sarswati) the wives of Jagannatha 
place to his right and left respectively and wooden replica 
of Jagannatha, Symbolizing Nilamathava, The form of lord 
which was worshiped by the sivaras in the Jungle before the 
construction of suitable temple for him by Indradyumna, 
Also deals about the mantas, dhynias# Nyasas for the Puja 
of sudarsna and other dities conducted by puja pandal. 
The worshipers start praying from the time they leave the 
bed also describes rites the puja, the Bhoga and the 
performance and nature of Puja. 
SADASIVA/ Transformation 
111. MITRA (H). Sadasiva worship in early Bengal, Journal of 
the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal (New Series), 29, 1933, 
171-254. 
Sivasidhantins speak of three tattvas siva, sadasiva and 
Manesa, representing the riskala, sakala-niskala and 
sakala of the '^ od. In the very beginning of pure creation, 
suddhasrsti, five sakti emanate from the riskala aspect of 
the God in a chain of succession; from siva emerges Parasakti, 
12 
from this A<iisakti# from it Icchasakti, from the pre-
ceeding one jnanasakti and from the last kriyasakti. 
Prom these five sakti evolve in order five tattvas or 
sadakhyas. viz. the first sadasiva tattva or sivasadakhya, 
the second sadasivatattva or Amrutasadakhya the third 
sadasivatattva or the Murttasadakhya, the fourth sadasiva, 
tattava, the kartrsadakhya and the fifth sadasivatattva^ 
the karmasadakhya* These five sadakhyas corresponds in a 
manner to the five divine forms or aspect known as V^nadeva* 
Tatpurusa/ Aghora, sadyojata and Isana, which are also 
collectively known as Pancabrahmens (Isanadayah) and they 
face the north, eash, south, west and the top respectively. 
DESCRIPTIONS 
DEFIMITIONS 
JAGANNATHA, GUPTA PERIOD 
112, 3TIETENGR0N (H Von). Early Temples of Jagannatha in Orissa, 
The formative phase In cult of Jagannatha and the Regional 
tradition of Orissa, Ed by Annchar lott Eschmann and others 
61-78. 
Article deals with a definition what do we refer by the 
term Jagannatha temple. The title Jagannatha lord of the 
world itself is unspecific it has been applied to Budha, to 
Shiva and to vishnu, It*s uncombounded variants Jagato-
natha similarly used for three dieties is a synonym for 
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lakanatha, lokeshwar* which could be used for shiva and 
Vishnu in a form of Budhisttva. Other titles isvara ruler 
permeshwarasupreme ruler were equally unspecified upto 
post Gupta period. A complete definitions of Jagannatha 
with coraparision of purushotma in puri. His name was 
Dudhivamane and which represents Krishna. Dudhivamane is 
white it also deals with Bayati kesart. Descritpion of the 
great temples of purushotma and Dadhivamana in Tekhali, 
TEiXiPLES 
IMAGES 
MULTIHaNDED DURGA, BIHAR, KAKCHI, DIURI 
113. DAS (.DR,) Durga temple at Diuri, Journal of the Oriental. 
Institute. 29, 1-2; 1979, September-December; 133-140, 
Dixiri is a small village in the Tamar P.o, of the Ranchi 
district, Bihar, There is an old temple were multihanded 
Durga ima^e is enshrined. The temple is preserved in a very 
precarious condition and only a small part above the vertical 
wall section can now be seen. The temple is triratha in 
pian. The bada has three elements such as pabhaga, Jangha, 
and baranda. The pabhaga consists of four mouldings. The 
temple at Diuri so far as its architectural elements are 
concerned, has an obvious association with the early series 
of Orissan temples. But its pabhaga, with four mouldings, 
indicates a date slightly later than that of the Svarnajaks-
vara (Bhubaneswar) or similar other temples in Orissa. 
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FESTIVALS 
SuCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS 
114. HADHAKRISHNA (Sabita). Its cultural heritage civ 104,3; 
1983, January, 16-22? 15. 
Tamil iMadu being a land of temples, some festival or the 
other is celebrated almost every months in the state. 
The temple festivals were sociological events, knitting 
together the entire conununity, abiliterating caste differ-
ences and family squabbles. The festivals of Tamil Nadu 
have created a kind of cultural symbiosis, with their age-
old legends, music, dance, temple sculpture and colourful 
pageantry, 
FOUNDATIONS DATES 
TEMPLES 
LAD KHAK/ STilUCTUHE, UNFINISHED 
115. RAJASEKHARA (S) . Date of the Lad Khan, Journal of Karnataka 
University (Social Sciences). 14; 1978; 33-40. 
Temple of Lad Khan is generally considered to be the oldest 
of the place, and one of the oldest structural temples in 
India, Probably it was built in the 5th century. It is 
built of large blocks of stone. It has four types of pillars. 
There are three walls on the exterior posses sculptures, of 
which two are unfinished. These are the sculptures of 
visnu, surya and Ardhanarisvara. 
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HINDU PHIiO SOPHY 
ARTS/ EXPfiEiiSION/ Through 
116, MICHELL (George), Temple as the most artistic expression 
of Hindu Philosophy Organiser. 35, 25; 1983, November, 6; 
3a-e, 31d-e. 
Temple is the most characteristic artistic ej^ression 
of Hinduism Temples have been built in all parts of India 
at different periods. Hindu art is primarily an art of 
sacred images in which the gods, goddesses, demens and 
innumerable semi-divine beings take visible form. These 
sacred images draw upon human as well as animal and bird 
forms which are frequently mixed together in order to 
create composite creatures. 
HISTORY 
SCUijPTURES 
AI^ CIENT 
GaJAPATl/ASVAPATI, TEMPLE SURYA, 0RI33A, KONARAK 
117. MUKHERJEE (p), History of the Gajapti Kings of Orissa and 
their SUCCESSERS. 
A most important innovation for the future development 
of the Orissan king seems to originate to Narsiraha, 
according to Narasiraha was the first king of the Urissa whc 
bore the title of the elephant Gayapati which becomes the 
most popular title in orissa under the latter Gangas and 
12C 
especially survavamisis this indicate sovereign title 
lord of Horses* Lord of the man* Asvapati, Narapati. 
Narasiraha concept ofiakingship in best known form a series 
of sculpture from the world famous temple of the sun God 
surya of Kanarak which he constructed in about 1250 A,D, 
and the king Narasimha worshiping triad consisting of 
siva linga, purusottama and Durga Mahis as uramardini. 
TKiviPLES 
KHAJURAHO 
118. GOETZ (Hermann). Historical background of the temples of 
Khajxaraho. Hoopa~Lekha. 32, 2; 1961# December; 59-71. 
The cemples of Khajuraho in Bundelkhand# erected by the 
candella (can-dratreya) kings about M.,D, 1000/ are among 
the most beautiful and best preserved in India, consist of 
the kandariya Mahadeva and visvanatha temples. It describe 
their sexual union, represented as identical with the highesi 
deities siva sakti, Khajuraho with its painful memoxues was 
abandoned for the new capital Mahoba, a move which in Inaian 
history always expressed the inaugration of a new policy. 
The khajuraho inscriptions prove, the two gorgeous siva 
temple connected with the Lakulin Kaulika ritual were 
erected during the xast years of Dhanga and inthe first 
years of Ganda (25). The two most beautiful temples of 
Khajuraho tne kandariya Mahadeva and visvanatha, are the 
monuments of the political and Religious revolution, when a 
dissolute heresy was misused in order to corrupt and over-
throw the mighties dynasty of Northern India in the decades 
about the beginning of our millennixom. 
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SOXi/il^ 'ATH^ / ARCHEOLOGICAL, EVIDENCES 
119, PANDEY (3N). Archaeological Evidences for the history of 
ciomanatha temple. Journal of the Oriental Institute. 28t 
3-4, 1979, March-June; 139-145. 
Describes chalukya Mularaja solanki constructed somnatha 
temple between c960-973 A.D, which was broken by Mahmud 
Ghaznavi in 10 26 A.D. This temple was rebuilt by Bhimdeva I^  
between 10 26-10 30 A.D, in 1169 A.D. Maharaja Kxomarapala 
constructed a very large temple known as Kailasa roeru 
Prasada on the same place. 
HOLY 
SEATS (Dhara) 
SHARADAPITH, SOUTH TEMPLE, VIDAYASHANKAR, ARCHITECTURAL 
DESCRIPTION 
120. AITKEN (Bill). Shankaracharya's southern seat. Hindustan 
Times (Marq.) 63, 26; 1986, January, 26; 4a-h, 
Sringeri is a small temple twon in chikmagalur district 
in the western Ghats. It was here that shankaracharya estab-
iisned his southern seat, called after the presiding 
goddess, sharadaptth. There are other shankaracharya seats 
Badrinath in the north, purin the wast and Dwarka in the 
west. There is vidayashankar temple, well known for its 
Zodiac-aligned pillars. The inside of the temple proved 
a rare experience, for apart from the interesting pillars 
the atmosphere was charged; a sure sign that the priests 
are more interested in their daity than the daily otferings 
of devotees. The main temple next door was the very l^ ajge 
12' 
SHRINES 
VI3HNUPAD/KRISHNA DAVARKA^ GAYA 
121. ASHLR (Frederick M). Gaya : Monuments of the pilgrimage 
town. Marg. 40, 1; 1986, December; 45-60. 
Hardly a century ago, Gaya consisted of two parts : 
iSahibganj, the modern town where administrators lived, 
and Andar Gaya, the religious centre. In this the author 
discussed about the four temple named vishnupad temple, 
Janardhana Mandir, Gadadhara temple, Ramga yabedi temple 
and surya temple. 
IDOLS 
THEFTS 
REUNION, MADRAS 
122. JAYARAM (S). Return of the idols. Hindustan Times (Mag.) 
63, 138; 1986, June, 18, 5a-c. 
Two valuable idols stolen from temples in Tamil Nadu wer= 
recorered in the USA and recently brought back to Madras. 
The incident once again highlights the appalling lack of 
security for same of our national treasures. 
IMAGES 
AlNlCIENT 
TEl^ iPLES 
HYPAETHRAL, YOGINIS, CHDUSATHA, JABALPUR, BERAGHAT 
123. SHARMA (RK), Interesting image of Sri Sarwatomukhi with 
tantrikemblem in the temples of chousatha Yogini from 
Bheraghat. Roopa-Lekha. 40, 1-2; 1971; 73-74. 
1^5 
Bheraghat is situated at the confluence of Narmada with 
Banganga, about 13 miles from Jabalpur (Mp). There are 
a number of ancient monvunents, the Bheraghat stone inscrip-
tion of Nara of simha dated in Kalachviri Era 907 (1155 A.D) 
and the undated Gaurisankara Temple inscription of Vijayasi" 
raha, of the nxiraerous mon\ainents# the raost important is the 
hypaethral temple of chausatha yogini. The temple is 
circular cloister. The circular enclosure is called chausa-
tha yogini, (sixty four yogini) temple, there are infact 
eighty one cells containing images. The goddess has twelve 
arms and three heads, with a head also between here breasts, 
the number of her heads explain the name of 'facing every 
where,' 
SURYA DEVI, ORISSA, KDNARAK 
124. MITRA (Debala), Notes on Konarak, Journal of the Asiatic 
Society. 3, 2; 1961; 53-62. 
Describes the figures on tne porch and other aspects of tiie 
main temple of Konarak in Orissa. This famous temple, 
called surya Devi, was dedicated to the sun God and dates 
from about 1240. A large portion of the facing was intact 
as late as 1837, 
uo 
INSCRIPTIOI^ -S 
ANCIENT 
MODERN 
TEMPLE/ SIRKURMANATHA, 3RIKURMAN 
125, MTJRTHY (36 Ramachandra), Sirkurmanatha temple inscriptions! 
A study. In Rangavalli Recent Researches in Indology. t±,v, 
Narasimha Murthi, Ed and B.K. Gururaja Race, Ed. 113-119, 
Srikurman is one of the famous vishnava holy places in India 
and is located at about 25 Kms from 3rikakulam# headquarters 
of the district of the same name on the east coast of Andhra 
Pradesh, The village derives its name from the temple of 
Srikumandatha located there in. The temple considered as 
unique in that it has an anthoporaorphic figure of god 
Vishnu in the form of tortoise. It can be dated back as 
early as C,A,D, 900 and regarding its stylistic affiliations 
it is considered as an Eastern chaukyan temple in the border 
between Andhra and Kalinga. The inscriptions of the temple 
is important political, economic, social and cultural etc. 
The earliest of these epigraphs is dated A.D,1113 while the 
latest belong to 19th century. These inscriptions present 
a graphic picture of the Kalinga country covering a long 
period of seven centuries. 
STRUGTUi^ 
PILLAR, HELIOJX)ROS, TKi>iPLL, M . P . , VIDISHA, BES^NAGAR 
126, KHaRE (MD). Discovery of a v i shnu temple nea r t h e Hel iodoros 
p i l l a r , Besnagar , D i s t , V id i sha , (MP), L a l i t Kala . 1 3 ; 1967; 
21 -27 . 
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Besnagar has been well known ever since the inscription 
on the Heliodoros pillar. It is situated about three 
pislometers north-west of vidisha. The figures of Besnagar 
prominently in Buddhist, Jain and Brahmanical literature 
in various forms such as vessangar, vaisyanagar, visanagar 
etc. The discovery of this temple is at once of consi-
derable religious/ architectural, historical and archaeolo-
gical significance. There two more references to a vishnu 
temple were available, Dne at Nagari and other at Mathura 
through the inscription. Another inscription from Vidisha 
also refers to the existence of a vishnu temple at Besnagar. 
He also gives the structure and measurement of the temple, 
LADKHAN, AIHOLE 
127. PADIGAR (SMrinivas V). Significance of Lad Khan temple 
inscription. In Rangavalli Recent Researches in Indology. 
Lad Khan temple is situated in Aihole, probably it was 
built in 7th or 8th century. The Lad Khan temple was 
originally a semi-religious building for the use of public. 
People performed socio-religious functions here, for which 
they were required to pay stipulated sum, depending upon the 
ceremony performed, to the Mahajanas of Aihole, There are 
the four inscriptions engraved on the temple, one is only 
partially preserved another has nothing important to convey, 
and a third is intelligible to the extent of revealing the 
name of one Devakutala (circa eighth-ninth century characters) 
The fourth, insoribed on the wall (exterior, to the south 
m 
of the porch) of the main hall is well preserved and 
interesting. The inscription is in ai"chaic Kannada 
language and character of circa eighth centiary A. D, 
COl'k^iEMUiiATIVE 
TEMPLES 
ANAlNiTAVASUDEVA, ORISSA, BHUBANESWAR 
128. ACHi^YA (P), Commemorative Inscription of tne Anantavasu 
deva Temple at Bhubaneswar, Orissa Historical Research 
journal. 1, 4; 1953/ 274-288. 
Describe the temple forms a vaishana counter weight in the 
Sivaksetra Bhubaneswar. According to the donative inscrip-
tion it was dedicated by Anangabhima's daughter to the 
triad Baladeva (Balabhadra), krsna and subhadra. The incrip-
tion cells the temple of i:hese three gods "the temple of 
purusottama'. This temple dedicated to the same three 
deities which are mentioned in Anangabhima's'potalesvara 
inscription, 
CQn'i'iii-iPoRrtUY 
TEMPLES 
NAtiASIMHA, CODAGANGADEVA 
129, JOSHI ( A ) , Jagannatha Temple Inscription of dagangadeva, 
Orissa Historical Research Journal, 9, 34* 1961; 47-50, 
Describe on inscription of the time of codaganga is most 
important. It is the only contemporary inscription where 
the god is mentioned whom codaganga built a monximental temple 
13n 
The location of this important inscription is very 
suggestive ; it is on the door jamb of the Narasimha 
temple. The temple stands within the compoxind of the 
Jagannatha temple and may have been built before. The 
Narsimha character of the Puri deity was still predomi-
nant at codag anga's time, 
jyiEDIEVAL 
DRAHMI^ DISCOHERY, TEi^ PLE COMPLEX, MADAN MO HA, BRINDAVAl^ 
130. POONACHA (KP). Discovery of Brahmi Inscription at Brindavan 
(Madan iyiohan temple complex). In Rangavalli Recent Resear-
ches in Indology, 
Describes a huge oblong mound lies about 0.6 km away on the 
right bank of river Jamuna almost to the west of Brindavan 
town. The surface of this mound on the east-west is covered 
by the constructions of the recent dates, where as the 
southern portion is occupied by Madan Mohan temple complex 
16th century A.D. representing some unique local influence 
in its architecture and some modern structures belonging to 
the priests attending the temple, A small medieval temple 
situated in the mound is dedicated to chaitanya mahapraj^hu 
who lead the revival movement of the Bhakti cult in the 
later part of the 15th century A.D. chronologically these 
inscriptions from Brindavan seems to be almost contemporary 
to Ghosundi inscription and earlier to the inscriptions 
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reported from Bhilsa, Naneghat, Besnagar^ Mathura and 
tiora which refers to Bhagavata pantheon or Bhakticult. 
SCULPTURES/ EROTIC/ SOMAVASMSIS PE.-ilOD/ SOCIO 1 ECONOMIC 
STUDY/ 0RI3SA 
131, PAlNlDA (Shishir Kumar), Ten^le of Medieval Orissa, A socic-
Economic study. Journal of Ancient Indian History. 13, 1-2# 
1980-82; 137-146. 
Describes Temples, as places of worship/ formed a part of 
the daily life of the medieval Orissan society. The temples 
catered to the socio-religious needs of a large section of 
rural people and at the same time functioned as a link 
between the king, the founder of the temple, and the rest of 
population. The main theme of the sculpture of medieval 
temples are the realistic representation of erotic sculp-
tures on the walls. The inscriptions frequently refer to 
the endowments of land and money made to the temples. Though 
the endowments to the temples started from the somavasnsis 
period. The most common and popular forro of gifts was the 
donation of lamps to the temples. The temples also played 
in important role for the regional development in medieval 
Orissa, Besides economic activities, temples formed also 
important centres of cultural life of the theva Orissa. 
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TEl-ii'LES 
PARVATI^ ORISSA/ BHUBANESWAR 
132. KATH (BV). Parvati temple inscription of Bhxibaneswor. 
Orissa Historical Research Journal.3/3; 1954, December, 
146-149. 
The inscription which was not previously noticed by any 
other scholar is engraved on a stone set in the plinth quite 
close to the entrance from the south side of the Jagamohan 
of the Parvatin temple in the compound of Lingaraj temple 
at Bhubaneswar, The character used in the inscription seem 
to belong to the later part of the 13th century A.D. as the 
alphabets are quite similar in shape and form to those used 
in chandradevis inscription of the Ananta vasudeva temple 
bxiilt at Bhubaneswar in 1278, The temple was most likely 
constructed during the Ganga period. 
SACRED 
EPIGK..XPHS 
RELIGIOUS, SOCIAL, CONDITIONS 
133. SIRG^ R^ (H). Gleanings from Kerala's temple : Inscriptions. 
Itihas. 3, 1; 1975; 43-51. 
Describes the religious, cultural, social and economic life 
in south India, to a very great extent, revolved round tiie 
sacred institutions of temples. There are innuraexable 
temple-inscriptions from Kerala but the number of fully -
edited epigraphs is really very small. Many chola rulers 
im 
have set up inscriptions enlogizing their heroic feats 
in conquests and various other important events. Similar 
inscriptions of the time of Rajendra chola come from 
Valaisalai near Trivandrum and Munchirai near Parthivase-
pharapurara. The fact the inscriptions of all types have 
been engraved on or planted at the temple indicates the 
importance that the temple achieved in course of time as 
the central institutions of a settlement or township. 
ICONOGRAPHIC 
ADHINAYIKA (cult Image), KSEMANKARI, AMBIKA 
134, DHAKY (MA). Ksemankari j The cult image of the Ambika Temple 
Jagat Vishveshvaranand Indological Journal, 6; 1968, 117-120, 
Temple of Ambika, as gleaned from an inscription dated V,S. 
1017 (961 A.D,) engraved on the pillar of the gudhraandapa. 
The adhinayika (cult image) of this temple is no more present 
in the garbhagraha. The Jagat temple was sacred to the 
ksemankari form of Ambika Mahisamardini is indicated by a 
few additional and very positive ioonographic evidences. 
Her ima^e is more or less intact and shows the complete 
set of attributes missing in her mutilated cult image. 
The Ambika temple thus, must have been sacred to the Kseman-
kar-i aspect of the Goddess and this fact is of value in the 
study of the Uevicult in early mediaeval times in tvestern 
India, 
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•iUBJUliMED 
TEMPLEo 
BORAM 
135. MAJUMDAR (RC), Boram Temple Inscription. Journal of the 
Bihar and Orissa research Society. 9, 3-4; 1923, September-
December; 416, 
Describes, the subjoined inscription was found in a temple 
at Boram in the Manbhtxm District. The inscription contains 
five lines of writing. The language is Sanskrit, but, in 
addition to many mistakes is spelling and gramrner, it contains 
a stronge peculiarity in sxabstituting a for va in at least 
three instances. The alphabet is of the photo-Bengali type 
and does not seem to be earlier than the 13th or 14th 
century A, D. 
TEMPLES 
SRIKARI VrtRADA, PExiUMAL, VISINIU, ^ARCHITECTURAL, STRUCTb'xiE, 
DADAPURAi^ i 
136. BALASU BRAHMAN YUM iSR.). Sri Kari-varada Peruraal temple : 
Dadapuram. Lalit Kala. 14; 1969; 43-46, 
About a mile to the south west of the siva temple of Sri 
wanikantesvarar lies the Vishnu temple of Sri Kari-Varaaa 
permual, vishnu the bestower of grace on Gajendra, Manikant-
esvarar siva temple at Dadapuram can be identified as that ot 
Kundavai vinnagar through the evidence of the inscriptions. 
There are nine inscriptions on the walls of the temple. 
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The temple consists of a garbhagriha, an ardhamandapa and 
mukhmandapa as in the case of the local siva temple. 
The temple structure is similar irrespective of the reli-
gious persuasion, vishnu and siva to which the two local 
temples are devoted, 
VOTIVE 
Ai^ GIENT 
TEMPLES/ LINGARAJA/ BAGHAVA DEVA 
137. HAJAGURU. (Satyanarayan), Two Lingaraja temple inscriptions 
of the time of sri Raghava Deva. Orissa Historical Research 
Journal. 5,4; 1957, January; 179-182. 
Describe a good number of votive inscriptions are found 
on the walls at the entrance of the Jagamohan of Sri 
Lingaraja temple of Bhubaneswar, Two of them discussed. 
They are incised on the 9th srahi of Sri Raghava Deva who 
is no other than the second son of Chodaganga Deva (1078-
1148 A.D). 
TEMPLES/ NELLORE 
138. REDDY (MAtchi), Rich lands and poor lords * Temple Lands 
and tenancy in Kellore district. Indian Economic and Social 
liistory Review. 24/ 1; 1987; 1-33. 
Temples own large tracts of land in south India, but their 
holdings and income have declined sharply since independence. 
ITd 
This is a study of 535 leases of 20 large temples. 
Donations of land have almost ceased since 1948; 
rental income has declined since 1948 and declined 
steeply since 1966. Tenant services to the temples 
have declined/ and the government has taken over the 
auixtinistration of temple lands. Many of the temples 
are experiencing financial hardships. Based on a study 
of temple records in Nellore, 
LORD NAMES 
VENKATACH:)LAPATI* TIRUPATI 
139. PATANJALI (V). Tirupati. The A bode of Lord Venkatachalap-
ati, Social Welfare. 21, 5; 1974, August; 6-7, 
Tirupati is the most famous temple in Aadhra Pradesh and 
one of the most sacred places in India. It is the richest 
religious shrine of the country. Lord of Tirupati has 
million names — all given by His devotees such as Sriven-
Kateswara, srinivasa, venkatachalapati, Tirupati Timmappa 
Balaji, Yedukondala Swami etc. 
MANUSCRIPTS 
PALM LEAFS 
TEMPLE/ KDNARK, ARCHITECTURE of 
140, BEHERA (KS). Palm leaf Manuscript on the architecture of 
Konark temple. Annals of the Bhandarpar Oriental Research 
Institute. 57, 1-4; 1976, 175-180. 
Ther^ - are four palm-leaf manuscripts on the famous konark 
140 
Temple has been discovered by Padraasri Pandit sadashiva 
iiath sarma of puri from thirty two villages in the konarak 
area in recent years. One of these manuscripts deals v/ith 
the architecture of the konarak temple. The konarak temple 
was built by the Ganga monarch Narasimha I (A,D, 1238-1264;. 
It xs mentioned in the manuscript that the konarak tcaple am 
its jagamohana were built by sutradhara Rangainahaka visva-
karma, Gadei Hatra inanapatra. The illustrations of the 
manuscript can hardly be regarded as product of artistic 
merit. Though the architectural description of the temple 
complex* in general* is correct/ the illustrations of the 
architectural elements do not throw clear light on the 
details that are now missing. The manuscript was written 
in the early years of the l7th century, 
RELIGIOUS 
DESCRIPTIONS 
TEi-iPLE* SUN, KONARKA 
141, CHAITANYA (Krishna). New light on the sun temple of Konarka, 
Research contribution of the highest value and describes a 
flurry of questions and answers about the temple of konarka 
through the unearthed four manuscripts of the greatest impor-
tance and presented them in English trasslation. The first 
is a survey of the architecture of the temple and the 
surrounding shrines. The second explains the religious 
importance of the small Mahagayatri temple and shows a full 
141 
design of the original aspect of this temple. The third 
is a chronicle of the building operations of all the 
temple. The fourth is a manual of the ritual established 
in this temple. Also describe when Abul Fazl visited 
konarka about 1580, 
MONUMENTS 
CALCUTTA, 
TEMPLES 
JAIWS/BUDH, DESCRIPTIONS 
142. BAKEiiJI (Amiya Kumar). Temples in Calcutta and its Neigh-
bourhood. Bengal Past and present. 
99-105. 
Describe the temples in Calcutta and its neighbourhood. 
There are several traditional temples in Howerah and 
Hooghly districts. The general plan is of the standard 
Nagara style. There are six principal places of Jain worshi; 
in Calcutta, two of them belonging to the setambara and 
four to the Digambara sects. There are also two Budhist 
temples of Calcutta, which are relatively unostentations 
being built through private munificence with no rich 
bankers or Jewellers to found them or still richer patrons 
to support them. It deals with closer study of the 
economic and social background. 
14: 
KALIGHAT/SIVA DESCxilPTIONS 
143. MECUTCHION. Temples of Calcutta. Bengal Past and present. 
87« 1; 163; 1968, January-June. 45-58, 
Describe Calcutta is full of temples in which large and 
small, many of them no more than shrines atcached to 
houses, a single room containing the deity, which may or 
may not look out onto the street. Describe the historical 
architectural styles and a traditional feature of Bengal 
temples such as Kalighat temple, Siva temple, Bhubaneshwar 
and Jagannath temple etc. Temples are still being built 
in Calcutta - unhappy compromises between traditional 
design and modern building techniques, 
DEGENER/^TION 
144. AG/WIVI^ L (aagdish), India's Monumental Loss. Indian Express 
Mag.42, 29; 1981, May, 24; la-h. 
Describes though our ancient builders took great pains to 
ensure that the palaces and temples they built would last, 
we find to day, that the country is strewn with dilapidatea 
and neglected monuments. 
4 ti 
MIDWAPUR/ TEMPLES/ GARHBETAFORT/BHADRAKALI, DESCRIPTION 
145. BAl^ ERJI (Adris). Monuments of Midnapur. Bengal Past and 
present. 93, 176-177; 1974, May-December; 119-136. 
£)escribe the principal monuments of the Midnapur district. 
The district, geographically, culturally, ethnologically 
and commercially too, is not merely one of the, but defi-
nitely the most important in the whole of west Bengal. 
Describes the same Garhsand temples of Midnapur such as -
Garhbeta fort, Ganesvara garh, Mahadeva temple, Bhadrapali 
temples etc, 
PRESERVATION of 
146. SAMA (IK). Some aspects of preservation of ancient monuments 
in Andhra Pradesh, Itihas. 3,2; 1975, 1-10. 
The archaeological monuments in India are "for variety, 
extent, compltenees and beauty unsur passed, perhaps 
unequalled in the world", and Andra Pradesh has arlch share 
of such monvwients of great beauty and Joy. The standing 
monuments are of great attraction to the traditional bound 
Indians, be it the temples moscjue, church or gurudvaras. 
These all the projected by various Religious bigoky, zealous 
practices of the Governing bodies and trusts etc. The 
increased proganda and tourism linking the great ancient 
centres of our heritage without proper coordination insight 
144 
and planning have added difficulties in preserving the 
historical and architectural character of many of these 
monuments so the great religious and secular monuments 
are also preserving and popularising through Tourism. 
RELIGIOUS 
ARTS 
KERALA, 
147. SIVASUBRAMANIAN (VR), Art legacy. Social Welfare. 21, 5-6, 
1980, August-September, 13-15, 37-39. 
Describe kerala has arich legacy of arts and crafts. There 
are about 2000 temples, all relies of the past glory. These 
temples are the most ancient monuments in Kerala, The 
temples, sculptures and painting now in existance range 
from the 8th to 18th century. It also discribe the scul-
pture / Metal images. Metal lamps. Jewellery, wood carving. 
Ivory carving, painting, kuftagiri and Arahmula mirrors of 
the temples, 
MONUi'ffiNTS/SCULPTURE S 
ANCIEi^ T^ 
BUDHIST 
TYPES* STUPA 
148, SOMPURA (Kantilal P), Buddhist Monuments and sculptures 
in Gujarat i A historical survey. Vlshveshvaranand Indo-
logical Journal. 4; 1966; 230-263. 
Describes the Buddhist monuments are of two types, rock 
145 
cut and structural; the first comprises caitya-grha and 
vihara, while the latter consist of all the three principal 
types such as stupa, caitya grha and vihara. The stupas 
that have been, upto now# found in western India are made 
of bricks, and the caitya-grhas are all rockcut. Also 
deals with sculptures. Sculptures and images in Gujarat are 
manifested in terracdjtta, stone and bronze. The sculptures 
include representations of human and animal figures and 
floral designs. Buddhist images are mainly representations 
of either the Buddha or the Bodhisattvas or Gods and 
Goddess sacred to Buddhism, 
PILGRIi^GES 
AYYAPA 
SABRIMALA, MANAGEMENTS 
149. I«1EN0N (Venu). Pilgrim's progress. Illustrated weekly of 
India. 108, 7; 1987, February, 15; 43-45. 
Describes thousands of pilgrims religiously travel to the 
shrine at Sabarimala in Kerala every year. In their search 
of spiritual solace and salvation, the denotees brave both 
the rigours of nature and the negligent attitude of the 
Travancore Devaswan Board which runs the temple. The 
Ayyappa temple at sabanmala is currently flush with revenue 
after having known some lean phases in the past. The 
tragedy is that there is nobody to ensure that the money is 
spent wisely. The best wisdom is to use the pilgrim's 
offerings to pamper him as he climbs the granite step of 
his quest. 
lir> 
SACRED 
SPIRITUAL 
TEMPLES 
VEMKATESWAH/ TIRUPATI 
150, RADHAKRISHNAN (J). Rich god, poor pilgrims, Hindustan 
Times (Mag.), 60.98; 1983, April, 10; 5a-d. 
Describe a pilgrimage to the sacred temple of lord venpates-
vara is a fulfilment of the spiritual quest of thousands 
devotees. It is almost a test of their profound devotion 
and an experience to be cherished forever, the beauty of 
the Tirupati venkateswara appeal is that, alone among the 
Indian Gods, this deity seems to be the most enduring export 
favourite. How else to account for the sprouting of a 
number of venpateswara temples in many American cities in 
recent years, 
TEMPLES 
JAGANNATHA,SANKARACARYA,ORISSA,PURI 
151, LUTT (Jurgen). Sankaracarya of Puri. In cult of Jagannath 
and the Regional tradition of Orissa, Ed by Anncharlott 
Eschraann and others, 411-420, 
Jagannatha temple in Puri attracts pilgrims from all over 
India and thus may be called a religious centre of all-
Indian importance. Jagannatha cult and Oriya culture are 
14 
almost identical. The sankaracarya of Puri derives his 
importance from the all Indian institution of the sankara-
caryas. beside himiiithere are three sankaracarya in India 
in Josimatha in Garhwal near Badrinath, in Dwarka on the 
coast of Kathiawar and in sringeri in Karnataka on the 
western Ghats above udipi. Sringiri have been the first 
sankaracarya matha, the origin of the institution which is 
supported by the tradition of sankara's life. The other 
three places have been chosen according to apian* a pattern. 
A fifth sankaracarya in Kanchipurara near Madras claim with 
out the other sankaracarya of India. There is no sankara-
carya a of puri, A discription of sankaracarya of puri 
in pre-British period and the modern period is also given. 
SURPANE3HWAR, SIVA, TRIBAL 
152. VISiiWANATH (LS), Pilgrimage centre in a tribal area: The 
surpaneshwar shiva temple in Gujarat. Man in India. 65* 3; 
1985, September, 261-268. 
Describes a temple complex located in a tribal village 
which is soon going to be submerged as a consequence af 
the construction of the Narmada dam. The temples in tribal 
areas have played an important role in tribal transformation, 
and have helped integration of relatively isolated tribes 
in the main stream of Indian life form ancient time. 
14S 
PLACES 
SACRED 
TUMGNATH/ TEMPLE, STONE, SIVA, DESCRIPTION 
153. AGARWAL (Dev Raj). Loftiest abode of shiva. Hindustan 
Times. 63, 177; 1986, June, 4; 17d-h, 21d. 
Tungnath has been one of the most important religious place 
from the very old days. It performed penance here to pro-
pitiate shiva. There is a strong built temple, made with 
stone. It symbolize the power and anger of Lord Shiva. 
There also two small temples which dedicated to parvati 
and kalbhairav, emellish the small courtyard, A ditto of 
the temple is engraved benind the main courtyard, on a flat 
rocK, possible to have an idea before starting the co.istruc-
tion. 
PUJa PERFUi-ii-irtl-JGE 
RITUALS 
TEi'lPLES 
JAGANNATHA, ORISSA, PURI 
154. TRIPrtThI ^GS) Ritual of daily puja in the uagannatha Temxj>le 
of Puri : An Analytical a^-praisal. >^ournal of tne Asiatic 
Society (Bombay). 29, 2; 1987. 
Temple of Jagannatha at Puri was constructed by codaganga 
Deva of the eastern Ganga dynasty in 1112 A.''. He has played 
a vital role in populating vishnu Bhakti in the eastern-
northern parts of India, This is the place where the great 
vaisnava saint chaitanya resided and send the message of 
li^i 
of love and devotion towards krshna and his creed of 
Nama-samkirtana into every corner of India. The 
Puja was performed thrice daily in the temple. It is 
one of the four Dhamas which every Hindu wants to visit 
at least once in his life, 
TRANCE 
155, I-iADHVANI (Nrupen), The possessed. India Express (Mag.) 
4227; 1981, Hay, 10;,la-h, 
Describes during every aarti in the temple at Gangapur 
in Karnataka a transformation takes place in the behaviour 
of some of the devotees : They suddenly writhe and twist 
on the ground in a "self-punishing frenzy", controling into 
almost impossible postures, their speech hurried and distor-
ted. This state is commonly known as possession. 
RELIGION 
CASTES 
TEI4PLES 
VILLAGES, INDIA 
156, DUMONT (L). Religion, politics and History in India. 
term 'village god is ambiguous because it can have broader 
meaning of the gods who have their temples in the village 
(which has a social implication, opposing as it does the 
loO 
popular gods the official gods of the Brahmantc temples), 
or more strictly it Con signify the gods of the local 
comraunity. There is a difference between the twO/ for in 
a village gods and temples are found, which interest only 
apart of the inhabitanis. There are lineage temples in a 
village with one and the same caste/ and there are temples 
belonging to sundry castes in a multi-caste village. 
METAPHYSICAL 
STRU CTUxiE/ARCHITECTURE 
CHRISTIAN CHURCH/ Comparative study of 
157, FOriiiAisi (Robert K.G.). Hindu temple : The metaphysical 
architecture of the Kandariya mahadeva, Man in India. 
65/ 2; 1985/ June; 154-177, 
Author presents first the metaphysical meaning which the 
Hindu temple communicates by its architecture visually 
and then analysis the temples religious structure: how it 
functions in the religious life, A comparison of that 
structxjire has been made with that of christian church, 
RENOVATION OPERATION 
SALVAGE/ ANDHRA PRADESH, MAHBOQB NAGAR 
158. BHARGAVA (GS), Operation salvage : These temples are not 
for drawing. Indian Express (Mag.)/ 53, 341/ 1985/ October 
13, 3a-h, 
15 t 
Describes in a unique salvage operation. There are 24 
temples in the MahbooB Nagar district of Andhra Pradesh 
in 12th century, some of them exquisite specimens of 
chalukyan architecture have been lifted/ stone by stones 
layer by layer* and reassembled at anotiher site several 
kilometers away. This project, the single handed accom-
plishment of the state's endowments department, was 
started seven years ago to fesue the temples from inundation 
by the srisailara Dam, The transplanted temples will now 
be ritualisticaliy consecrated, 
RITUALS 
NILAKANTHESWARA, KALASA, ENDOWED, PADAMPUR 
159, DAS (DR), Nilakantheswara Temple at Padampur, Journal of 
Orissan riistory. 1; 1980. 
Describes it is uncertain whether any temple before the 
Muktesvara was endowed with a kalasa finial. But in 
Kalinga the presence of the Kalasa as final of a temple 
may be observed from a much earlier period, 
S^ciTti^\d lilhiJU 
SOCIETY Influenced - Kashi VISBANATH Incident 
160. BAIDVANATH SAiiSWATI. Shastra and Society. Man in India. 
64. 1; 1984, March, 3-20. 
15 
Examines the voice of the people and the vision of the 
shastra on the incident of theft in the famous Golden 
Temple of Sri KasM vishwanath. The author arrives at 
the canclusion that the Hindu cultural tradition is a 
texture of the shastra and the society; the conflict 
between rational shastra and irrational society is 
resolved by a continuous process of re-interpretation 
and logical purification of the shastra; and this is hov; 
the Hindu religious traditions have been changing, 
SCULPTURES 
ANCIENT 
TEMPI^S 
EXISTANCE/ SANTAL PARGANA^ SAHIB GANJ 
161, ASHER (Frederick M). Sahibganj Reliefs - Evidence for a 
Temple, Journal of tne Asiatic Society (Bengal). 15, 1-4, 
1983; 37-41. 
Three sculptured reliefs, probably from a single temple, 
are now stored in a room at Sahibganj in santalparganas 
district, Bihar, These shows that there was a temple 
anywhere in northern India of 7 century shows the measure-
ments of these sculpture, shape and decoration are given, 
some of these are parts of the other portion or arches 
such as Ganas, appears in the lowest portion of temples. 
The plane Grasamupha of a piller of Gupta dynstry. 
Mithuna stanaing in a pear of trees, showing the exiles in 
"^ 3 
the forest - Author's wondering about the exact location 
of the temple that yielded few reliefs. It sculptures 
excavation at the site would reveal more where these 
c^me from. 
HARIHARA, ILLUSTRATIONS, JODHPUR, OSIA 
162, SHARiyiA (BN). Some interesting Temple sculptures at Osia. 
Roopa Lekha. 40, 1-2; 1971; 95-102. 
Osia, the city of gods, is situated thirty-two miles north-
west of Jodhpur in Rajasthan, In ancient time this village 
known as Ukesa, Upakesa and Uvasisal. Here about a dozen x. 
temples dedicated to Hindu and Jaina deities. The two 
early temples of Harihara detable to 8th century A.D, 
interestingly illustrate numerous scenes from Lord Krisna's 
life, like his birth, flight to Brindava, Putana-vadha, 
Kaliya-damana, Gtovardhanadhara, Jala-Krida and his exploits 
against various demons. Also discuss Abhisekha of Ganapati# 
smgara Durga, Balarama and Revati, Gairudarudha visnu, 
Harihara, Mahisasuramardini, cakresvari and sacciyamata, 
HATHISING ART, DESCRIPTION, SOUTH INDIA 
163, PAL (BP), Notes on some pieces of Temple sculpture, Koopa-
Lekha. 31,2; 1960, December; 10-13. 
Temple sculpture is one of the glories of Indian Art. The 
evolutionary development of temples of the size and magni-
1S4 
ficance such as is foxind in some of the great south 
Indian temples/ many of the old temples have suffered 
damage, or even been destroyed by invaders on the 
rampage. The Hathi Singh Temple at Ahmedabad is usually 
considered to be the last temple of artistic excellence 
to be built describe a bas-relief from a sculptural 
coluran in south Indian temple. Some portions of this 
temple were built during the chola period and additions 
were made from time to time upto the time of the Nayak 
king of Madura he also discussed about the another bas-
relief and wooden temple ratha in Kanchi puram, 
NAtiA3IMHA 
164. KHAN (AW). Early sculpture of Narasimha, 1964, Andra 
Pradesh, Govt. Archaeological Series No.16, Hyderabad. 
Jagannath figure represent, according to Khan intertation 
from left to Right kama or pratyumana the two armed visnu 
Narasiraha krsna samkarsna and Aniruddha, Khan writes that 
text has inspired the sculpture to carve this icon. 
There is an inscription on the temple dated 1413. The 
temple itself is certainly older accoraing Fabri temple 
bt-lony to the 11th century. Due to the structure which 
resemble ancient structure, e.g. Door, frome, tower, the 
xiandapa and the pillar is more ancient. 
155 
VAISHNAVITE ART^ DESCRIPTIONS, PAUNDARIKAPURAM 
165, NAGASWAI^Y (R). Paunderikapuram Temple and its sculptures. 
Roopa Lekha. 32* 1; 1961, July; 53-57, 
Paundarikapuram/ about seven miles from Kuit^ bakonam, It is 
a small village with two temples* one dedicated to Lord 
Siva and the other to Lord vishnu. The vaishnavite temple 
is a centre of regular worship and festivities but the siva 
temple is almost a neglected monument uncared for except by 
a brahmin priest who performs abisheka to the Lord once a 
day. The temple is of moderate dimensions and conforms to 
the regular type of early chola temples found in and around 
kumbakanara. The sculptures in the main shrine numbering 21 
in all are charming, uniform in height and placed in equally 
spaced niches. The portrait sculptures seen in early chola 
temples, as the Nageswara temple of Kumbakonam and kurangan-
ata temple of Srinivasanallur are also absent, 
VISHVANATHA, LINGAS, GHANDELLA, CENTRAL INDIA, KHAJURAHQ 
166, DESAI (Devangana). Lord of Kalanjara and his Shrine of the 
Emerald Linga : Eleventh century Khajuraho, Marg. 39, 2; 
1986, March; 45-60. 
The porch of the vishvanatha temple at Khajuraho, the ancient 
kharjuravahaka in the heart of central India, contains a st 
stone slab with the inscription quoted above, dated to the 
15G 
year 1002. The town witnessed extensive building of 
temples, lakes and gardens by the chandella royal 
family, their chiefs and merchants in the period from 
900 to 1150, Tradition records the existence of eighty 
five temples, of which only twenty five, strewn amidst 
lakes and fields, have survived. Those shrine built by 
royalty and the aristocracy are situated in the western 
area near the shibsagar lake, while those erected by the 
Jain merchants are to the east of Khajuraho village. This 
magnificent temple in the western area of the town built 
by chandella king Dhangadeva, who ruled at Khajuraho bet-
ween 950 to 100 2. Dhanga dedicated two lingas to the 
temple, one of the emerald and a second of stone. This 
temple was originally known as the Marakateshvara (Emerald 
Lord) and Pramathanatha (Lord of Gobilins) but now called 
the Vishvanatha, 
AiiCiilTECTURE 
RELATIONSHIP 
167. TAHSILDAii SINGH. Interrelation between the sculpture and 
temple architecture of North India, Journal of the Ganga-
natha Jha Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha. 36, 1-4; 1980 
January-December; 147-156. 
Des<6ribe unlike in many other countries (e.g. Greece, Home, 
China) the sculpture in India was cairved almost exclusively 
!S7 
to form part of religious edifices. There is a close 
link between the architecture, and sculpture in India, 
It only when the architecture and sculptures of a shrine 
are taken together. Deals a correct and harmonious view 
of religious structure, 
BKUNZE 
Ai^ CIENT 
CHH/\TRADI/ SIVA^ OBLIGATION/ MERUVARHAINI RULE, CHAMBA 
168, PRATAPADITYA PAL, Munificent Monarch and a superior scul-
ptor J Eight century charnba. Marg. 39, 2; 1986, March, 9-24. 
Bharraaur was a typical hill town on the bank of the Budhil 
and a tributary of the river Ravi known as Brahmapura in 
antiquity, Meruvarman was the iruler of ancient kingdom 
of Brahmapura for perhaps a century or less, he launched 
wars of aggression against his n@t§hbors and then atoned for 
his action by undertaking acts of piety with the booty 
brought home from his defeated adversaries like most rulers 
of ancient India, The temples of chhatradi and the image 
of the goddess were consecrated as thanks giving for his 
victories. Meruvarman was devotee of both siva and x.he 
goddess, i-is a patron, Meruvarman seems to have been 
interested in art and architecture than literature. There 
was master sculptor of Kashmir who had been brought to the 
neighboring Brahmapur kingdom by Meruvarman to become his 
court artist. He had made all four bronzes, of the four 
surviving images bearing inscriptions, two represents the 
n^ 
goddess as the embodiment of sakti. These four bronzes 
are of sakti devi/ Lakshna Devi, Narasimha and Ganesa, 
EROTIC 
TEMPLES/ LALATABIMBH/ PASUPATA CULT, OKISSA 
169, BAl>!EiiJI (Adris). Erotic sculptures in Orissan Temples, 
Journal of Ancient Indian History. 3, 1~2, 1969-70; 1-^ 0. 
Describes the erotic sculptures in the temples of Orissa 
were insprid by a particular religious order. The nume-
rous Lakulisa images on the lalatabimba of the urdhvapatti-
kas, and on the badas and other places of the Orissan 
temples, prove that in early times, Orissa was a strong 
hold of the pasupata cult. The existence of two causat 
Yogini temples near Bhubeneswar is a significant fact, 
ICONOGRAPHY 
DESCRIPTIONS/ SRI-LAKSMICATAGORIES, SAINICHI 
170, SRIVA3TAVA (AL). Various forms of Sri Laksmi in Sanchi 
sculpture. Journal of the Ganganatha Jha Kendriya Sanskrit 
Vidyapeetha, 35, 1-2, 1979, January-June, 131-161, 
Describe against the opinion of the previous scholars that 
the Indian plastic art contains representations of only 
two forms of Laksmi namely Padma and Gaja-Laksmi, he shows 
that not all forms of Lasksrai there fall under these two 
153 
categories. He identifies other available representations 
with the concepts of Dvara Laksmi# Rajya-Laksmi, Kidhi-
Laksmi and saubhagya-j-iaksmi and proceeds to give detailed 
descriptions and iconographical details of all forms of 
Laksmi found in sanchi sculptures in order to delineate 
their separate identity. 
LINGODBHAVA DEITY GODESS, AINDRI/ VISNU 
171, AGRAWALA (RC). Lingodbhava and Aindri sculptures in the 
Bharat Kala Bhavan, Ganaras. Vishveshvaranand. Indolo^ical 
Journal. 4; 1966; 80-83. 
Describes the Lingodhara theme is very well known to 
students of saiva iconography. One of the pillars in the 
Mogalrajapuram caves in the vicinity of Vijaywada, which 
fi'om the work of the visnukundin rulers of the vengi country* 
during the 5-6th centuries A, D, , depicts the lingodbhava 
as an incomprenensible flaming pillar baffling visnu and 
Brahma, such carvings are familiar in the 7-8th centuries 
in iHahabalipuram and Ellora. There is also a rare statue, 
of Aindri, seated two armed goddess. She holds a double 
pronged vajra in the left hand and a fruit in the right. 
There is no animal vehicle. This is quite an xxnusual motif 
and the statue therefore requires close scrunity by experts 
of Indian iconography. No other specimen of this type has 
come to light as yet. 
ISO 
IM^GEo 
PALIiAVA 
TEMPLES 
THYAGARAJA/ SEMBIYAN^ MAHADEVI, THIRUVARUR 
172. PONNUSWAMY (s). Shri Thyagaraja Temple : Thiruvarur. 
Thiruvarur is agreat temple in the religious history of 
south India some Pallara sculptures in this temple are 
referred to and illustrated as also many beautiful images 
of later periods like those of the Acalesvara shrine which 
was converted into a stone temple by the famous sembiyan 
Manadev. It has also describes very interesting portrait 
sculptures with full illustrations. 
INGRIPTIONS 
AWCIEKT 
TEI^LES 
KORANGANATHA* TAi^ IL NADU, SRIVIVASAKLLUR 
173. BAL^ SUBx<AHMANYAl4 (SR). Sculptures of the koranganatha 
temple, Srinivasanllur. Lalit Kala. 13; 1967; 35-37. 
Srinivasanallur is a village on the north bank of the 
kaveri, six miles west of Musiri and 35 miles from the 
town of Tiruchirapalli, This place was also known as 
Brahmadeyam of Hahendramangalam in the post. There are 
at least five temples of antiquity such as(l) The visvana-
tha temple with inscriptions of a Raj akesrivarinan cine of 
kulottunga I U) The Lakshmi Narayana Peirumal temple, with 
IPI 
an inscription of the 38th year of Parantakal (3) The 
Ramanathasvamin temple, with inscriptions of a Rajkesari-
varman of Parantakal, and of Kulottunga I (4) The Mariamman 
koyil vternple of the village-goddess) * with an inscription 
of a Parakesarivarman and (5) the Koranganatha temple with 
the inscriptions of a Rajakesari varraan, Madiraikonda 
Parakesarivarman, Rajendra I and Kulottunga I. There are 
niches for sculptures on the sides of the gateway to the 
ardhamandapa. These niches were evidently meant for the 
dvarakalas/ but are now empty. There is a devakashtha 
each, on the south and the north side of the outer wall or 
the ardhamandapa on the main outer walls ofnthe garbhagriha, 
there are three principal devakashthas of which the western 
riche is now empty. There is, however, a sculpture of 
Nrsimha in the centre of the raakara-torana of the western 
niche. The south and the north niches have sculptures of 
Dakshinamurti and Brahma respectively, 
MARBLE 
FlEDIBVAL 
TEMPLES 
SOi^ IESV/iRi^ , 0RIS3A, KIRADU 
174, DHAKY (MA). Temples and sculptures at chohtan. Journal of 
the Asiatic Society (Bengal). 9, 3-4; 1967; 198-202. 
Chohtan is situated from some fifty kilometres south-west 
of Bermer. It seems a place of some important in the 
medieval period. There are four temples. The first temple 
seems a little oldei than the rest. The second one resem-
162 
bles in style the two minor devakulikas (chapels) in 
front of the Mahavira temple at Osia, the date of which 
is ca 1018. The fourth temple shows verynstrong affilia-
tions with the somesvara temple at Kiradu, The temples 
here it would seem, may have been founded between 1000 
and 1O20# The marble sculptures seemingly belonged to the 
hall of temple one, Tney remind of the style that prevailed 
in the Abu area. By about the end of the 10th century, 
the current of Maha-Maru style in upper Rajasthan merged 
with that of the Maha-Gurjara style that prevailed in lower 
Rajasthan and Gujarat. The resultant Karu-Gurjara style 
emerged with the warmth and strength of the Maha-Gurjara 
and elegance and ornateness of the Maha-Maru tradition, 
SANDSTONE 
IMAGES 
VISNU/UMA, HARVANA/ BERI 
175, Pirti\iL»A ^Davendra). Some Medieval sculpture from Beri ; 
Haryana, Roopa-Lekha, 53/ 1-2; 1982/ March/ 36-46. 
Beri is situated about 30 Km, south of district headquarters 
in Rohtak district in Haryana, It has yielded a rich harvest 
of sculptural wealth of the state. Beri has yielded quite 
good number of sand stone images. It discribes visnudLmages* 
sux~yaimages/ Harihara and Ardhanarisvara images and two 
Uma-Mahesvara images. All the above mentioned images from 
Beri show the delicacy of chisel work. 
163 
PHYLITE 
176. PHNUE (BM), Sculptures from Kohand/ District Karnal, 
Punjab. Vishveshvaranand Indoloqical Journal. 6; 1968; 
125-129. 
A few sculptures were found under a pipal tree within the 
precincts of a modern temple, on the out skirts of the 
village kanand. As none ofnthe sculpture wasinsitu. These 
sculptural pieces did not belong to a single temple, 
because of the use of two different types of ston such as 
sand stone and phyllite. These sculptures do not belong to 
one particular age or group and stylistically. They can be 
classified into three categories such..as 1. reliefs with 
classical traits, possibly connected with kanyakxibja school 
(2) Those bearing a stamp of the mature medieval style of 
east earn Rajasthan and (3) the solitary example of the 
Brahma image bearing similarities with early medieval 
image of Kashmir, 
^TUivit; 
^MCIENT 
TEivlPLES 
HARdATi-iATA, ART DESGiilPTIOKd, ABANERI i^ J^.iSTHAis, JnlPUi 
77. SilAMMA (BN). Sculptures from ^^aneri. xioupa-Lekha. 43, 1-2; 
1974; 7-17. 
164 
The present village of Abaneri, known as Abhayanagri 
is situated at about 50 miles from Jaipxir, There are 
are two great monuments - a stepped tank and the temple 
of iiarsatmata. The stepx^ ed tank kunda, vmich is bigger 
than the similiar tank at Osia near Jodhpur, It is an 
important centre of art of this period, is in a better 
state of preservation. The temple of Harsatraata is in a 
very dilapidated condition. The life size stone image of 
Harsatmet. a the presiding deity of the temple, is unfor-
tunately lost, and a new image of goddess has been installec 
in its place in the sanctxim of the temple. The beautiful 
ornaments and the clinging lower garment held by a be 
jewelled girdle are some of the special characteristics of 
of the sculptural art of iUaaneri, There are some fine 
examples - The finely executed image of Lord Ganesa seated 
at ease on a cushioned seat between two pillars. This 
whowing Gaja-Laksmi with Ganesa and Kuvera, The image of 
Ardhanarisvara - siva standing in flexed poze again a: the 
Nandi Bull is an example showing the purusa and Prakriti, 
TB¥iPLE3 
PULLAiiMIGAI, GANPATI, GHOLAP£.<IOD, TA.-iIL NADU 
1 7 8 , BAJLASUBRAHMANYAM ( S R ) . E a r l y c h o l a t e m p l e s R e v i e w e d b y 
CHAITANYA ( K r i s h n a ) . R o o p a L e k h a . 4 0 , 1 9 7 1 , 
in 
The fo\indation of classical temple architecture were 
laid by the Pallavas who built the monolithic Kathas 
of Maraalla (Mahabali) puram and rebuilt in stone 
earlier structural temples of brick in Tamil Kadu, 
When pallava power declined in the 19th century, the 
cholas came to dominate the south Indian scene for over 
two hundred years. Stone, sculpture and bronze also under 
went a great evolution under chola patronage. Among the 
master pieces of the first are the Ganapati, Durga and 
Brahma of the temple at Pullamangai, 
TilMPLES 
MANMAKDIR, FEMALE FIGURE, RAJA3THAN, JAIPUR 
179. SATYA PRAKA5H. Female figure from Man Mandir Ghat, 
Banaras in the Jaipur Museum. Journal of the U,P. 
Historical Society. 2, 1-2, 1954; 15-16, 
Describes that of the several sculptures displayed on 
pedestals in the central Museum, Jaipur, the female 
figure from Banaras is the most note worthy. It was 
bi'ought to the Museum from the Man Mandir Ghat at Banaras 
and is said to have been found in the bed of the river 
Ganges there. It is full sized female figure, 5ft. 
10 inches in neight carved in the round, and in the buff 
coloured chunar stone. 
IBH 
SIVA, SIKARA3 STYLE, GUPTA PERIOD, HIMACHAL PRADESH, 
KULLU 
180. PASRICHA (Ram Nath), Carvings of Kulu valley. Roopa-Lekha. 
43, 1-2; 1974; 22-26. 
There are some valleys of the middle heights of the 
western Himalayas like chamba, Kulu, Mandi and Kangra, 
In Kulu, there are well preserved 7th and 8th century 
old shiva temples and strikingly powerful stone sculptures 
at Bajaura, Magyar, Dashal and Jafat sakh in Gupta style, 
although the empire itself crumbled under the impact of the 
invasions of Huns, Gurjars, Pratiharas and many other semi-
nomedic peoples of Central Asia, the Palas of the east 
and the Rashtrakutas from the south. These temples, with 
shikharas, constitute one of the important distinct style 
of temples also describes the Baheshar Mahadeo temple at 
Bajaura, Gauri shankar temple, i-iuriidhar temple at Thawa, 
Hidiraba Devi temple at Manali etc, 
TEI-IPLES 
DANCE/FESTIVAL, M.P., KHAJURAHO 
181. ULAGANATH^^ iGU) . When Khajuraho comes alive. Indian Express 
(Mag) . 53, 159; 1985, April 14; 4a-d. 
Describe the every spring the dusty little village of 
Khajuraho in nadhya Pradesh comes alive during the ^ 11-
India Dance Festival when dancers from various parts of 
trie country converge on the famed temple there to delight 
!f^? 
audiL-nces u n d e r a s t a r - l i t s k y . The Yamini K r i s h n a m u r t h y , 
.aobha iNiaidU/ veroni_^uenAzan, P r e v n a S h r i m a l i , P r o t i m a B e a i , 
i iajkurnar ; 3 i n g h a j i t s i n g h and c h a r u s i j a c a s t t h e i r mag ic 
s p e l l araong t h e e x q u i s i t e s c u l p t u r e s o f K h a j u r a h o . 
TEi^GOTTA 
ANGIEl/i' 
EVOLUTION 
JATE3/ POoT GUPTrt, Comparative study of 
182. CiiAKRABARTI (Dilip K) and KAGLANTZ (Kalman). Erotic 
Terracttas from lower Bengal. Journal of Ancient Indian 
History. 5,1-2, 1971-72; 149-154. 
History of Indian art should be to enquire into the origins 
of the post-Gupta and early medieval erotic reliefs in stone 
of which Khajuraho in Bundelkand provides such good examples 
of the period between 850 and 1050 A.D, Apart from the 
well known orissan examples typified at Konarak (13th 
century..A,i-).). they occur on some of the Brahmanical rock 
cut temples at Ellora in Maharashtra (8th century A.D;, 
and on the Hoyasalesvara temple (12 century A.D). at dalebio 
in Mysore. In the history of Indian art, the erotic sculp-
tural motif beginning around 800 A.D. should be consi-
dered a linear descendant of what began interracotta about 
one thousand years earlier. 
IBS 
SECULATilSM 
TRUMALA-TRIPATI, DEVASTHAIMAM/ effect on 
183. MISRA (PK). Sacred specialists of a great traditional 
centre i a case study of Tirumala-Tirupati Devasthanam. 
Man in India. 64, 6; 1984, December; 331-345, 
Examines the Tirupati Temple functionaries in the context 
of their specialization and restructuration of traditional 
role and position under the existing secular authority of 
the government. The authors argue that the involvement of 
a large number of sacred specialists is due largely to the 
fact that this temple can afford to maintain them. It has 
been pointed out that the temples have been the source of 
the reaffirming the caste structure and that the Tirupati 
temple is good example of how the interest of the low 
caste is integrated with those of the high caste. The 
authors conclude that secularizing process was, however, 
not been able to do away with the hierarchy, and as things 
stand, the modern bureaucratic structure by itself can not 
bring any significant change in the social system, 
SHKINi^ S HOLY 
WOHoHIP RITUALS 
fOLY 
WORSHIP RI'TUALS 
Si^ iASHING* SHIVALINGA, BIJLI MAHADEVA, H.P. KULLU 
184. TEMPLES OF Himachal. Hindustan Times (Mag.), 60, 348; 1983, 
December, 18; 3a-h, 
16S 
Unusual event occurs at the shrine of Bijli Mahadeve in 
the Kulu valley. This temple has a 60 feet high pole 
staff that attracts lightening which strikes the shivalinga 
smashing it to pieces. And/ every year the..priest recom-
poses it by joining the broken parts with butter, 
MODEi^ 
TEi-'iPLES 
l85. MOHAB (3G). Chamundeswari temple as pilgrim centre. Man in 
India. 60, 1«2; 1980, June; 98-101. 
There is a temple of chamundesvari built on a hillock 
named after this goddess. It is situated in Mysore city, 
originally the chamundesvari temple was a small shrine. 
It is the family deity of the erstwhile maharaja of iiysox"e. 
The temple was developed in the first part of the l9th 
century. The sacred specialist of this temple were non 
Brahmin sivarchaka belonging to veerasaiva sect. The 
pilgrims from western and eastern India cansider chamun-
desvari a forjTi of Kali, As the form of Shiva-shakti or 
destroyer of evil she is reverred by the pilgrims froi.i all 
over India, The chamundesvari temple has became both a 
pilgrim centre of importance and a place of cultural siyht 
seeing a growing net-work of civilizational centre. 
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Rh-LIGIOUS 
LOCii-TION &. DESCRIPTIONS 
SHANMUKA* TIRUCHEKDUR 
186. RAO (R). Shrine on the sea shore, Hindustan Times. 63, 
330; 1986, December, 20; 26a-h, 27c, 
Tiruchendior, which ranks second in importance among the 
six famous abodes of sxibramanya, is a renowned pilgrim 
centre of south India, situated at a distance of 34 miles 
from Tirunelveli. The six badies metamorphosed into one 
child with six heads, and came to be called 'Shanmuka', 
Shadanana, and Arumukha on account of his having six 
heads. The temple at Tirunchendur constructed in shape 
of Orakara is believed to be at least a thousand years old. 
Round the temple three prakaramas* which houses other gods. 
The image of vishnu installed in a cave in the rock can 
not but attract the attention of the devotees. 
ROCKCUT CrtVK 
MONASTIC, DWELLINGS, I-lAiiARASTRA 
187, KHANDALAVALA (Karl). Rock-cut Temples. Marg, 37, 1; 1983; 
3-25. 
The Rock-cut cave temples and monastic dwellings in Maharash-
tra are amongs the greates creations of Indian architecture 
and sculpture. No other area in India has such a large 
number of them-there are over one thousand excavated shrines, 
large and small, completed and uncompleted. Excavated 
sometime during the second superb examples of sculpture. 
The world famous murals of Ajanta were executed in the late 
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fifth ana first half of the six century A.D. It describe 
the earliest rock-cut dwellings in India are those of 
the Barabar Hills* near Gaya in Bihar, donated by the 
great emperor Ashoka to the Ajivika ascetics. It is also 
adescription of caves in western India such as - Bhaja^ 
Ajanta, Kondane, Bedsa, Karle, Kanheri and Elephanta. 
tiOCK GUT 
PANDVAN, KALUGUMALAI 
188. liURTHI (C Sivarama). Kalugumalai and early Pandyan rock-
cut shrines. Reviewed CHAITANYA (Krishna). Roopa-Kekha. 
32, 2; 1961; 107. 
Discusses early Pandayn rock-cut shrines, prefacing the 
study with a short historical account of the Pandyans from 
their emergence in the sixth sentury to their defeat by 
the cholas in 920, He also discussed several Pandyan shrines 
but the focus on Kalug\iraalai, Here the Pandyan architects a.:d 
sculptors found a whole hill, a monolithic rock, which 
reminded them of the beautifully embellished siva temple at 
Ellora, Mahendra Pallava was the first who introduced the 
art of excavating cave temples in the Tamil country, 
SACRED 
DE SCRIPT I0N3 
TEWPLES, CRAWLING, ART3, BHriGvilATI MAHAKAJ, BIKANER 
189. CHACKO (Arun), Not rats, but Kabas. Hindustan Times. 
63, 174; 1986, July 15, 20, 22, 
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Seventeen miles south of the stark town of Bikaner, in 
the heart of the great thar desert, is a mondecript 
oasis called Deshnoke. Deshnoke is one of Rajasthan's 
great pilgrimage centres, with a most beautiful Hindu 
temple. The 500 year old Bhagwati Shri Karniji MaharaJ 
gives the shrine's full name, is simply crawling with rats. 
Their name for those crawling creatures is Kaba, The temple 
boasts exquisifee, intricately carved marble workmanship, 
and beautiful silver and yold doors. Deshnoke temple's 
gates swing open exactly at 4 a.m. and finally closed at 
1 a.m. 
TEMPLES 
SUN, KONARK, ARCHITECTURE 
190. BONER (Alice) and SHARMA (Sadasiva Rath). New light on the 
sun temple of Konarka. 
The famous sun temple of Konarak considered by many to be 
the greatest achievement of temple architecture in the 
medieval period. This deals with various aspects of the 
svin temple and also surroxondiny shrines. It also deals 
with earliest exploration of the temple from the first 
visit of one Baba Brahamchari recorded in the i4adala Ranji 
which is chronicle of the Jagannatha temple in Puri. This 
hook gitoren illustrations, drawing from the manuscripts and 
also nxanerous excellent photos of the temple and its 
sculptures. 
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YOGINIS 
CIRGULaH, SHAPE^ YUVARAJA RULE^ JABALPUR, BHERAGHAT 
191. DEHEJIA (Vidya). Kalachuri Monarch and his circular shrine 
of the Yoginis ; Tenth century Bheraghat. Marg. 39, 2; 
1986, March, 37»44. 
Bheraghat's Yogini temple. Located on top of a hill over 
looking the river Karmada near Jabalpur, is barely four 
miles from the Kalachuri capital of Tripxiri. Probably it 
was built by Yuvaraja II who ruled the Kalachuri empire 
in thelast quarter of the tenth century. It is the 
largest among the Yogini temples. It presents us with an 
impressive group of images, each almost 8 feet high, 
designed to dwarf the viewer and strike him with a sense of 
awe and wonder. Just as eighty-one yoginis had special 
boons to grant to their royal worshipers, so too one 
discovers that the number eighty one in temple construction 
was specially reserved for royalty. The Bheragat eighty 
one include the nine raatrikes or mother goddess and also 
the river goddesses Ganga and Yamuna, 
socio RELIGIOUS 
TEMPLE, BUILDING, effect on 
192. SAl^ IYAL (Hitesh Ranjan). Social aspects of Temple building in 
Bengal j 1600 to 1900 A.D, Man in India,48, 3; 1968, July-
September, 201-224. 
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Describes the extent of participation of the various occu-
pational groups and castes in the construction of temples 
in Bengal from 1600 to 1900 A.D, from an analysis of the 
data regarding 400 temples it appears that the leading part 
in building temples was always taken by zemindars. They 
were closely followed by businessmen, while the third occu-
pational group, namely, the professional class occupied the 
lowest position. The Brahmins kshatriyas and kayasthas belon-
ging to the landed aristocracy and professional class built a 
large number of temples than the Navasakha and castes from 
whom water is not acceptable by upper castes (A.Jalchal) who 
are mostly businessman and manufactures. 
SPIRITUALISM 
MYSTIC S-BRAHAt-'iAis IS 
193. BALASANKAR (R) , Hindu temple as the Marvel of Psycho-
Engineering, Organiser. 36, 21; 1984, October, 7; 8-9, a-e-, 
lOa-d. 
Describe for thousands of years, the community life in India 
has been centred round temples. Whether it.'is Kashi, Kalighat, 
Badrinath etc. Bharat is a magnificent Yogic body of which 
templed villages from the component cells. In no other 
country of the world such a perfect scientific-spirtitual 
symbolism has been developed. The harmony between the Phy-
sicist's and mystic's views confirms the ancient Indian 
wisdon that the Brahman, the ultimate reality is indentical 
to the ATMAN, the reality within. Man is the manifestation 
of the cosmos and temple structure is the body of the 
S.adhaka 
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STATISTICS 
JAGANNATHA, 0RI3SA, PURI 
194, STIEKIENCRON (H Von). Jagannatha Temples in Contemporary 
Orissa, In cult of Jagannathan and the Regional tradition 
of orissa. Ed by Anricharlott Eschraann and others 469-476, 
Deals with 931 temple dedicated to Jaganadatha is one oi 
his various forms and registered as independent religions 
institution in orissa, God is worship either in correspon-
dence with the main temple at puri in a triple image consisti 
ng of Jagannatha, Balabhadra/ subhadra with addition of 
sudarstana Cakra, Gives temple construction and the persons 
involved in construction also special reference is provided 
for other temples situated in sambal pxir in Ganjam district 
and a chart shown temples located in different places with 
nmnbers under Jagannatha Dadhiraraana patita parana trutily 
Deva, e.g. in Ganjam Jagannatha temples 133, Dadhiramana 
36, a patila parana 3# Total 172, In sambal pur 161, Jaga-
nnatha, 60 Dadhiramana total 221. Total single God 421 in 
all 931 temples situated in puri. The details of different 
temples in brief also provided, 
. STRUCTURES 
DESCRITIOl-JS 
MAYURA MAMDAPA, KARTTIKEYA GOD, AKBAR'S 1-IOTIFF, 
AGRA FORT 
195,yATH (R) Mayura-Mandapa of Akbar in the Agra fort 
Vishveshvaranand Indological Journal. 11; 1973; 102-10 6 
The so called jehangiri-Mahal in the Agra fort is complex of 
rooms, halls, annexes and corridors disposed in a double-
i7n 
Storeyed arrangement around a central cart/ with an open 
area on the river side. Which is known as central court* 
with an open area on the river side which is known as 
Akbari-Mahal at present. The construction is trabeated 
and pillars, brackets, Chhajjas and oriel windows have 
been freely employed. The Mayura-Mandapa of the Jehangiri 
Mahal was dedicated to the worship of god karttpeya. 
Typically Hindu motifs* such as lotus and harasa, have 
been freely used in its ornamental scheme. Karttipeya is tae 
God war and if Akbar chose to depict Mayura, the God's 
Vahaha* as devourin serpents he wanted to canvey that 
the enemies of the Empire would be similarly destroyed. 
While at best it was a temple. The Mayura-Handapa is Uni-
cjue building in the whole range of Mughal architecture 
from the point of view of its sturucture and meaning, 
MEDIEVAL 
TEMPLE,RUPALMMAGUDI* AKDMiA PRADESH* 
TERALA 
196. RAO (D Hanumantha), Early Medieval Temple at Terala, 
Itihas* 6*1*1978* January-June; 53-56. 
Terela is a village of Guntur district in Andra Pradesh. 
The temple is locally known as Rupalammagudi. At present 
only the sikhara and portions of the top of antarala and 
mandapa of the temple are visible. The superstructure of 
the temple is an admixture of both northern and southern 
styles that were in vogue in some parts of coastal Andhra, 
There is no recorded evidence of the date of its const-
ruction the art and architectural features of the temple 
undoubedly suggest 
17? 
an early medieval date, most probably 8th-9th Centuries of 
the christian era. It is an unique example of temple archi-
tecture in this region, 
liADAHBA, ABOxilGIi-aAL^iJEITY, PAL, KINGS x i U L E / H . P , , 
DHUKGIRI 
197. GUPTA (Inder Mohini). Hadamba temple of Dhungri, Hiraachal 
Pradesh. Vishveshvaranand Indological Journal. 6;1968; 121-12' 
Hadamba temple is situated at high level from the main 
road. Though this temple is generally stated to be situated 
at Manali but the exact name of its locale is Dhungri. 
The temple has a simple plan, having a square cella, a 
pillared porch and a processional passage araind it. The 
structures rises in three tiers with pagoda-like wooden 
canopy hanging all around at every stage. The temple is 
dedicated to Goddess Hadaba, an aboriginal deity of the 
valley. Perhaps the Hadamba temple of Dh\ingri was built under 
the patronage of the earlier Pal kings and that same 
renovation was done during the period of the singns 
PLAi-4S 
DE ASCRIPTIONS 
CHAUHASI CHAI4BHA, GWALIOR FORT 
198, NATH (R). Chaurasi-Khambha of the Gwalior Fort, Vishvesh-
varanand Indolocial Journal. 16* 1; 1978, March;99-103, 
Chaurasi-Khambha of the Gwalior for is situated in the 
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neighbourhood of the Hathiya-Paur (Elephant Gate)t 
slightly to the south of the Han Handir. the chaurasi-
Khaniba Complex is made up of a large pillared hall. It 
is rectangular in plan with loseries of eight colxorans 
each/ caraposed of the and two additional columns each 
in the eastern and western central porch, there being 
84 colximns in all, from which it has received the no-
menclature chaurasi-Kharabha or the hall of 84 pillars. 
The greatest importance of the chaurashi Kharabha lies 
in the fact that it was a forerunner of the typical 
Mughal Diwan, I am which was , as a rule, an open pillared 
hall built separately, yet in close neighbourhood of 
the residensial palace, generally near the main Gate, 
TYPES 
STYI£ 
NAGARA, TEMPLE, ALGOCH TUNGI, SULTANATE, PERIOD, 
MIEWAPUR 
199, RAY (Pranab), Tradition of Temple-Builder of Midnapur, 
Journal of the Asiatic Society (Bengal). 23,1-2;1981, 
llB-23. 
The structures of temples found in Bengal both medieval 
and modified Hagara style, that developed during the 
sultanate period were primarily hut style (Ghalas) and 
in a much later period, other type like Ratna (Pinnacled 
temples), chandni and Dalan emerged, A large nximber of 
temples belonging to these four groups are found scattered 
all over Bengal,But in west Bengal, temples mostly 
concentrate Hboghly, Burdwan, Howrah and Midnapxir. Thus 
\n 
sutradharas/ a group of carpenters and prepared wooden 
doors of the temples in artistic expression. Temple 
constructed by terracota or stone-carving. Some of the 
Important areas of temples are Rajhati, Knanakul, senhat" 
Hooghly and chetua-Daspur in Midna^ -.\ir and Sonamukhi in 
Bankura. Photogra^s showing temples from 1716 AD 
r temple known as Algochtungi temple* chandhi temple of 
19th Century, Vishnupuri Atchala of 1820 A.D., Utkaliya Deul 
of 1845 A.D., Rekha Deul of 18 th Century etc. describes all 
four types stiructure. These structure as well as photo-
graphs showing the compartments, Chandni, dalan and pillars 
and also shows some influence of Muslim architect of 
Mihrab, 
SURVEYS 
ARCHITECTURE 
200. SARKAR (H), Architecture survey of Temples of Kerala, 
Gives a comprehensive account of temple architecture of 
Kerala describes the geographical/ historical and archi-
tectural background of Kerla temples, he also discussed 
about the temple architecture with emphasis on the begin-
ning of temple building movement, materials used for 
construction, distribution pattern of different types of 
ground plan, characteristic features -both internal and 
external. Chronological sequence and influences that 
went into evolving the Kerala style. The last three 
Chapters are devoted to an account of the individual 
temples. 
AL-4CIENT 
BUDH STUPA 
MAURYAN,DHAKA BHUTIS RULE, PUNJAB, CHANETI 
201, HAI^ DA (Devendra) . Mauryan stupa at chaneti,Punjab. 
Vishveshvaranand Indological Journal, 4;1966; 75-79. 
Chaneti is a small village, which is situated about 3 km. 
east of Jagadhari. Just about a hundred meters south-east 
of the vilJa ge lies a huge and brick-mound by the side 
of the cartract to Buriya. The very shape of this brick 
mound which corresponds greatly to the shanpur and Dhar-
marajipa stupas at taxila, givss the impression of its being 
the remains of a big stupa chaneti stupa must have been 
one of ten of topes which were erected in Dhana bhuti's 
time in and around the capital city. The yellowishered 
Colour or the bricks which is typical of the Mauryan 
period and the plain square and large sized bricks 
30X30X7 cm,, corres ponding with those used in the 
construction of the Bharhut Stupa. This Stupa was 
evected sometime during the reign of king shanabhuti 
who ruled from 240 to 210 B.C. 
DESCRIPTION,AKTS CRAFT 
PARSWANATH, COMPLEX, KHAJURAHO 
202, SHAtiSUDDIN, Wonders of Khajuraho, Hindustan Times. 63, 
301;1986, November, 21; 18C-P. 
There are different names of Khajuraho, firstly Ibn 
Batuta call it Khajuraho in 1335. Khajxiraho was once 
a large city its remains cover an area of about 8 square 
miles. There were 85 temples built bfetween 950 A.D, and 
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1050 A.D, out of which only 25 Hindu and Jain temples are 
intact now of these, the Khandariya and the Jain temples 
of Parswanath are the brgest and finest and the chausath 
Jogini, a Hindu temple and Ghantal, a Jain temple, the 
oldest. They have a definitely individual architectural 
character, different from that in any other part of the 
country. 
EVOIiUTIOK, 
PABHAGA, BRICK, BHITAGADN, FIFTH CENTURY 
203, ZAHEER (M). Temple at Bhitargaon. 
The brick temple at Bhitargaon dated in the 5th Century 
It is built on a triratha plan. The noli in the pabhaga 
of this temple mapes the 9th Century as the upper limit of 
its date. Towards the close of the 9th Century noli in 
the pabhaga section began to be replaced by the Kumbha 
moulding, 
II4AGES 
LINGAS WORSHIPS, M.P., OMKARESHWAR MANDHATA 
204, PASRICHA (Ram Nath). Omkareshwar Mandhata. Roopa-Lekha, 
42,1-2, 1973; 38-43. 
Omkareshwar Mandhata, about so miles from Indore, It is 
the site of one of the 12 Jyotirlingas described in the 
Sivamahapuran, It is an important j^ilgrim place in Madhya 
Pradesh where hundreds of devotees come daily for a holy 
dip in the Narmada and darshari of the linga. There are 
numerous ancient temples. The exact dates and who built 
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these temples on and around the Island are not known, but 
the puranic stones do indicate the antiquity of this pilg-
rim place. The finest temple of the whole complex is x:ne 
sidheshwar Temple. It is located on top of the hill on 
the Island Another important temple on the island is 
the" Gori Somnath temple. It has a gigantic " Linga" 
of smooth block stone and a "Nandi" of the same stone 
is out side, alsodescribe about the Orakareshwar temple 
on the ghats on the island, possibly belong to the 17th 
Century, Amreshwar and Birdheshwar, 
SIVA, LINGAS, WORSHIP, ORISSA,7-9th CENTURY 
205, DAS(DR), Saiva Images on Orissan, Temple walls; 7th to 
9th Century A,D. Journal of Ancient Indian History, 12; 
1978-79,82-110, 
Describes temples in Orissa are either of Saiva or 
Vaisanava affilia-cion. Before the 10th Century A.D, 
Vaisvavism was not a very active force in religions 
li^e of Orissa, There are not many Vaisanava Shrines 
datable prior to the 10th Century. These are dedicated 
to siva. Apart from enshrining a linga as the object of 
worship, these temples display an array of images on the 
exterior. These images represent Siva in his Various 
forms. The places of occurrence of these images are the 
bada and tne gandi of the badadeula and the wall of the 
muphasala. The Saiva images an Orissan temples dedicated 
to Siva and dated from C. 7th to C, 9th Century, 
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tlARTAl-JD, SUM TEI^PLE/ VISNU, KUKTAPIDA R U I £ , 
KASHMIR 
206, FISHER (Robert E). Inspired patron of Himalayan Art: 
Eigth Centxiry Kashmir. Marg. 39,2; 1986, March; 25-36. 
Lalitaditya Muktapida was the Kashmir's greatest rules 
His accomplishraents in both the political and artistic 
arenas have seldom been matched else where and are 
certainly with out equal in Kashmir, His patronage was 
not limited simply to images or hindered by sectorian 
beliefs. His donations ranged from individual shrine imaged 
to entire temples and included at leat one complex of 
Buddhist and Hindu temples and an entire new city , His 
bust known dedecation is the majestic sun temple known as 
Martand. It is the largest example of the Brohmanical 
type of Kashmiri temple. In 1892 stein found several other 
ruined temples, about a mile away, each one larger than 
Martand. Kalhana names six large temples, four dedicated 
to Vishnu, one Buddhist and Martand itself, all erected 
by Lalitaditya, There are n\amber of bronges known dated 
to his time one of the largest known, a 38 inches tall 
Buddha Sakyarauni, does coirimunicate an aura of confidence 
and majesty befitting the political and artistic achieve-
ments of eighth Century Kashmir. 
ARCHITECa?URE 
MEDIEVAL 
DAITYA SUDMJA, LOWAR 
207, BROWN (Percy), Indian architecture (Budhist and Hindus.) 
Mentioned Heraadapanti temples were built in the 13th 
1S4 
Century A.D. But no discription of Hemadapanti be 
raentioned only three temples of Vidarbha-Teiiiples of 
Daitya Sudana at Lonar^ Vishnu temple at Satgaon and 
a temple at Menkar. 
ARTS 
PALLAVAS, LINGA, WORSHIP, RELATION OF 
206. LOCKWUOD (l4ichael). Some thoughts on the early temple of 
the Tondaimandalam, Journal of the Ganganatha Jha Kendriya 
Sanskrit Vidyapeetha. 29, 1-4;1973;315-330-
Paper deals with two major problems. One of them is the 
question of the God-King relationsship expressed in the 
art of the pallavas. The other problem is the question 
of whether there was linga worship in the early pallava 
saivite temples. These two problems are actually inter-
related. So he describe upon the evidence in one field 
for enlightment in the other, 
BUDHIST 
SANCHI STUPA, ARICHITECTURAL DESCRPTION, M.P.,BHILSA 
20 9. CUNNINGHA14. Bhilsa Topes- A Buddhist Manuraent of Central 
India, 
Describes the Buddha Stupa located in Bhilsa now Bidisha. 
the Stupa is 11 Km from the city an the hill top known as 
sanchi also called as sanchi StUj^ a the architect of 
Stupa is a very big raind dome did an the top of the 
dome three circular stones are coming up an a rock 
an a rode smaller circular stone of the top under the 
1S5 
Stupa the tooth of Buddha is preserved more than 100 
stairs are coming up from the hill and the bottem of the 
Stupa on the side of the old Stupa a new stupa is const-
ructed by Buddhist and a musura save ancient movements 
are preserved the most sacred place for the Buddhist 
next to Kalanda, 
CAVES 
DESCRIPTIONS 
ELURA,MAHAi^STRA# AUx^ANGABAD 
210 BURG£SS (James) .Bluracave temples. 
Caves are excavated in the iace of a hill and run nearly 
North and South about a mile and a quarter and look like a 
horn towards west. Most of the oavas have got distinguishi-
ng names from the local Brahiman but it may be quit 
convientent for sape of reference to nximber tham from 
south to north with the caves or which thev are 12 and 
passing through the Brahraanical series of which sei?enteen 
are below the bro of the scrap and a large nximber of 
smaller ones above and enaling with the join one of which 
there are fine at the extreme north also same cells and a 
coloss join image an the north side of the same spur in which 
is the Indra Sabha. 
COI-IPLES 
BASALT STOHE 
KADAMBA, GOA 
MITTEi-i^iALLNER(Grittiu), Hindu Past! Sculpture and Architec-
ture Marg. 35*3;1982;21-40. 
1V6 
Hindu art and architecture of Goa has long been denied the 
attention it deserves. The reason for this neglect is the 
destruction caused to all ancient Hindu temples on the Island 
of Goa and salcete and Bardez* areas called the three old 
conquests (velha conquistas) by the Portuguese first by 
the Muslim invaders in the fourteenth and fifteenth centu-
ries A.D. and later by the Portguese in the 16th century 
A.D, The Island of Goa (Tissuari) and sakete and Bardez 
contained by the richest and most artistic Hindu 
temples. It describe the remains of Goa Kadamba temples 
built wholly or partly in Basalt stone and Basalt stone 
frageraents of the saptakotisvara tempie (Divar) • Also 
aescribe the siva temple at Tambisurla, structural temples 
of the Goa kadamba period and Hindu temples of Portuguese, 
DEITIES 
RITUAL,STYLE,BAKRilSH'.f^iR^DURGV'KALI, vJ.B., BIRBHUM 
212 CHAUDHUKT (Buddhadeb). Bakrashwar temples A study on 
perristence and change, Man in India. 57,4;1977, October-
December; 293-30 4, 
Describes Bakresh-.^r is a historically famous place 
surrounded by numerous temples of Birbhiom District, west 
Bengal, This holly place is enriched by the temples of 
different gods and goddesses like Durga, Kali, Siva, Bdtuk, 
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Bhairabnath of which the temple of siva is the most 
important one. Besides the main Siva temple, there are 
give other relatively small temples housing the phallic 
emblem of Mohadeva one of the most distinctive feature of 
this sacred complex is not the dominanae of Siva cult* but 
the presence of numerous ritual styles* sectr* temples and 
shrines, 
DESCtilPTIONS 
DEVIS, DEVOTION/ GOh 
213 D03HI (Sargu) and SHIxiODKAR (PP). Temple Sanctuaries s 
Expressions of Devotion Marg, 35,3;1982;53-60. 
Goa with its wooded hills/ somnolent rivers and the sea 
has served as a setting for many events in my thology and 
history from ancient times it has been associateii with 
the heooic feats and foilles of Hindu deities and their 
devotees. The 16th century shrines of shri Mangesh and 
Devi Shanta Durga were modest structuees. Temple of 
Mangesh to that of Shanta Durga are the temples of Devi 
Malsa Devi Mahalakshmi, lord Nagesh and Lord Ramanatha, 
It siuuated among sylvan surroundings these shrines a^e 
built on the gentle slopes of verdant hills or in the 
valkys sheltered by thick groves of green polm trees. 
The shrines thus had to be equipped with large areas where 
such ceremanies could be performed and celebrated. These 
needs and functions of the temple appear to have determined 
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the architectural expression of the temple complex. 
Hindu shrines in other parts of India the temples in Goa 
are not surmounted by a shikhara but by a ShiJchara but 
by a dome in these shrines temple rituals are conducted 
from down to dusk, A large nvmiber of people serve the 
temple by carrying out such fasks as clearing the temples* 
linghtin-dthe lari^ i conducting the^pxti^^ officiating at 
rituals and singina the praises of the deity, 
KATARMAi.^  BARADITYA 
214.JOSHI (Maheshwar p) Katarmal temples of Kumaon, 
Vishy^sjw^ranand Indological Journal. 14,1; 1976, 
March; 99-106. 
Katarmal temple group is situated about nine miles awav 
from the Almora town. There are over 40 temples in this 
group facing all directions around the main temple. The 
entire establishment seems to have played an important 
part in the religious history of Kumaon, Its old name was 
Baraditya and it is the biggest temple establishment of 
kumaon dedicated to surya, Katarmal like other temples 
site of Kumaon has suffered considerable damage from the 
iconoclastic activities of the rohillas sometime during 
the second half of the 18th centurv consequently most of 
the shrines have lost their original features and it is 
enthrelya matter of conjecture as to which deities the 
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shrines were dedicated. The images of Darga# Mahisa-
suramardivi, Hara Gauri etc. are still kept in some of \,he 
snrines# but these have oeen brought j.rom outside and are 
in broken condition, 
ORG/iNIZATION 
GOA 
215.SAi<AWATT (Baidyanath), Temple organization in Goa, 
Man in India 43,2; 1963, April-June; 131-140, 
Describes there are several Hindu temples in the territory 
of Goa, but the most important and magnificent temples are 
situated in the districts of Ponda and Bicholira, The 
noteworkthy temples in Bikholim are the temples at Shirgao 
and Marora, The Shirgo temple is famous for its annual 
fair in which the Dhonds (peasant devotees) walk across 
and overa heap of burning coal of a bonfire with no burn 
or injury to their feet. The temple of gaptako teshwar 
at Narora was built by Shivai'i, This temple is commonly 
known as the Tirtha, Th^re are same other temples in dif-
ferent pldces such as Shri Ramnath, Shri Mahalakshmi and 
Shri Nagesh temples at Bandora shri Devakikrishna at Siroda 
etc. Also describes the Gaud Saras wats and their deities, 
the temple of shri shana Durga, temple servants of shri 
Shanta Durga temple. Temple festivals, Mahagement of the 
temple etc. 
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DECO.HATIOUS S^mBOLS, GARLANS, CHALTTKYAN SITES 
216,MULK KAJ ANAND.Continuity of myths, symbols and Images, 
Marg. 32,1;1978, December; 5-8, 
Describes that there is a centinuity of hecoic deeds of 
the gods and goddesses in the chalukya temples. The symbols 
are absorbed as decoration but in terms of a new aesthetic. 
The garland bearers who were seen at Barhut sanchi, Gandh-
ara, Amaravati Nagarjunakeonda and Ter appear all the 
chalukyan sites. The raakaras* kirtimuphas* Vidyadharas, 
f^ anas and other accessories are experienced again from 
the depth of different emotional experiences/ by men 
grabbing at spiritual powers which might make thera masters 
at the chaos, 
DEITIES LESS 
SHAINx^ S 
KHQND/ TRIBi^ 
2l7.ELi(^IN(V), Religion of an Indian Tribe, 
In tribal India anthropomorphic images of the Gods are 
rare. Tribal shrines may be compleatly empty such as khond 
temple with wooden post in its premises Bhandina thaqurani 
(phul bani district) or elso contains uniconioal syblon 
wooden post, earthan post or eleraentEy syblom like stones 
entries but it is not this symbol that this function held 
by the properly worship image in Hinduism is conferred the 
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function in tribal region in with a living man it is he who 
conveys the very presence of the deity whicn posses ray 
throuah him the deity speak and confronts her beliefs 
randered by a human being are might say that in anyway 
anthropomorphic images are not needed the human media be-
come possessed by the deitv in any time, 
MALE/FEMALE, NILGIRIS 
218.CHAKAAL^4ITTAN(H). Indo-less temples of Niligiris. 
Social Welfare^ 22,4;1975/ July/ 27-28, 35. 
Describes the temples which house no idols are the very 
ftiotnif a station of gods; in Nilgris, though the temples are 
erected side by side to represent the male and the female 
powers no woman allowed to enter the temples exceot at the 
time of annual festival, 
riE SCRIPT ION «! 
SABARI, SUREBAN 
219.HALAKAx'TI (SVP), Sabari temple at sureban* Arare Sikhara. 
In Rangavalii Recent Researchers in Indology, 
Sabari temple is situated in the suravakilla 4 kms away 
from Surebam in Belga\im District, It consists of a spac-
ious raukhamandapa sabhamandapantarala and a Garbhagriha, 
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The adhishthana of the temple is of Padmabandha type. The 
outes walls of sabhainandpa and garbhagriha are relieved in 
to narrow pilasters. Since the Sabari teinple belongs to 
late Rashtrakuta period and also in view of the fact that 
Rashtrakutas and choias nad political relations, although 
hostile the ultimate sovirce of inspiration for buildina 
saidsikhdo-a temple at sureban, Sabari temple in Surav-
vanakolia is the only temple with salasikhara in karnataka, 
dTYLE 
BILCHQDA 
220,SUNDARA(A). Temples and Sculptures from Bilichodu. In 
Rongavalli Recent Researchs in Indoloay, 
Bilicholu is a small village in Javanageri Taluk, chintra 
Durga District, village is important due to some interesting 
temples and uni^ u^e .Taina sculptures. There are four temples 
known as Isvara temple, kadle, Basvanna and Bommlinga temple. 
The Isvara temple is of 9th A,D. and is the period of f^ ash-
traquta known in Karnataka. Originally ekakutachala ana 
was renovated and enlarged in to a tri-qiitachala during 11th 
rt.D. Describes the structure plinth and the door frames of 
the sabhamandaka are of the 19 A,D. 
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STYLE 
HALEBID 
221, RAO (Lalitha M). Hallbid : Queen among temples. Times 
of India (Mag)1969, September, 21, 5c-f, 
Describes the great temple at Halebid, had it been 
desire to take his fetand. The artistic combination 
of the horizontal and vertical lines, and the play of 
light and shade, for surpasses anything in Gothic art. 
STYLE 
MAHA MESU PRASAD SOMNATH 
222. iCURVE (V Mavin). Scsnnath : India's Phoenix Temple. 
Times of India, 1971, January, 3, 7a-f, 9c. 
Few ten^les in India have had history, mythology and 
religious fevour written into their legend, as scxnnath 
has. The present tatiple is the sixth, built on the 
same spot, and in its grand architectvure is said to 
be the largest Hindu temple in the "Maha Meru Prasad" 
style built during the past 800 years. The somnath 
temple was the principal shrine of Lord Shiva at the 
beginning of the christian era. The first Somnath 
temple was built in the 2nd century. There are many 
places where the somnath temple is built such as -
Varanasi, Kedarnath, Baijnath, ankareswar, Nasik, 
Dwarka, Scsnnath and Rameswaram etc. 
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DISTRIBUTION 
ORISSA 
224. DAS (GK), Temples of Orlssa. Link. 15, 45; 1973, 
June, 17; 41-45. 
India is potentially one of the world's most exciting 
tourist paradise from the mighty Himalayas dovm to 
kanyakumari, there is a spectrum of natural beauty. 
Orissa is known as the "cathedral city of India". 
There are several hundred temples built of stone 
between the 5th and 15th century A.D, such as temple 
of Lingaraj at Bhubaneswar, Jagannath at Puri and 
the 64-Yogini temple at Hirapur. There are also some 
modern temples. 
EVOLUTION 
CHRONOLOGICAL 
INDIA 
225. Describes an apprisal of the evolution of the temple. 
The selection of temples for discussion and the illus-
trations provided cover a vast part of the country and 
includes a wide variety. Describes the temples of 
Khajuraho, Rajasthan, Gujrat and Kathiarwar, Gwalior 
and Central India, Palitana and Girnar, Ranakpur, 
Kashmir, the Deccan and the South etc. 
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JAGANNATHA/ ORISSA 
226. STIETENCRON (HV). Saiva component in the early evolu-
tion of Jagannatha. In cult of Jagannath and the 
Regional tradition of Orissa, Ed by Anncharlott 
Eschroann and others. 119-124. 
Some problems relating to early history of the wooden 
God (Derudevata). He discussed in the first chapter 
and the type of Hinduization process are as observed 
in Orissa is in chapter 4 and 5. There are several 
reasons for exploring the possibility that the origin 
of the famous vaisnava deity Jagannatha might paradoxi-
cally be traced back to the religious impact of the 
Saiva movement. Saivisra was the dominant Hindu religion 
in Orissa throughout the period dioring which the Hindui-
zation of the wfooden God must have taken place. For 
more than 550 years preceding the ascent of the imperial 
Ganga dynasty iVi Orissa combined with saktism and 
absorbed Buddhism sculptural representations of Ekapada 
Bhairava of Shishreshvara temple Bhxibneswar show a 
striking similarity with the Jagannatha image. 
PRISTLY POWER^ ORISSA, PURI 
227. DASH (GN). Evolution of the priestly power : The 
Gangavamsa period. In cult of Jagannath and the Regional 
tradition of Orissa* Ed. byAnn-charlott Eschroann and 
others. 157-168. 
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Deals with the evolution of the priestly power in the 
Gangavamsa period and traditionally form of priest 
change of worship Raraantija, the celebrat south Indian 
Vaisnava saint, on his way from North India, came to 
puri. He was distressed to see the heterodac mode of 
worship prevalent at the shrine of lord Jagannatha 
and the lives of the priests as prescribed in Pancara-
tras with the support of the king* the priest did not 
cooperate Ramanuja/ resolved to conduct the worship 
according to the Pancaratra's system, appointed a new 
set of priests. The t raditional priests that very 
night went in a body to the shrine of Lord Jagannatha 
and complained against Ramanuja*s attitude. Lord 
Jagannatha liked the priests and their mode of worship 
Lord Jagannatha directed to Garuda, his mount, to 
convey Ramanuja during his sleep to Sri Kurman (Andhra 
Pradesh), Ramanuja woke up the next morning and to 
his surprise found himself ina different place where 
Siva and his worship in lingam form. He being a 
vaisnava, could neither worship siva nor could eat 
food offered to siva. In the night he was told by 
devine voice that he himself had mistaken the 'tortoise* 
form of visnu for Siva linga and that he should therefore 
start the worship of vishnu-Sri Kurman and Ramanuja 
realised his mistake and started the worship of visnu. 
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EXISTANCE 
ANANTA-VASUDEVA, ANANGABHIMA III, RULE 
228. SAHU (NK), Ed. History of Orissa. 
Ananta-vasudeva temple of Bhubaneswar is the only 
existing Jagannatha temple of this period form Nagari 
Plates of Anangabhima III we come to know that he 
constructed another temple for puruso Haraa in cuttack 
which was also perhaps a Jagannatha temple. This temple 
is not existing at moment it is likely that such temple 
once. 
HEMADAPANTI 
ARCHITECTURAL UNBALANCED 
229. BROWN (Percy). Indian Architecture (Muslims period), 
Hemada panti terr^ les characterise by behaviness incli-
ning to wards clximsiness he distinguish by the heavy 
proportion and Unintersting architectural treatment. 
The scarcity of figures sculptures on their exteriors 
is due to lack of funds or due to advance of the muslims. 
He describes the Heraadapanti templea as those substal-
tially built of hewn stones without mortar with numerous 
moulding and frequently within abandance of mythological 
sculptxore. 
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JAIN 
DESCRIPTIONS 
ARCHITECTURE/SCULPTURE 
SWETAMBAR, RAJASTHAN, DELWARA 
230, KUMBHAT (JR). Jain Temples of Del war a. Indian Railways. 
32, 5-6; 1987, August-September; 23-25, 
Mount Abu, the only hill resort of Rajasthan, is situa-
ted at the height of 3,785 ft above the sea level. The 
architecture of the swetanibar Jain temples in Delwara 
is a record of the intellectual and cultxiral treasure 
of the age which holds the visitors spell bound. The 
stone sculptxire has wrought in marbles the lin^id grace 
of Gods and Goddesses as they dance and listen to the 
reverberating music. He describs the historical back-
ground and architectural structxire of Mahavir Temple, 
vimal vasahintemple, luna vasahi temple etc. 
TRAILOKI DEEPIKA, TIRTHANKAR, RANAKPUR 
231. SETHI (HS), Majestic temples of Ranakpur. Hindustan 
Times, 63, 330; 1986, December, 20; I7a-d, 22c-f. 
Ranalq>ur is famous for Jain tanples. The main temple 
in the complex is Trailoki Deepika. It is a chaumukha-
fournfaced shrine - dedicated to Adinath, the first 
Tirthankar of the Jains. It was built by Sethdhaima 
Bhah, a jain devotee in 63 years (1433-1496) under the 
supervision of Deepaji architect. The temple then 
cost 9,9 million gold coins. There are other two 
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temples in the canpus. One is surya standing on a 
star shaped terrace and other is Neranath temple 
dedicated to the 21st Tirthankar of the Jains. 
LOCATION DESCRIPTIONS 
ARTS CRAFTS* SIVA LINGA, RAJASTHAN, KOTA, BAROLI 
232. NEGLECTED TEMPLES Of Baroli. Hindustan Tiroes. 63* 301; 
1986, November, 21; I7e-f. 
Temple of Baroli is located in an extensive plateau of 
Mukundra, a branch of Aravalli hills on Kota. Rawatbhata 
Road, known as siva temple. It is built by a Raja Hoon 
in commemoration of his infatuation for a princes 
named Pingla. It is a xinique specimen of superb crafts 
manship in architecture and sculpture. It is a chain 
of nine temples - four temples dedicated to Lord Siva, 
in the form of Shiv Linga, Trimurti, Banlinga, Shiva 
and Parvati, The ronaining temples are dedicated to 
Lord vishnu, Surya, Ganesh and Mahishasxir Mardani and 
vaman. 
MEDIEVAL 
ARCHITECTURE/SCULPTURE 
SATGAON 
233. DEGLURKAR (GB). Medieval Temples at Satgaon. 
Describes that regions of Marathwada and vidarbha 
from more or less the cultural backbone of Maharashtra. 
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Satgaon is situated in Budhana district. Gives all 
details in respect of every architectural^iconographic 
and sculptural component of the vishnu temple which 
forms the main and relatively better surviving monument 
in the group of satgaon tanple. It was built in 12th 
centiiry A.D. 
DESCRIPTIONS 
DECORATIVE 
KONARK, NARSINGH DEV, GANGDYNASTY 
234. DUBE (Dinanath), Crumbling glory of Konark, Hindustan 
Times. 63, 301? 1986, November, 21; I7a-d. 
Konark temple was built in 13th century by king Narsingh 
Dev of Gang dynasty, it is generally known as the 
temple of sun God. It was constructed in the form of 
sun-God chariot with 16 wheels and seven horses for 
drawing the chariot. It was built by 1200 architects 
in 12 years. It has five distinct aspects namely 
(a) decorative (b) Social (c) Religious (d) conventional 
and lastly (e) Erotic. Today, the main temple of 
Konark lies canrtpletely destroyed. 
RAMESWARAM, UDAYAN SETHUPATHI 
235. RAO (Radha Krishna). Legend of Rameswariam. Hindustan 
Times. 63, 207, 1986, August, 18, 17a-c. 
SET amidst the swaying palm groves and glistening sands 
washed by the ceaseless waves of the shallow manner Gulf, 
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to the extreme south-east corner of Indian peninsula 
stands Rameswaram* Raraeswarara is the celebrated 
abode of one of the 12 Jyotirlingas. Every point of 
Rameswaram has its romantic and legendary associations 
with the concluding events in Ramayana. It considered 
as the second most holy place in India, next only to 
varanasi* it attracts countless pilgrims frcxn all over 
India, The tanple of Rameswaram is built by Udayan seth-
upathi with the assistance of ceylonese Prince Rajash-
ekhara in 1414* 
HEMADAPANTI, EVOLUTION OF 
236, COUSENS (Henry), Ed. Medieval Temples of the Deccan, 
Describes the roost outstanding temples of thana* Khanesh-
Nasik, Ahmed Nagar, Satara and Sholapur district along 
with a few temples of Berar these temples were built in 
the medieval period not all the temple listed by 
causens are Hemadpanti but they are gradually evolution 
of Hemadpantintemple contain discription of Particular 
temples sufficient number of plates showing the various 
components of the temple work is more exhaustive 
covering ten^les built in Yadava period. 
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PINK RED STONE 
DESCRIPTIONS, LAMBA/AUWA 
237, DHAKY" (MA) . Old Ten^le at Laniba and Kamesvara Temple 
at Auwa. Journal of the Asiatic Society (Bengal)# 8. 
2; 1966; 141-148. 
Marumandala is a land of contradictions. In its arid, 
uninviting land scape grew some of the fairest flowers 
of Indian temple architecture Lamba is located about 
8 Kms to the West-south-west of Bhavi. On the southern 
outskirts of the village and not for from it is situa-
ted the old temple. The temple is built of pink red 
sand stone as at Osia, Mandor, Auwa and other Maha 
Maru sires, but with a shade richer and more pleasing 
tone. In Auwa, the old temple is situated about ahalf 
a kilcMnetre north-west of the village. The red stone 
temple comprises a mulaprasada and a spacious Ranga-
mandapa with a raukhacatuski in front. The temple faces 
the west, as do the two siva temples at Osia. He dis-
cribes the architecture style and structures of the both 
temples. 
RANGANATHA, TIPU SXJLTAN RULE, SRIRANGAPATNAM 
238. RADHIKA SABAVALA. Monuments of Tipu Sultan. Marq. 
35, 1; 87-92. 
The capital of the empire bequeathed by Haider All was 
srirangapatnara, a jewelled island formed by the parting 
of the cauvery river into two branches which rejoin. 
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The ruins of Tipu's for run almost paralled to the 
river bank, enclosing the Ranganatha temple and 
several other temples, the Jumraa Masjid and Tipu's 
dungeons Not far from the Ranganatha Temple are the 
ruined walls of Tipu's once magnificent palace which, 
on the orders of colonel wellesley, was dismantled 
C.1807. 
RELOCATION 
TRASPORTATION TECHNIQUES, ANDHRA 
239. RAO (RHK). Temples moved to safety in Andhra, Indian 
and Foreign Review. 24, 6; 1987, January, 15; 15,30. 
Andhra like any other state in the south abounds in 
ancient temples and temple architecture, giving it the 
pride of place as the temple state. The 23 temples 
of the Papanasi were built during the reign of the 
Rashtrakutas and chalukyas between the 9th and 13th 
centuries. The transplantation whcih began in 1982 
passed through various stages of meticulous planning, 
documentation and mapping among other process. The 
transplantation idea was aimed at restoring the tra-
ditions of Alampur by the three temple clusters placed 
in a close-knit complex. Before totally dismantling 
the original structure, the orientation of the temples 
was carefully plotted on a map and plinth levels of 
the temples were duly recorded to ensure accurate trans-
plantation. 
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RCX:KCUT 
DESCRIPTIONS, MAHABALIPURAM 
240. RAO (Lalitha M), Solemnities in stone at M&habalipuram 
pulsate with the religious fervour of their creators. 
Fourteen centuries of assault by sea and air have not 
dimmed their beauty. 
SCULPTURES, MAHADEO, KUMARA GUPTA I, U.P. MANKUAR 
241. SINHA (KC) and Ghosh (Araalanda). Old Temple at Mankuar 
Journal of the United Provinces Historical Society. 
9, 2; 1936/ July; 97-99. 
Village of Mankuar, Tahsil Karchana. District Allahabad, 
is already known to archeologists for its yeild of a 
Buddha images with an inscription of the reign of 
Kumara - Gupta I, There is a temple which was built 
to the east of the present village on one of the rocks 
which are very numerous in the area. Locally this 
temple is known as Mahadeoka Mandir. There are three 
panels of sculpture on each of its four sides on three 
sides the top most panel depicts some animal figures. 
All the rest show human figiires, which are unfortu-
nately much too defaced to be studied in details, but 
there is no doubt that some of them are of erotic 
significance on the eastern side of the rock which 
forms the foundation of the ten^le there are three 
short inscription of the temple there are three short 
inscriptions. 
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SCULPTURES 
JAINS/HINDUS, RAJASTHAN 
242. BANERJI (Adris). Some post-Muslim temples and sculp-
tures of Rajasthan. Journal of the Asiatic Society 
(Bengal). 8, 1; 1966; 105-110. 
A most tragic age in India opened in A.D, 1193* when 
Turki converts to Islam crashed the gates and entered 
the fertile kuru-panchal country. He discussed some 
fanes of Rajasthan and their applied sculptures. He 
described some Post-Muslim temples of Rajasthan such 
as. three Jaina temples and one shrine dedicated to 
the sun at Ranpura, sarvotabhadra temple and others 
two temples dedicated to suparsvanatha, the Yugadisvara 
temple, which was erected in V.S. 1489 (A.D, 1432-33). 
during the reign of Maharana Kurabhakarana* etc. He also 
described some sculptures of Rajasthan. 
ORNAMENTS, DESCRIPTIONS, HOYSALA PERIOD 
243. PATEL (T Dayananda) and RADHA (M). Jewellery and 
Ornaments in Hoysala period : A sculptural study. In 
Rangavalli Recent Eesearches in Indology. Ed by 
A V Narasimha Murthi and B.K. Gururaja Rao. 257-63. 
Hoysala temples have elegently carved male and female 
sculptures which have been studded, which Jewelles and 
ornaments of their irrespective status. Onaments fitted 
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most erainantly are the head ear. Neck, waist, hand 
and leg. Sometimes the junction of the thorax and 
the abdomen and the breast. Description is a study 
the different ornaments of the body sculptured on 
walls. The Hoysala sculptures love to carve this type 
of figures on the walls of the teiroples. A detailed 
description of ornament of each part of the body is 
provided. 
STONE 
ANCIENT 
INSCRIPTIONS 
STYLE 
CHOLA, VALISAVARA/ TIRUVALISVARAM, TAMIL NADU 
MADRAS 
244. BANE3iJEE (NR) Valisvara temple of Tiruvalisvarara. 
Journal of the Asiatic Society (Bengal^ '. 4, 3-4; 1962; 
169-178. 
Describes, there is an eatcellent stone temple (Karrali) 
of the early chola style at Tirivalisvaram, in the 
Ambasamudrara taluk, of district Tirunelveli, Madras, 
in the extreme south of India. The temple, called 
Tlruvalisvaramudaiyar in the inscriptions, is dedicated 
to siva. This temple built early in the tenth century 
far into the interior of the Pandya country is reminis-
cent of the glories of the cholas, and the records 
inscribed on it provide ample information about the 
contemporary political, social, cultural and economic 
life. By Itself, it is an excellent piece of art with 
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well proportioned architectural members and a profusion 
of delightful sculptures representing various forms of 
siva and legends connected with the Great Lord. 
DESCRIPTIONS 
STYLE, NAGARA* SAILESWARA/SANDESVARA/ WEST BENGAL 
BANKURA 
245, DAS (DR). Sailesvara and sandesvara temples at Dehar, 
Journal of Ancient Indian History. 2, 1-2; 1968-89; 
126-128. 
Village of Dehar lies about 6 miles to the north west 
of Bishnupur in the Bankura district of West Bengal. 
There are at the village two very interesting temples 
made of local laterite (makra) stone. Standing side by 
side, they are known respectively as the shrines of 
sailesvara and sandesvara. Flat roof nagara temples 
appear to be rare and in this respect the Sailesvara 
and sandesvara temples at Dehar stand unique. The rock-
cut bull infront the sailesvara shrine suggest a saivite 
affilation. 
STRUCTURES 
IMAGES, CHALUICfAS, IMPACT OF 
246. SETTAR (s). Roots, relations and relevance s The chalu-
kyan back drop. Mara. 32, 1, 1978, Dec. 9.10-
Describe that the chalukyas could claim, involving little 
or no controversy to be the first to monumentalize the 
mid-Deccan; to systematically popularise saivism. 
2QH 
vaisnavism and Jainisra, through temple media* 
between the coasts, to regulate the regulate the 
chronological system of the Karnataka dynasties by 
adopting the saka era; to systematize the adminis-
trative set up by creating nelo zones like the 
Konakana.visayp to coin a currency system (varaha)• 
The Lord of the uttarapatha in battle field, to evolve 
an architectural complex which was tondistinguish 
itself under the names, Nagara (Northern), vesara 
(middles and Dravida Southern). The chaylukyas were 
among the earliest in the lower Deccan to adom the 
inner surface of the temple with an impressive array 
of Hindu gods and to introduce the technique and 
terminology of architecture that were to guide the 
tools of the artisans throughout the medieval period. 
PARTS, KAMAKHYA, ASSA, GAUHATI 
247. DAS GUPTA (Barun). Temple of Kamkhya. Link. 17, 21; 
1975, Jan, 5, 34-5. 
The temple of Kamkhya at Gauhati has been the strongest 
cultural link ijetween the Assam and the rest of the 
country. This ten^le is situated in the Nilachal hill, 
commonly called the Kamakhya hill. Nilachal actually 
consists of three hills. Baraha at the foot, 
kamaphya at the middle and Bhubaneswari, where the 
Bhubaneswari temple is situated, at the top. They 
respectively symbolize Bramha, shiva and vishnu. The 
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temple was rebuilt twice in the 16th century. The 
temple has three parts : the main temple, the Natghar 
as chhinamasta mandir, the kameswar raandir, the 
Bhairabi mandir, the Dhumabati mandir and the Kalimandir 
etc. 
THEFTS 
GURUVAYAR-PRKST INVOLVED 
248, MENON (Venu). Temple of glocm. Illustrated weekly 
of India. 106, 8; 1985, June, 30, 32-35. 
Guruvayur temple is kerala*s biggest shrine and has the 
second highest revenue among ten^les inthe country. 
Recently, this symbol of sancity which has a monthly 
income of over Rs.25 lakhs, was rocked by a sordid 
scandal. When the temple priest allegedly raided the 
sanctum sanctorum and made away with the ornaments 
theire. The act of sacrilege shocked thousands of 
Pilgrims who flock to it daily. 
TRADITIONS & WORSHIPS 
BALABHADRA, ORISSA, PURI 
249, SIRCAR (DC). Introduction of Bahabhadra worship in 
the Puri Temple, gournal of the Asiatic Society(Bengal), 
24, 1-4; 1982, 45-47. 
How the Bibhadra worship in the temple of Puri started 
by a paper published in Royal Asiatic Society with the 
V ; 10 
title 'Kin Anangabhima III# he draws attention of 
Dasgoba plates (1198 A.D) of Anantavarman codaganga's 
grandson Rajaraja III (1198-1211 A.D.) which speak about 
the happiness of the god Purusottama when he visted the 
temple with his wife laxmi, into the new temple built 
by Gangesvara at Puri and then argues that the mention 
of Laksmi as wife of Purusottama here Precludes the 
existance of Balabhadra, the elder step brother of 
Laksmi•s husband^ in the trinity because according to 
the traditional taboo, he was not allowed to see his 
younger sister in l«w. Prom this taboo, it is conclu-
ded that the said taboo could one of the reason, the 
laksmi- was substituted by the sister subhadra when 
Balabhadra was introduced inthe Puri trinity at a later 
date so that codaganga's temple would have been built 
by Purusottama and his wife. The fact that the trinity 
of Halin (Balabhadra), Cakrin (Krsna) and sxibhadra are 
for the first time mentioned in the patalesvara temple 
inscription (1237 AD) and Anagabhima III, son of Rajaraja 
III, introduced the worship of Bulbhadra in the temple 
of Puri and called as Trinity. 
WORSHIP 
PERFORMANCE 
DEITIES 
SHILPASASTRIC 
DESCRIPTION, DIPFENT, DAYS 
250, JAIN (Jyotindra). Daily worship; The Icons and the 
ritual accessories. Marq. 31, 3; 1978, June; 51-52. 
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Describes, Daily worship of the household deities 
and a visit of to the temple have been an essential 
part of the every-day life. In the system of Varnas-
ramadharma all duties are held equally sacred. There 
is a hoard of small images sprining from the rural 
strata of the society which provides an interesting 
study of combination of local religious features and 
the standard iconography of silkasa stric prescriptions. 
These images include Ganesa* Nataraja, Bhairava, varaha# 
Garuda# Narasimha# Hanuman etc. Also describes that 
there are various ritual accessories related with the 
worship of the deities. The most important of the 
ritual accessories are the lawaps/ the containers for 
water, flowers, perfume, scented power, sandal paste 
and saffxron, ritual spoons and ladles, bells, etc. 
INTERCASTE ROUTINE 
FESTIVITIES CUSTOMS, 
DEVDASI, KARNATAKA 
251. GOSWAMI (BB) and MORAB (SG), Tribes and castes as func-
tionaries in the temple® of Karnataka. Man in India. 
68, 1; 1988, March; 61-69. 
Describes the patterns of association of tribe and caste 
groups in respect of their roles as functionaries 
of the different temples in Karnataka state. Twenty two 
temples situated in eleven different districts of the 
state have been categorically studied in their every day 
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routine activities as well as through festivities. 
The traditional roles played by the Brahmins* various 
non-Brahmins and scheduled castes and tribal conmuni-
ties have been very carefully depicted in the frame 
work of the temple organisation. The devadasi custom 
is still functioning in some of the temples though it 
has witnessed a significant change in their basic mode 
of behaviour. 
LIGHT LAMPS IMPORTANCE 
ARTILAMPS 
252. JAIN (Jyotindra). light : Lamps of the Temple and the 
House. Marq. 31, 3; 1978, June; 57-60. 
Describes the lamp is a symbol of surya and Agni and 
thus plays a very important role in the religious life 
of the Hindus. The offering of the lamp a is mentioned 
among the nine essential forms of worship. Also descri-
bes some types of lamps such as : Arati Imaps, standing 
lamps. Hanging lamps. Miscellaneous lamps etc. 
MODE OF, DRAMA, SAMAJA, ANCIENT 
253. VARADDANDE (ML), Preksanaka « A temple - drama. Journal 
of the Oriental Institute. 29, 1-2; 1979, September -
December, 85-89, 
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Ancient belief that the God is more pleased by 
dramatic petfonnances than by any other form of 
worship. Bharata says in Natya-sastra s The Gods 
are never so pleased on being worshipped with scents 
and grasslands/ as they are delighted with the perfor-
mance of drama. The evidence about the presentation 
of regular drama in a ten^le ccames from Muni vatsyayana's 
famous work, the Kama-Sutra# In the Nagaraka-vrtta-
Prakarama of the Kama sutra, he advises the Nagaraka, 
a cultured man of the city, to organize a samaja in the 
temple of Goddess sarasvati on an auspicious days. In 
Harivamsa purana, we find Lord Krsna organising a 
samaja in honour of Biltsodakessar siva. Preksanaka 
means dramatic performance preksa is not only dancing 
or singing or playing on musical instruments. Now the 
preksanka was a kind of tentple drama to be presented 
on the festival occasions before dieties by the Preksa 
(a male or female actors). From the various inscrip-
tions of the Orissan temples, we could infer that the 
tradition of presenting plays in temples by the Deva-
dasis were prevalent there also. 
SPIRUTUAL 
SUN 
154. MALVILLE (John M). Sun worship in contemporary India. 
Man in India. 65, 3; 1985, September, 207-233. 
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Describes three regions of India and some of their 
respective approaches to the worship of the sun j 
Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh; Konarak, Orissa; and the 
Tanjore District of Tamil Nadu. The river bank at 
Varanasi serves today as a natural temple and the 
eastern horizon is its alter. Judging from the many 
ruined sun temples in varanasi and elsewhere in India, 
formal temple centered sun worship was an important 
part of the spiritual life of India between the fourth 
and thirteenth centuries. Now the sun temples are in 
ruins and their stones are quiet. 
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